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,This final report. prepared by Hartin IL'1rictta Denvcr Aero'space. provides 
the technical. results of the Space Station Aut'oemtion S,tudy. Thc report is . 
'submitted in two volumcs: 
Volume 1 Lxecutlvc Suooary 
... ~ ; . , ... ' ',.:' , 
Volume 2 
" , •• ~ • .:..,' :.- L , 
T~chnical Report' 
TheJe' documents arcfl'ubmitted in accordance \lith the requirements of 
contract NAS8-35042. They reflect the work performed under Task 5.3. "Space 
Station ,Automation Study. ~ for thc Georgc C. H<lrshall Space. Flight .~entcr of 
thc National Aeronautics nnd Space Administration. . ,L< 
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" ,'The Space Station concept currently conceived encompasses both manned 
'and unclanned operations. A cretT of six to eight flight personnel will 
ibe employed 1~ v~ri~us tasks where: past experience indicates a'strong' 
[need for human presence. Many of the activities projected can be char-
'acterized as ones that can be programmed in advanced and a~e better 
-,': :<~uited for. automated ,systems. ' 
:The'application of automation to Space Station is a topic of great cur-I _ __ 
': r~nt ,intereat 'and' controversy. At the extreme ends of this controversy 
:'is 'the t~adeoff of'8 'total autonomous 13y~~~~m versus a highly human 
: activitY,inte.ooive system. '- ~~o major issues within this cont:::oversy, 
;', are:;':, 1) does the i.oco£poration of l1utomrition significantly reduce the " 
• _ ~ _" _ r., • 
"cas't of thousando".' on the ground; and 2) does technology availability 
push or mission'requirements' drive the autonomy technology?, l1a.oy ap-', 
, -
'proachea arc.- ,available to addr'eso· these· issues j however, a better 
understanding io required of future goals, interactions, and ~mpacta. 
".! -
,,"It is apparent that future space s'yotems "1111 be required to remain :, 
,.operationa·l for '20'year~' and longer. OVer this life cycle, it', \:ill. be 
'requIrcd to adapt, to constantly, evolving 'and challcnging requirements., 
'Both .sy9tellIlJa~d oubsyatcmsnecd to ,deal w:f.tJ;ithioreality in 
" ',p~s'Gibl~ way. ,One method uscd suc~essfully on pr1~rprogracm 
,~.~ 'fo~ o'f .long~range plllt~ning' thro~gh futuristic, forecasting~ 
the best. 
16 to \ise' , 
Long~ , 
,", rangc' planning is a keystone to providing flexibility, productivity" 
and,life cycle cost improvements.-
A timely issue 1s how to project the future 01ss10ns nnd define which 
of the associated'operational functions would be better satisfied by 
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, automating sfew or many of the subsystems. This future insight pro-
vides the capabiUty to build in or "scar" the Initial Operational 
Capability (IOC) Space Station for later adaptation to evolving 
technology ~ .:'~ ,:' 
{, ,)', 
, , 
'- . 
The challenge is to define a Space Station that combines the proper ._, '- ,-
dyn~mic 'm~xof man and'machine over an extended period of t!~e, ~hile ' 
, retaining a hioh degree of backup .capabi1ity. 
1.2 PURPOSE 
The purposeof'the Space Station Automation Study (SSAS) was to develop 
informed technical 'guidance for NASA personnel in the us~ of autonomy , 
,,_7_. ',and autonomous systems to imp1e~ent Space Station functions~ . 
1.3 -:, GENERAL sr-GDY APPROACH 
The initial step,taken by NASA in organizing the SSAS was to for.m and' 
convene a panel (Figure 1.3-1) of recognized expert technologists in' 
automation, space sciences, and aerospace engineering to produce a 
Space Station auto~ation plan. 
As'indicated on ,this,sche~atic; California Space 'Institute (csr) was 
.• assigned the responsibility for study management. A Senior ~'echnical 
COClmittee,chaired by Dr. Robert,Frosch, was appointed to prov~d~ over--
I : all tech~ical: guidance.' 
A NASA Technology Team was convened to produce focused technology fore- , 
! casta, supporting pan~l analyses, and system concept designs. Stanford 
Research Institute (SRI) International was.assigned, to this team. 
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A: NASA Design Team wan also convened to produ.!e innovativeF_tech-
, no10gica1ly-advanced automation concepts a~d system designs supporting 
and' expressing panel,analyses. The emphasis of this effort was to 
'strengthenr-iASA understanding of practical autonomy and autonoml)us 8YS-, 
tems~ , Four aeros~ace contractors--General Electric (GE), Hughes Air-
o , 
craft' Co~pany (HAC),'TRY, and Martin Marietta Corporation (HMC, Denver 
DiVision Aerospace)--were assigned to this team. ~alfway through the 
-' ~ ~. 
,:study, "a fifth' contracto~, Boefng Aerospace Company (BAC) was also 
~ssigned to ,thIs team. ~ :''.:. -
, 
, , 
A work breakdown for the original four contractors was assigned as 
. show~ in Figure 1.3-2. The fifth contractor, BAC, was assigned to in-
vestigate and report on man-machine intp.rfaces. 
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(LANGLEY, 
"'''"SHALL. -
. "'Mel) 
U~THt.Y "j 
'I .... ~ •• ' 
SpeCIAL 
I.ICtTINCS 
........ 
, ' 
was conducted 
~vCr 11 - perio~ ·of· four months.. Martin Mariet'ta' apart 'in this study 
co:,ered two spec1f1cand significant Ilreas-r~la'~ing t~ projection of a 
. ~utur1G t'ie Space Station and'. the type of scarring -n'ecessary for 
evolutionllry.implecentlltion.The two basic objectives of this effort 
are: 
1); Define th~oush'anlllysia, the potential ultimate design of the Spuce 
Stati~n_systecis to the, highest level of auto~~tion that can ~e per-
ce1ved to be accomplished by circa 2000. Specifically. this in-
volved the overall syste~,and selected subsyste~s (environmental 
, control and life support, electrical power and information and dllta 
canllgecent). 
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2) Define through analysis the syatcI:I-leve1-nppllcations of automation 
.: - technolosy for conotruction, repair t and modification of a Space' 
Station and itD varloufJ clements. --
The oystea autOlaation -waa c6nceptUllli&cd at circa -~QOO, then backed_ 
to~~rdthe IOC cpace station. Converae1y;the-116oer.ibly and construc-
tion- teclulologiea were built on IOC reference concepts; then extended 
, - ' 
-. 
from IOC to circa 2000. 
1.4.2' Guidelines 
The s~idel1n!!9-- used to bound this, atudy are liated below: 
1) Haxia~ use was to be made of related governccnt-sponsored space 
automation-studies. _ 
-- j-
2) The aosociated lead tice needed to prepare the technology base and 
- ""1.-
- to perfomthe necesoary advanced dev_e~()~r2ent activit1eo was estl- --
cated to b~ 4 to 5 years. 
3) In addition to thc-~~nned p~neuvering Unit (~) and Renote Manipu-
. : '.' 1ator 5ystc:! (!U{S), nn ,orbital Man-euvering Vehicle (Om) nnd Or-
-I - _ _ 
:_ : bitlll t!:,snsfcr Vehicle (OTV) \l111 be avall11blc tOllupport orbital 
- - -- _ construction and as&e~ably opcrationa • 
. -~, ~ 
- -' -'- ;4 )-'nll~ Space Sta don cilia ion requirements -identified by NASA/taRC ~--
_ dated 7 June 84, would be used as a representative ~1llsion model 
,- -where- practical • 
A power tower 'concept with srnvity gradient stabilization \lould be 
.~ -
used as -£1 Space Station configuration focus. 
-'!'he ecphaais of these 8uidel1nell HaG on the role of autOr:l3t1on technol':' 
: ogy nnd ita projected evolutionary grouth out through the year 2000 and 
: beyond. 
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Figure 1.4.3-1 shows the MMC study task flow broken dotm into five oain -
thrusts for the assigned ar.!lls of responaibllit-y: 1) Suc:nary of Space...: • 
Station 2000 (plus') Tasks and Actl·~~ties,. 2) Perceived Highest Lev~t~f' 
, -. Autol!!stion, 3) Assessment of Autocuition, 4) Identification of -Automa--": 
tion Needs and Time- Plans, and 5): Presentation, Reports and SU9taining 
Engineering._ 
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Figure 1..1.3-1 Approac" to Space Statioll Automation Study ~ -
A apec1al' feature- of' this flow_is the parallel focus of the Space Sta-
,tlon 5ubllystem autol!!ation and the space construction automation._ The 
tasks ucr~ designed and organized to meet the study objectives in a 
_ Figure 1.4.3-2 'shows the study sched~le.- -starting in July, \lith the. _ 
_ I • cajor effort being completed in mld-Novecber. It represents the con- , 
"", -
siderab1e overlapping required of the four major tasks. -The fifth 
_task, as sh~wn,_ covers presentations and documentation and information 
- ~ transfer\litn HASA, Stanford Research Institute (SRI). and California -
Space Institute (CS!). As shown, the major portion of thIs effort was, 
completed In four months. ~Jrins this four-month period, four Techni~ 
cal Interchange Meetings (TUfa) w.:re held, \lith 11 fifth meeting held at 
- nASA to present final reports ~ 
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',Figure 1.4.3-2 Study Schedule 
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'1.4.4'- Task Dcscr1pt1one 
.;;.: . -;-... :.. 
, .. 
, 
AD '~how.l~ th~ Study Floll Plan. -thera nrc five ~jor taok ur~a'G. The _ 
_ ~ _'.,,_ 
results of ~ach task effort feed into and provide the basis for the 
- fo110'll1n3 task lTork; By follo~-1ns th1a diSciplined approach, each task' -
a-rca should receive the proper, emphasiS nnd provide meaningful resultn.' 
The baaicllppronch wao further-otructured in a matrix for:nat in which' 
:both the nutocated oysteco and conGtruction/nBse~bly ac~ivitics yere 
directed tcrough each ,of the flv~ major tasks in a parallel canner~ A 
brief flu=lary description of the activity cove'~ed in condUcting the 
lll--:1jor task(o) effort(a) io presented belO~1. 
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MHC first conducted a review (Task 1) of-the NAsA/LaRG mission model, 
;dated 7 June 84, that included a number of missions out through the 
l __ : _-, __ .:.. . __ • _ • 
. , ;ycar 2000. Specific features lo.oked for included the increase 'or, dc-... 
., ' 
<;crease in oiasion types mid number of ~p.a..ce, v~~icleG and llny related 
<imPacts on system and'suboyatcm performancc:gro~th. An aoaessccnt vas, ' 
. - - -. , - .. - ..... --
,'~also made of proposed large space syatecs likely. for future space plar.-
';nl~g.· Rather than do an exhaustive coverage of all apace construction 
. and assembly o1ssions env1sioned;it was quickly determined to co'n-·' 
.' centrate on a ~e.t of 'i~ur representative construction' tUsaion s~enar1O;s.: 
:Theoe scenarios encomPa~sed the more relevant aape~t9 of construction 
: f~~:n a otandpOintoico~onal1ty" standardization, and technology, ", 
.evolvability •. They also include concepts that span a time phaeelead- ' 
,ing up to 2000' and beyond. - -'<.' . 
:1\10 of'the.sele~ted'reference'mi8aions arc_identified as Technology De-, 
:ve10pment Hieslona (TDMs), previously investigated under the IlASA/MSFC 
; contract NAS8-3S042. to which thin,Space Station auto~~tiori;~tudy cf-
: fort was added (Tack 5.3). Detaila of ~h~,fu~~r~,t'lission goala and the, 
:conotruction reference oiaoion'scenarioa are preoentcd in Sections 3 
';-nnd' 6, respectively. 
;: The next step (Tank. 2)' in ,the flow llpproach wao to define top-level .. 
, ,. 
: concepts that featured thehigh.est level_,of autouation that could be 
~Perceived~,: .Uoing th~ ~~'B~l1~~:;Of fut1'el:lon~and,activities identified 
in Ta'sk i~ 'the study tried to . identify the hi~hest level of autocnt1on 
',that 'can be perceived for both autoonted systema and construction 
, ; techniques'. 
: The perception procesa can be described as one of thought and denign 
:concept'e:tenoion. projection. nnd forecast. Thin includeo going froQ 
, human intensive to human out of the active loop. 
'An ioportantpart of the perception proceooincluded ldentifylngtech-
.: n1que's'l'tlllch "ould lop rove or enhllllce man'a productivity, in space., In 
(~ , 
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, addltion"the approach must 'encompass the maximum practical degree of 
automation in operations, construction, activation, ~onitor and con-, 
I 
tro1, fault detection, fault isolation, and fault remedy. 
In;the Tank 3 approach, the impact of technology on automation applica-
t1~no Was an41yz'cd. Using concepts developed in Tall~ 2~ the study ana- , 
lyzed automation functiona as they appl1ed to variOUB types of operator-
controllers, l.e. f facility buildup, product fabrication, info~ttOn' 
hand1inS, and equipment maintainera. Much of the technology inf0r.ma-
tion developed ,for this task was based on a number of different sources 
I , 
ouch ,as our e%isting advanced automation technology data base, inform~-
tion supplied by sRi International, and current literature on advanced 
automation. 
Various 1evelaof auto~tion ~ere compared ~lith current otate-o£-the-
a~t a~d aprojecte~ toe configuration. Projection_ techn,iques for 
selected ti~e' slices were applied against the near-term product devel-
opment'snd '~crging automation, technology to identify gaps, voids, or 
, ' 
deficiencies in the projected technology. 
"'.:.;~ ..lnBt Beep (Task 4) In this approach waa to organize the ident1flca-" ' 
,tion of' hardware and software elements in such a canner as to ,facili-
tate tcch~olo'gy iopl~cientation or devclop:ncnt. The projected m1Sciona. 
'Tere cxs.clned and a time-phaaed need plan developed. The plan ShOHS 
the- til!lC llt uhl~h levelo of a~tocat1on should be l~creaBed;: orcade 
available, to support the long-range Space Station ciesions and,' 
,objectives. ' 
A fifth task was 8eQ(~ratcd and maintained to track and,document study 
reports, handouta, and presentations. This tank alao provides for the 
,Duntain1ng engIneering needed to communicate \lith NASA. Stanford Re-', 
'search Inatitutellnd California Space Institute during the second 
phase. The,major outputs of this study are: 
:1) Orientntion l1ecting ~'Preaentllt1on on study, approach,and et:pccted 
rC9u1to·. 
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'2) Technical Interchange Meetiug9 (rIMs) - TIMs uere scheduled on a 
conthly baais; 'the evolving fina~ report output status w8B'pre~ 
en ted at each of these meetingo.-
~3) .Final'Presentation and Report- At' the fifth conth, a final presen-
tation:'at the, NASA/JSC location.' Study reaulto through thio period 
were documented in a final report. 
1~4.5 ,~c Work Breakdoun Structure 
,A work breakdown' structure was generated to encompass and integrate the', 
"~:': tasks described in Paraeraph 1.4.4 above. The structure further breaks 
":the i~dividual tasks, down to levels whi~h are more descriptive of the 
;atudyeffort. The st-ructure also provIded a meaningful outline for' 
i ' 
.visibilit.y of' the: final report contento., . ~ 
"As shown'in Figure 1.4.5-1, there are fo~r major elemento. Elecento 
1.1 and 1.2 provide'the baseline and reference data appl1c~ble to both, 
: 1.3 and'l.4, whi~h ,arc the tuo major study activities, systeG autoca~ 
: tion and aBoembly and construction, respectively. These cajor activi-
, : ties are further decocpoaed as shoun., 
~ .-. ~ 
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1.5 SOURCE DATA AND TERMINOLOGY 
, 1.5.1 :Source Data 
'As 'stated in the guidelines abovc, during the performance of thfs study 
:maxlmum \lse was ~dc of related ~pace-automation studies. These refer";' 
I 
,ence sources are listed in Appendix A. 
1.5.2 :Te'rcinology Descriptions 
<For familiarization. the following is intended to provide a brief over-' 
, :view,of 'the meaning of selected automation and remote control terminol':' 
- -. - '-.. -.. - - -
ogy as used herein. 'It is not-intended to impose a precise definition, 
,of these terms but aimply to facilitate the communication process. 
Artificial Intelligence:- A,discipline that attempts to'make com-
puters do things th~t, if done by people,' \fould be conaidered 
intelligent •. 
'2) ~ Automatic: A general tem uaed to define self regulating of _ 
motions and,operationa of machines. 
:'3) Autonomy: Independence of a flight system frot:! direct real-time-
.control. by' the ground. .-. ::~ 
: 4)' Hard Autocmtion: Conventional automation using some form of, ';: 
numerical control (Ne) or standard algorithmic co~trol Bchece~ 
:5), Flexible Automation: Refers to advanced automation systems that 
can cover a \dde range ofappl1cations with inherent reprograt'!!:la::- , 
bility. 
'- ... 
, ' 
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6): Telepresence: . ,The ability to transfer a human's normal functions 
;: (e.g •• manipulation. tactile. etc.) to a remote site and receive 
,human sensory feedback (e.g •• visual, force reflection, etc.) that 
provides a feeling of actual presence at the workoite., 
7) Te1eoperation:, Remote manipulati0.!lln ~hich humans' provide the 
control signal's based on responses to efficient information 
feedback. 
8) 
9) 
.: -' 
Supervisory:, A,contro1 mode using n mix of human and machine (com-
puter) control in which the operator uses high-level commands Hhen 
instructing the computer to perform cocplex multiple activity 
, sequences., 
Te1eautomation: The capability to interact with and modify a re~ 
mote 'autollUlted' system imd carry out a pred.csigned function or ' 
series of llctio:ml, after initiation by an' external stimulus (e.g. ~ 
'offline'programming and remote data base updating)., 
10) Remote Control: ,The capability to control from a remote location., 
; 'The'terns Telepresencc, Teleopera~ion, 'Supervisory Control, Tele-., 
. automation',,' and Augmented Control as used in the literature are 
,ge~era1iy r~gar'ded ~s different examples or subsets of Renote 
Control. :-
1.5.3.,Acronyns and"Abbreviations 
1 . -
A listing of the'acronyms and abbreviations 'used herein is contained in 
-. r·, _ 
, Appendix 'B. Those in common usage or which arc conaidcred obvious are, 
, not 'included • .' 
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2.0 SUMMARY 
2.1 GENERAL 
-- ~his, section pro'vides, a' general BUIllllUlry of the study, results by r-efer-
- ~nce to the -applicable -sections, tables, -and figures herein l1here the 
'- - ; 
pertinent data is contained. Refer to Voluoe I, Executive Suomary, for 
the compilation of this data into,an -lntegrated~ concise reference 
source. Note that this study invo1yed two diRtinct areas: system 
automation and assembly and construc-tion. Herein, these -arena have 
been addressed separately. 
2.2 SYSTEM AUTOMATION 
2.2.1- -Overview-, 
_ ~he ultimate attainable level of automation for the Space Station in 
~he yea~ 2000 w8sestabl1Ghed (Section 5~l .• 2). The elements to be 
implemented are reflected in Figure 5.1.2.1-1 and further defined in, 
Section 5.2. SUllll!lary conclusions arc contained in Section 5.1.2.3. _ _ 
.. - - ........... -
,Figure '5.2.3-1 shows a summary comparis<:,n of the automation- techniqu·es·~~·----
(hard versu~-int~lligent).-
_ 2.2.2~ Asce~srnent 
'Automation assessment data are in Section 5.3. -The projected evolution 
is shown in Figures 5.3.1.1-1 through 5.3.1.1":6, supplemented by : ' 
,descriptive text in'the corresponding paragraphs. The power, Environ-. 
:mental Control and Life Support-System (ECLSS) and Guidance, Havlga-
:tion, and Contro1(GN&C) subsystems ,arc contained in Section 5~3.2. 
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" 2.2.3' Scarring and Prioritization 
Scarring and prioritization are discussed in Section 5.3.3 and sum-
marized in Table .. 5.3.3.l-1. "Time phasing is contained in Section 
,:" 5.3.3.2. 
2.2.4: Developnaint Support 
Development support needs, which refers to developme~t tools and aids; . 
:"" are discussed in Section 5.4. . , . 
"". 2.3 
- ,--
ASSEMBLY AND CONSTRUCTION 
2.3~1: Overview 
The' four_major missi~ri categoriea involved_in~this study, and the as-""" 
- ~ - t 
" socia ted "reference l!Ii~~i~n models, 'are described In Sectio~ 6.1. The 
mission"categories include 1) Space" Station roc buildup, 2)-Space Sta-
tion expanSion,"~) large spacecraft and piatform"a8sembly~ and 4) g~o:­
stationary "platform r.ss~~bly'. Each of these are subsequently addre.ssed 
in Sections- 6.2,' 6.3~"" 6.4,' and 6.5, respectl~-eli. : Each of thene scc-. " 
~ -~-.. --
.- t10ns -p~o\'ides a -description, scenarIos, and conceptual design data~ 
. ~ 
:T~e Mobile Remote Uanipulator System (MIDiS) basic design features and 
: evolutiona'ry considerations are 'contained in Section 6.2.3 and 6.2.4" c-
:'re~pect£vei~." - ;~ade':stu~ie~ ~~lated to the MP'}IS"ar~ inSe~t1o~ 6.~~1. ,', 
I. 
- -- :.. 
" -",". 
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2.3.2 Assessment-
r 
Commonality of the assembly and construction support equipment-required 
, 
for differcnt mission tasko and accnarioo is addreBBcd in Section 6.6.2 
- for sub~eq-uent' utilization in the automation assessment.' The automa-
.-! • 
tion assessment is refleCted in Section 6~ 7.' Figure 6.7.2-1 shows en- _ 
hancemcnt techniques for remote control automation~ - Control system 
~' - . 
'evolution is in Figure 6.7 .2-2 and the -automation technology 'lsseasment 
, 
:in Figure 6.7.3-1. _ An overall automation oummary is contained in Sec-
:tion 6.8. A developmcnt plan is discussed ie Section 6.8.3. 
,Prior!ties' are discussed in Section 6.8.2 and reflected in Table 
,~ 6.8.2':'1., Scar,ring. projections are 1n Table 6:0.4-1. -~ 
. . . ~ . 
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Long-range' plannin& is a keystone to successful productivity, cost ef-
'fectivity,'and life cycle cost improvements •. Performance of lo:ig-range 
.~ planning,requi,res the capab'ility to look into the future anrl make logi-
i'cal 'estimates :and projections based on trends and forecasts of what the 
: future could be: like. While many people inherently possess the ability 
,for credible forecasting, others ~evelop varying levels of proficiency 
" using:iiffferent techniques. These techniques include projecting' 
trends, model-making, collective prophecies, content <lnal.Jsis, Delphi' 
: technique, etc. (20)' 
.... ..... 
" iTheapproach used on this task was to first break it down into four 
.: subtasks: .1) projecte~ Space Station missions, systems, and vehicles; 
2)'Space Stationevolvability thrust; 3) automation missions tasks and 
. activities; and 4) configuration drivers. 
3.1 PROJECTED SPACE STATIOn (SS) 111SSION5, SYSTEMS, AND VEHICLES 
This section discusses those study themes considered necessary i" re-
sponding to'thc'expectationR' that are most likely to be generated by , 
h the space utilization society in, regard to automation in space in the 
next one to three decades. 
First, the understanding of what direction advanced automation uill 
take requires an overall view of future mission trends and spacecraft 
population numbers. The initial missions investigated. included the, 
Space Station Mission Requirements identified ·by NASA/taRe dated June 
7, 19B4 •. One forecasting technique used to start this effort was that 
of "Projecting Trends." In forecasting, it·is reasonable to assume 
that present trends will continue for a while, but not indefinitely. 
, 
. In-other words,' one trend must be corrected by other trends or facts • 
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: Missions identified-in the J~RC reference-SpaccSi&tlon ola&ion Dodel 
: (27) are summarized 1n Figure 3.1-1 as- to oi8sion categories bi' number -
, llnd year or' launch. -As can be seen in thiS figure there in ngenerlll_ -
trend for ClissiOnR-to reach a peak during the old-1990'a and a con--
a1derab1e decreas'e out through the year 2000 tima -frame. This trf::nd -is, ' 
~- realis~l~ ~~-in~e =-vcr'y few follow-on or-'-ri:ew:cls-tilons 'uerf! identified -In',-
this ,model. Most of the m168iono investigated could'be identified with 
science, technology or near-term com:nercial; Any beneflta-- such as' ne~ , ' -
-: manufacturing or Claterlal procescing facilities would not be ident1fie'd, 
- , 
··i· 
, --,: 
until after sped'fic processes arc identified and verified along with a 
long range growth plan, assumingaucceflsful results of 'the initial 
1a~oratory tests. -, 
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Since, this inforcatlon did not provide adequate data needed to Gho~ ~ny 
trend 'toward ~orc'systcc robustness 'or conscrvativencas;-a aecond a~ 
proach \1as' used. This second forecasting technique depended on "col- -, 
lcctivci propheriiea" In which a group of kno~lc~geable cncincero engaged 
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in a brainstoroing session that reviewed the clssion cateBorle~ listed 
In Table 3.1-1. 'These areas were evaluated' as to'their future trend 
,relative ,to activity predictions or frequency levels"as n function of; 
, time. ' Results of, this forecasting tet:h.n,ique are shoun 1n the table, 
where number one indicates a,lower or decrease in missIon, activity' from 
I _,' _ 
- :' ~that of-the first decade (91-00) to, that of the .. second decade (00-10), 
- ,_. r - ---- -
- , 
number t:wo indicated ,a similar level of activity and number three, indi- ' 
'cates a projected increase in activity after the year 2000. ' Thi9 ,in-
, , formation is useful since ,it indicates areas where future t~~hnology 
':, ,maybe bene'Ucial. For:' ~xamp1e, using the ~ information developed in, 
Figure ·3.l~1 an~ Ta~le 3.1-1, a logIcal growth proj!'!ction for mtlny of 
:the most co~on Space Station (55), elements" resulted. Table 3.l~2 
, :shows' the results of this analysis of th~' 'dftpsion model and indicates 
:an act'ive growth period through the year 2000 ned beyor.d. This growth-
:'i8 shoWi\'ln 'Table3.l-2 by the indicated ti'me alices~ Data b~ond year, 
i 2000' are pr,oj~ctio~ui; the other' data a're';f~o,ai"the taRe mission ~,~del. 
" 
. 
~ , !Tab/~ 3.1-1 Fulure sp~1Ct: Statio;, ..... P;ojectcd lIfiss;olls by Category' 
: SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS: COf"."'ERC I AL MISS I O:IS: '- ' 
, ASTROPHYSICS 2 r.ATERIALS PROCESSING ~ 
EARTH SCIENCE 1 EARTH & OCEAN OBSERVflT!ON :-2 
SOLAR SYSTHt EXPLORATlO!' 2' COI"J'lUNlCATlOtf SATELLITE DELIVERY 2, 
LIFE SCIENCES 1 " COfJ~1UNICATlOa, SATELLITE SERVICING " 3 
" 
" I"IIUERIALS SCIENCES' ~ 3 ", HlDUSTRIA( SERVICES 3 - ' 
i 
cm~':UrllCATIONS 
, TECHNOLOGY DEVElOP/,:ENT 
MATERIALS &' STRUCTURES 
3 
, '·c, 
EfiERGY CONVERSION 2 
- ~, 
CONTROLS & HU1"AN FACTORS 3 , ESTIMATED LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 
\ 
SPACE STATION SYSTEMS OPERATIONS, 2 1. LOWER 
COMPUTER SCIENCE '" 3 , 2. SIMIU,R TO 91-00 
PROPULSlOtl .",'" 1 "3. HIGHER, 
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Table 3.'-2 Space" Statio" System Time, Slices 
SPACE STATION -.. 
ATTACHED PAYLOADS 
PRESSURIZED' PAYLOADS 
FREE FLYERS -
28.5· INCL 
OTHER 
SPACE PLATfORM 
28.5· INCL 
POLAR 
GEO 
. (JOC) 
191L 
.7 
8 
5 
-: 
1 
1 
SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION· ' 1 
. om MISSIONS' 17 
OW MISSIO:1S 
Hios. III PARENS; ARE SPECULATIO"l; 
.1m. 
10 .: 
12 
.4 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
10 
.·5 . 
(GROWTH) 
2000 
1(0) 
13 
-3 
2 
2 
2' 
lj 
0 
17 
18 
BEyoND" 
. -IQQQ.. 
00-15) 
(10-15) 
(3) 
(2) 
(3) 
(2) 
(lj) -
(2) 
·(15-20) 
:(8) 
OTHERS ARE FROM MISSIOti HODEL> 
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Referring back to Table 3.1-1. mission categories where obvious Br~wth 
Is projected cocenunder the following areas: 
1) COlllounications (all phases). 
2) . Material sciences and processing~ 
3) . Satellite services. and 
. 4)' ~echnology" I.e. i'controls and hucan factors and cocputer sciences. 
3.2 SPACE STATIOn EVOLVAnILITY CANDIDATES 
The most relevant itees in the previous list that addresses the nearest 
of the future growth oi55ions are commUnications, caterial sciencenand 
, '-
processing (space manufacturing) and uatellite servicing. Some of the 
more relevant information collected on these cissiona,is discussed in 
the following paragraphs relative to automation opportunities •. The 
_ last item (itL~ 4 above). technologies'needed for space systec e-.plora-
'tion, will be discussed under' far-out future missions. 
, . 
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3.2.1: Communications., 
Comounications satellites in the United -States are gro\r1ng so fast that 
orbital slota for satellites operating' at, current frequency bands could :" 
;': be exhausted by 1990. Current assignl!lents ,of,these nlots .:ire made b}"c~':'-:,-'- .. ,. 
'. .. 
! the'Federal Communications Coomission_(FCC).~:Most of the slots at C - ~ 
" -. . , 
band' (4-6 GHz) and Ku band (12~14 GHz) are gone. The next highest of, 
the radio ,frequency bands allotted by international agree~ent to coo-
munication satellites is the Ka band (17-30 GHz). 
;-Present communications satellites'are now being used primarily to, 
,. transmit long-distance televisio'n programs from remote locations.' Dur-
ing the coming years, analysts predict they will be increasingly used 
for such emerging applications as providing long-distance data links 
, ' , 
between computers and tying remote corporate' offices'together'lnto cen-
, .' - - . 
tral networks. 
Satellites making up this syatem are'parked,in:geos>~chronous orbit 
: (22,300' oUes) a~d 'positioned alo,ng 'an arc approximately 67 0 'to" 143 0 , ' 
, :' west longitude. Within this are, a number of individual satellites can 
,operate in a common frequency Land" without interference from each 
, ' other' B ground ~tB:t1on,' as long as they r.Jaintain a certain minimum sep-
;. I' • 
" : aration dlst'ance in orbit •. Presently ,this sepa~ation, distilUce is three.' 
"degrees for C-band satellites,two degrees for Ku-band satellites and:,,' ' .. 
, ~ . -. ~ . . . - "-
. one degree f~r proposed Ka-band satellites. 
- -:' -". 
: Although orbital space slots for C and Ku:bands 'uUl soon be full, 
i further enhancement may be possible., For example, orb! tal spacing 
:could be decreased by increasing ground station antenna size. This 
;providea only temporary relief and conf1rms the need for nellr.:.term 
.. development of Ka-band technology andoystems to oeet the cont!nued- ' 
':projected future growth of commercial satellIte communications. 
:Following references from Appendix A are sources of furthC'I" 
'information:' 3~ 14, 22, and'47. 
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3.2.2 SpaceHan:ufacturin~ 
, 
, , 
, , 
Another area of considerable comm'ercii1I' intei:estia "Space' Manufactur~ 
" , 
lng." , The term ,"Space Manufacturing" is broadly used to indIcate the 
, ~ , ,use of space _ to -produce' a "saiabl~ ,prod~ct that' someone is wIl1i~g to_ - , 
" ' 
, " buy. The ,capability to meet:this' criterili" depends t~ a great extent on 
availability of low-cost cissio'n support' systems. -, AA~,amplc of these -
systems that could be very Influential in providing cost effective op-
eratIons,include new launch systecs, oanned'or'unmanned processing fa--
. - '-, -, ' 
cilitIes~ free-dying 'transport vehicles, sQart sensors, and large' 
power supp1y.systems. Along with these, component modulat:izations. 
, ' 
electronic ,advancements, space manipul8.tors, re~u'pply capabilities, re-
mote control and flexible automation all lead to a re-emphasis on space 
manufacturing. (4)' 
The desire for space manufacturing,is'well documented, along with the 
use of Space Station as a test bed, to conduct early proof-of-principle 
experiments. However, the next ,step would look at increased produ~t~on 
techniques which would require s~ace ~ariufacturing facilities to be de-
signed to function first in a pilot piant mode and finsLlyas a produc-
'",.: -
'tion facility. 
The use-of space for materials processing has been liQited to&oall·rc-
, search' e::::per1m~ntG:o~'_~POllo, Skylab ~~d ASTP~' -lffth the operationa,l-
,_ aV<1ilabi~ity of _,t!J.eShuttle and Space1ab, some small-scale laboratory'-
,operations have been 'conducted~ - Any- exp~riment!f flown on Shuttle!'._:,: 
i - Spacelab are limited b'y crew s~fety_donsiderat1ons and a desire to keep, - -
the cost down. -'Once the process -has-been ver1~ied, fuU- scale pilot _-
plant operations would be developed. Visionaries have-indicated in 
vari.ous &peeches and papers that space manufacturing/materials process-
ing opportuhities appear almost unlimited. The general public and even, 
potential users ,.,ho have heard and read these .lords take it for granted 
as a routine happening that will evolve in the normal passing of tine. 
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i1n g~neral~thiD is not true; it usually takes a concerted effort with 
:R&T expenditures, to conceptualize and verify t~e feRsibility necessary 
to, interest commercial inv~stments needed to make it happen. 
, ,; The effort proposed here is an attempt to provide potential users, a -
:lo~-costapproach through the ~h~~ing~of spa~~'and support' equipment 
~w1thin a basic manufacturing/processing (M/P) facility. A systems 
iapproach is necessary to identify th'e overall flexibility needed to 
' .. :support a 1I'1jority of the M/P functional requirements. Some of'the 
'more common features that take advantage of variOU3 space attributes 
. - '-
:include: Zero gravity, (weightle~sness and near-perpetual motion), 
near-perfect vacuum (acoustic isolation, offgassing, no thermal 
,'convection, ctc~) perpetual reservoir (waste 'products dump, heat sink, 
I : _ . 
toxic"and', hazardous materials disposal);' and solar energy, (electrical, 
,'heating and cooling provision). Typical generic supp'ort featureo, that: 
, ~~us( 'be' provided include eqUiP;n~n t holddown fi~tu'res, ma terial handling, '.' 
mechanisms, monitoring (vision) systec3, ,centrifuge device, 
'pr'essurization capability, computational ,processing, data handling .. ' ..... , ' 
remot'e control, aut~mation and spacec~aft, docking for receiving rat{ 
materials and'removing finished products. 
~reas" cr!tic.al to .Sp:l'Ce Statton, where material processing gronth is 
required, includes micro~gravity control, crew s~fety ha~ards, venting 
~f toxic "or co~taminated uaste, and direct versus,lndirect human inter-
. action. 'In the direct or, indirect human interaction, ,the spacecraft 
deSigner must consider the overallspa7~requirement for crew safety 
which is one or' the core restrictive design parameters. ' This affects 
the location and degree of crew pa'rticipation uhen planning for any. 
~pace manufacturing mission. From all initial indications, a culti-
mission pilot plant concept could be unmanned with an 1~IU/EVA option. 
To cake this a viable option, the basic facUlty, 'WOUld have a high 
degree of automation'with canual override through remote control. The 
1 - -
typical tradeoff here would be the cost effectivity between providing 
the autonomous equipment'versus, the life suppat:t system and man-rating 
the facility. 
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Impacts on Space Station as a result of material' processing growth 
appears to be in the area of using- the Space Station'as a setup and 
checkout station and as a remote operations~support center. 
Collectively, the space attributes-of-weightlessness, vacuum, disposal 
reserv~ir and_ solar power should benefit': space': manufacturing consid-''-
'erably. Opportunities appear to' be limited with a best guess for f~l~ 
scale co~ercial pilot plant operations some time in the mid to late 
-l"',. 
1990s~- - Present efforts indicate the first-commercial operations wo~ld 
'most likely take place in selected -electronics products and pharoa:-
ceuticals. However, historically, the capability to predict future_ 
products has not ,been-too good,' and the probability is greater for new 
products not even anticipated today; 
3.2.3 Satellite Servicing 
Satellite ser-~ic1ng i5 a term broadly used ,to indicate Bome type of 
support functions provided to spacecraft, i!e:, deploy/retrieve, reaup~ 
ply/refuel, maintenance/repair, etc~ These capabilities ,will be more 
, demanding for future missions than, the basic SIS oystem5 possesses, =_ ' 
-such as the Remote Manipulator System' (R.'1S), the Re~ot~ E::travehicular , __ 
'0 Mobility Units, i.e., Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMY), Orbital Irano-
, 
fer Vehicle :(OTV); etc., '/lnd the Manned ManeuveringnmU). Much of the, 
-:i' :earlyactlvlt1es proJected for these systems are covered by' the- TRW',- __ --
- ~ " - . -
"contract report and ,include t/lsks such as 'those required 'for develop-
" 
memt, flight testing, operations, verification, and first genera,tion ,'_. 
-:',' orbltaloperations.- These capabilities can be divided into satellite_-
'services at or near the orbiter, and-those remote-froe or beyond the 
orbiter, capabilities. 
Shuttle and Space Station serviCing capabilities. depicted by TRW in 
their-parallel'report provides the evolutionary development of the 
first type of service systems as presently defined. Beyond the initial,-
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capability of satellite placement and limited retrieval of free-flying 
,'~"~pacecraft~ there is a projected need for cost 'effective servicing at 
, remote· locations from the orbiter. ,-~ _ .. -, -
, ,',: The 'evolutio~' ~f satellite service'capabllitle's' remot~ from the 
.. ~ ,~' Orbit~r/Spa~e S~atlo~ is: conSidered in' the future mission ca tegoiyand 
I - - - ,::, 
'~will depend ~n'development of a flexible' or intelligent servicer con-
'cept. This unit as conceptualized would be attached to and transported 
, " ~ by an OMV and OTV to either medium earth or'bit' (MEO) or geosynchronous· 
.- .' - -
'orbit (GEO). Obviously, this aspect of manned orbital operations' wlll 
' ... --:-..;,.~~ ,...-:1
1 , 
1 
I 
! 
i 
· ; 
, 
· 
· 
, 
l 
~be dominated by remotely controlled, (teleoperation/teleautomation) sys':'" " 
:tems for servicing tasks that are beyond the crew hands-on capability' 
.. '-. 
';provided by Space Station and EVA.' 
The automation impact on Space,Station to support-this type of future, 
- -- - - -
mission falls into two primary' areas:,' sy;tem' control and, 10gist1cG sup-
·port." The' servicing ,option which 'may be pursued to ~cquircan intelli-
gent-scrvicing capability can vary over a wide'range of remotely CQn-
, ' . 
trolled servicing-techniques. ,These 'incll~de from ahardware standpoInt 
~he degree' of "ha'rd~' to "flexible" automation and from a human interac-
tion standpoint,thedegree of "teie~resence" to "teleautomation". 
, 'A prIncipal objec'tiv~ of an intelligent servicer is to provide flexible' 
servicing to a number of different saIelli"t'e~ ~;t' theIr ope~~,tional l<?~, 
, c,:ation. ' ' In, ~any, caseo thIs is the cost, effective approach when c_~m-_~" 
pared to returning" the malfunct'ioning satellite ba~k to the Sp~~e'S'ta-
", tion. ' Flexible servicing is differentiated from conventional servicing 
by provi,sIon of the onboard capabllit'y to adapt to a varyIng satellit'c 
work site environmen.t. ,To accomplish this requir:.;q sophisticated 
vIsion systems'- smart 'sensors systems, ada;>tive control modes, "expert" 
system soft~mre, and an executive controller employing artificial in-
telligence techniqueo. Potential "scars" that are indicated to imple-
ment an Intelligent servIcing capability includes a' m,ore complex con-
t'rol atation', 1. e., knowledge baaed systems (KBS), massive mecory" and ' 
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.' ',- a:dvanced data processing. -In ~p~_:logist'1cs area. potential "scara" in--
elude-the capability to service ind load an intelligent servicer at a 
-, 
, 
. lower component orbitaiReplac~ment Unit (ORU) level. Important issues 
related to implernentatipn of servicing include d.::gree of work site 
structure,.standardization, modularization, cOClmonality and operability • 
Following referimces'. in Appendix A are sources of further information: 
34, 38, 41, and 42. 
FAR-OUT FUTURE MISSIONS 
The last of the mission goals investigated were those that featured 
missions,conceived-to address those issues that seem to impact'life 
. - -
here O'It Earth'.·- Information reviewed include everything from wishful 
, -
thi~nking. to in-depth' analysis of, ~asBive solar power satellites to 
extraterrestrial expioration.· 
One other forecasting technique, used to provide an insight into this ., 
area was'a derivative of "content analy8ia." This technique.is pat-' 
terned aft'er intelligence-gathering metl~ods used during World -Har II, -
when atUed forces discovered the -value of reading newspapers from '_ 
sm~ll Gerfuan--toWns', which reported food 'shortages and other problems 
- . 
that revealed situations behind the enemy lines. 
The study gr~up ~sedln this effort, ~canned a !luober of' newspapers-, 0> 
magazines'; periodicals, conference papers and' other sources. A suttmary 
of selecta'{is~uescollected from these sources is shown in Table 3.3-1. 
This tabl~ presents"three sample. groupings with some of the more rele-
vant issues listed. 
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Table 3.'1·1 Long·TeNl1 Opportunities for Future Space'Missions 
• SAMPLE OF TERRESTRIAL PROJECTIONS: 
INCREASiNG ENERGY DEMANDS 
- INCREASING COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATION NEEDS 
SAFE DUMPlIIG OF TOXIC WASTE 
- DEPLETION OF RAW MATERIALS 
- OVERPOPULATION AND SHORTAGE OF FOOD 
~ '.-.-
- INCREASING URGE TO EXPLORE ~~IGRATE INTO SPACE 
• EXAI1PLES OF EVOLVING SPACE POLICY: . 
EXPLOIT SPACE FOR COMMERCIAL BENEFITS 
MONITOR TERRESTRIAL EVENTS 
- CHARACTER I ZE THE GLOBAL FUNCTI ON I NG OF THE EARTH 
- SURVEY THE UNIVERSE AND STUDY PLANETARY BODIES 
• TYPICAL EXTRATERRESTRIAL FORECASTS:, 
EARTHLINGS VENTURE TO MOON 
- MINING MID'PROCESSING OF MOON MATERIALS 
MANNED LAUNCHES FROM MOON INTO SOLAR SYSTEM 
COLONIZATION OF EARTH'S SOLAR SYSTEM 
"._:: -r:..c-_ 
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The first grouping shmm issueo identifi('d~ in various literature, 
" . 
sources where, there is a major wor~d concern''- ~though many of these 
, ,-,~: .. 
concerns are real, changing trends have, a considerable impact on modi-' 
fying future proj~ctions. When these' concerns are investigated wit~ 
,the use of space to help resolve them, a numbe~ of new space initia-
, tives have resulted that in many casell boggle the mind. Just a brief, 
, " ' 
sample' of new, opportunities includes conce.pts such as apace colonies ,': , 
, solar power satellites that convert the sun's continuous energy, tosup-"-
... ,. ,,' '. - , 
ply electric energy'at the Earth surface, mining-and proces~ing of ral/, 
matertals',:' i.e., 'iron, silicon; aluminuIil, titanium, oxygen and others, ~, 
. , 
r'· from the' moon or from· asteroids, an~ the possible use of space to dump' 
'f' hazardous waste.,' 
, The ~econd grouping; examples of Evolving Space Policy, are listed to' 
, 
show the wide span of di~ferences required in growing.or evolving a' 
space atation that supports existing objectives versus futuristic 
objectives._ 
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'The last group 'indicates a scenario that could lead to f~ture coloniza-
tion of space. In fact, a three-day symposium on figure space 'programs 
, sponsored by NASA and held in'Washington on October 29, 1984, addressed 
many of these same items. 'A basic theme 'of this symposium, ~as'the 
. - . '. _. -
feasibility of returnfng to the moon again, th~ time to establish per-' 
, manen t colonies.:, A scenario' proposed inCluded' moon people raising"" 
their, own food~,mining minerals, 'prod~c!ng rocket fuel and, cOriducting 
'3- to 6- month exploratory sorties of the lunar, ~urface (see references 
11.48. and 49)~ 
• ,<~.' 
According to NASA administrator'James'Beggs.establishing a pe~anent 
lunar base, or bases" is' the n~~ logical step to, man's conquest of 
space. 'It could,easily be' accomplished in the, years 2000 to 2010, 
',-:- ~'.~ 
; Beggs said, after NASA deploys its Earth-orbiting spa'c'e. station. 
'-.:,:.:--
believe it highly likely that, before the first' decade of the next 
,', centur'y is out; we will, indeed. return :to' the moon,'" Begge told the 
symposium~ Beggs' said the lunar base could be used as a springboard to 
:' , send astronauts to:explore Mars and several,asteroids (small planets) 
in orbit between Mars and Jupiter'later'in the century. 
. ; 
One of the major object~ves in all' manned missions. where extended 
periods'in space are planned,.is the closure of all life support system 
functions: "In the aggregate of closingth,ese functions,' growing ones 
own food'in space~is by far.the most' complex and challenging and as a 
, :result the last one to be addressed. :, 
Boeing has conducted a study for NASA's controlled ecological' life sup-
port' system program at Ames Research Ce'nter ,that investigated the eco-
,nomics of' space inhabitants growing their own food. As part of this 
- r - ~ 
study theY,looked at NASA planning forecasts for the next 50 years. 
From this forecast examination, six typical missions were selected for 
reference purposes. The six reference missiono include~ 
'I) A 1m .. 'earth orbit (LEO). low-inclination space station, 
2) A LEO, high-incl!nation apace Gtation. 
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3), A military command post in an orbit'at about l32~OOO ~iles alt:l.bide~ 
, 4), ',A 'lunar base, , 
5) An·~steroid base; and 
6) A Mars ,surface-exploration mission. 
. , 
The interest'~nd im?ortance in this ,tech~ologyarea made it a pdm~ 
candidate for major, modifications and, overc:-ll facility growth~ Consl1~ 
crable "scarring" could be considered in this area to accommodate 
, f~ture' automation. 
- ..... 
SUMMARY 
A: summary of the evolutionary furi~t1ons asso~iated "d.th various long, " 
. iange -~i_S,s'!O?S and ~bjectives of permanent manned, presence has provided 
, anln,sight' to all op,tional', sequential buildup of' a 'space based infra~ 
structure. ' 
The pot~ntial candidates for automation are many and complex. It io' 
l~gical- that' these'elementslllong with C:ont~ol options be develop~d on ' 
a~tech~ology priority and cost effective basis. A low risk approach 
s~ould; make 'maximum use 'of ground' and flight R&D experimental testing., 
Ai logical sequence, of, space vehicles first uses, the shuttle orbiter :lS'·, . 
a, mini~R&D teat bed and then progresses to ,the-' space' station as a 
:,'larger' te~'t bed fa'cil~,ty; and fInally as an operations center for space 
" 'activities relevant 'to supporting b~th co-orbiting platforms and other: 
"platf~~s,in LEO, GE~and' be;ond. A general, summary of space station,' 
,: evolvabil!ty drivers are shOlm in Table '3.1,-1. ' In order to attain 
- 0",' _ 
, these ,basic, goals', 'an ever 'increasing' level of spac:e cre!1 productivity, 
',is required. Early awareness of automatible functions, that support an 
, 
increase 1n productivity, io mandatory to allow for pre-emptive 
automation transparency. 
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- :Followingrefei~ncea from Appendix A are sources of further 
: information: ' 1, 2, 4, and 25~ 
Table 3.4-1 Space Station Evnlvability Drivers 
'. TEST BED FOR CO~mERCIAL PRODUCTS 
" . . 
- :. TEST BED FOR HU~lAN MIGRATION INTO SPACE, 
• TEST BED FOR ROBOTICS PERFORHANCE GROWTH IN SPACE 
• A SERVICING FACILITY FOR FREE-FLYING SPACECRAFT 
'. ASSEMBLY ICOIlSTRUCTION OF LARGE SPACE SYSTEHS 
:. A STAGING BASE FjJR SATELLITE LAUNCHES UP TO GEOSTATIONARY' AND BEYOND 
'11_-' 
, " 
• A LOGISTICS BASE FOR TRANSPORTING CREli AND MATERIALS TO MANNED 
GEOSTATIONARY PLATFOR~l 
, . ~ . 
.1, 
, ' 
"';;-, 
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, SYSTEM REFERENCE AND DESCRIPTION 
, IOC SPACE STATION R~FERENCE 
The purpose of this section is to provide a Space Station reference 
-_ : data base for the st~dy team and to familiarize them with a 'current 
. . - - --:.: -
. : configuration. - The Space Stat.l'On definition as 'now conceived- consists 
;Of both-manned and unmanned elements with an Initial Operating 
:Capability (IOC) early in the 1990s. Much of the data developed and 
'summarized here was taken from reference 24. 
4.1.1 ·Mission Tasks and Activities 
~Toaccompl1sh·the-ttiverse set of misSions outlined in'the prior'Section 
:3.0 and to acco~odate the cocplex equipme~t and payloads, a highiy in~- -
ivo1ved set of mission tasks and activities could be generated. _ Many of 
:these are reflected in the lat~rSections s.O and 6.0 as related to tIlE! 
:specific-study elements'of system automation and assembly and con3truc~ 
;tion, respectively. The top-level mission tas~s and activities,in 
:terms of general capabilities and resources, are summarized as follomi:: 
"1) .- Provide a -capabU!ty to assemble, mainta~n, and repair satellites; 
payloads', and, space platforms _' 
2) Provide pointing control with an accuracy of +10° and a stability 
3) Provide the-following resources: 
0.- Power 
o Thermal 
.a 
o 
o 
Telemetry,- coc:.mand control, and timing 
Onboard data management 
Equipment calibration capability 
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0 Dedicated crew support 
0 IVA and EVA support· 
0 Pressurized 'volume 
, , 
General RequireCl~ts 
~ .. - --
., 
- -,--
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The general, top-level requirements applicable to the IOC Space Station' 
are identified below. These requireme~ts ar~ oriented, to~ard the sys-: 
tem evo1vability, primarily with respect' to automation, and reliabil~ 
~ ~ .... -. -- - -
, ity.' The~icqldremerits hierarchy will, ~xpand and encoopass all subtler. 
~lements as thesysteo deve_lopcH~nt begins. Requirements relcited to the. 
system autooation and construction and assembly are identified in Sec- , 
, 
tions 5.0 /lnd 6.0 herein, respectively. 
~ -
, A number of the"significant general requir~ments are. as follows: 
1) Indefinite operational lifetime 
_0_' 
" 
Common design~ hardware and software, with oaxlmuo standard 
. interfaces 
, '3) . Provide ... :for m'odi.llar growth 
~-.~:~ -
4) A~commodate or, incorporate new technology into existing systems 
, 
, . ~ -
5) Autonomy froo ground control 
6) Maintain the Space Station critical operations during uru::anned 
periods 
. . 
7)· De~lgn critical systems to be fail-operational/fail-safe/restorable 
as a minir.:um 
8) Shelf life of 10 years oinimum 
I' 
'. 
) 
- ... '--' 
A " 
, ; 
, -, 
n 
. '
• 
'1 
, J,-
9) Redundant: functional pathn and redundancy management 
IOC Conf:guration 
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The IOC configuration c~rrently envisioned and baaelined for thin study 
is commonly'referred to &9 the "p'ower tower. H The general configura":'. 
tion is shown in Figure 4.1.3~1. 
Clo£ V1(W 
" 
: Figure 4.1.3-1 ~ou,'cr TOWL'r IOC COIl[tgllr.1t;rl1l' 
:'-. --
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4.2 
,... 
: The design charccteristics are summarized in TaLle 4.1.3-1. 
;., . 
Table 4.1.3-1 IOCSp.JcC' Stat iO/l C/)araclcristics 
,i 1. Station Configuration-
: 2. " Orbit 
'3. Crew Size 
'4. Logistics: Support 
5. ' Servicing Capability 
:6. Platforms 
, 7. - Electrical, Power 
,8., Reboost' 
SPACE STATION SYST~~ 
Power tower with 5 modules (2 habitation, 
2 laboratoriea, and I-logistic) , 
28-:5 0 , '270 nau. miles 
6 (~ith growth capability) 
LogIstics module ,with 90-day resupply 
1 om, -1 OTV (ground 'servIced)' 
1 co-orbItal, 1 polar,orblt 
75 kWe(25 housekeepIng', 50 payloa'ds) 
Thrust level 100-300 Ibs, 90-day cycle 
4.2.1- 'System Elements 
The Space ,StatIon, in?luding the time frame beyond IOC. Yill,consist oE 
it. '~UIllber of int~rr~1ated elements. The initial capabilitIes and growtll_ , 
.of a-ny ~f-'these ~lements must be compatible yith the copabilitles and 
. requi.re~ents 'of illl' other 'erements,~ Tl~c' major elements' and their char- ' 
kcteristlcs are'summarized as follows::' 
1) - STS (Space Transportation System) 
2)- Space StatIon 
i, 
o HabitatIon C10dules 
- 0 Laboratory modules 
o LogistIcs modules 
o PressurIzed ,payloads 
~ ., 
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o Attac~~d payloads 
o mw and kits 
. "._0" OTV and kits' 
3) Free Flyers 
0" '28.5° inclination 
, . 
o . Other orbits 
4) Space Platforms 
. '0 ' .. " 28':5°. inclination 
o Polar orbit 
o . GEO· 
·5) 'Ground Support Equipment and Facilities, 
6) . Communication'Network 
4.2.2' mssion Model Analysis 
'-'--:' 
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~ 1~ .' ":. 
'Analysis of the referenced mission model data (Section, 3.0) identified 
;the quantitiea of the inajor systeo elements as a function of time, bc-
'ginning at laC and supporting the long-term bu~ldup. In some areas" . 
.. . '. 
'the roc .eieme~ts are perhaps overly opti~istic~' For example, the nua:;...· 
:ber o~ apace platforms and free flyers appears to be'~~re realistic iti 
; the growth phase: . 'At any.rate, th~ d~t~ a~e~ ~h~~'inTable4.2~2-lfor 
. - - - -- - . 
. i four selected tiree slices.' As noted, ~he numbersi~ parenthesis are.' 
'projections'while the other data uere derived from the mission model. 
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Table 4.2.2-1 System Time Slices 
( IOC) (GROWTH) BEYOND 
VEHICLES " 1991 1995 2000 2000 
--' 
STS 1 1 - (2) ~ 
-- SPACE STATION 1 
',' 
, SPACE' PLATFORMS ,. -- , 2 
1 
1 
7 
5 
'1~":~ '----(2) 
:"4,", :,:-,' (lj) 
'5 (5) FREE FLYERS' 5 
crWs 1 
OTVs 1 
(Nos. IN' PARENS ARE SPECULATION) 
(OTHERS ARE FROM Ml'SSIOtl MODEll 
4.2.3' ,System Expansion Impacts 
(1-2) , 
(1-2) 
(2) 
,2 
(3) 
(3) 
I .~ 
As t~e."Space Stati~~system exp~nds ~i;~D!_E~:_!~~ ~~~figuration"there 
~ill be a conside'rable ~mpact on the levels of operations ,management 
and system control. Factors contributing to this expansion are as 
follows: 
1) Additional Payl~ads'. 
2) AdditionalHodules 
:3) IncreasedL~vels of,Seryicing - ... -. '-
, 4) "Increased Levels of Maintenance' and Repair _. " " 
',5}' New Construction and Assembly, Tasks, ' 
6)' Increased Operational' Complexity 
i· -
Each subsys:em will, in'turn, be impacted by increased levels of sup-
port activity and operations management.- ' These subsystems must'have a 
sufficient'design m~rgin for small increases in system incremental 
growth and design flexibility for add-on capabilitie~ to accommodate 
the projected ,overall,grouth. To summarize, the major subsys.teos are 
as follows: 
1) Pouer _ 
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'.2) Data 
3) Thermal 
4) ECLS 
5) Communications 
6) Fluids Management 
7), Structures and Mechanisms -
-
8) FNA 
-' 
The major impact considerations-for three of the subsystems, power, 
data management and environmental control and life support, are shown 
in Table 4.2.3-1. The remaining subsystems are covered in greater de-
tail in a parallel repo~t prepared b; Hughes Ai~craft~CompanY. 
The selection of these three subsystems was based on the projected ad- _ 
'~;,~~ 
.:- " vancements required -and thus would probably include more opportunities, 
I -_ 
- . 
for advanced automation. 
Ttlbl.e 4.2.3-1- Subsystem -Impact Co llsidcra'tions : ' 
o ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 
INTERFf,CES, DISTRIBUTION, COtITROL AND PROTECTION 
INCREASED LEVEL OF LOADS ~lANAGE~lENT 
_ POWER GENERATION - EXPANDED CONTROL 
- EXPAlmED ~lOiHTORING 
- EXPANDED I".ANAGEMENT -
• DATA MANA{iEI':ErlT S,(STEM 
--. ADDITIO:IAL DATA ItlTERFACES 
-- INCREASED DATA TRAFFIC 
• EClS -
- INCREASED DATA HANAGEMEtIT 
- -HANDliNG 
_ - -- ROUTING 
- STORAGE-_ 
-TRANSMISSION 
--,' ADDITIO:!Al MODULES AND/OR CREW MEMBERS WILL INCREASE THE 
RESOURCE REQU I REMEtlTS 
POWER 
DATA 
- THEfU1AL -, 
CONSUl1ABlES 
FLUIDS MANAGEMEllT 
LOGISTICS 
HlCREASED HEALTH MA I NTENAtlCE ACT! V lTV 
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4.3 SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEMS 
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~ For 'the purposes of this study, three major Space Station subsystems" 
" were examined ~-1ith a fourth one added half way, t:hrough the study: . 
, - - -
Electrical Power 
.-. , .. ~ . 
': 2) •. Environmental' Control and Life Support.(ECLS) 
, - " :.:-..... ~ 
3) Data. Management 
,,4)' Guidance, NaVigation and Control (GN&C) 
"':, As stated earlier, the remaining subsystems will be examined' 'in a 
: parallel, report by Hughes Aircraft Company~ 
4.3.1 .Electrical Power 
.- _.' 
; 
",' -. 
:4.3.1.1 Requirements and Functions, - The major electrical power system 
';requirements, or functions, areas follows: 
1)' Provide 75" l-..'Wilt end of life for IOC 
2) Provide 300 KW'for growth (2000) cpnfiguration 
3), Provide power source for eclipse' or dark side pe,riods ' 
~)Provide powergene~ation~ conversion, 
.. 5) Provide' po:"~r di~tribution and control' 
.~) Adequate redundancy 
7) Profection aga,inst'single failure in primary~,?usse's 
S) ,Circuit protection 
The major autocation requirements for the electrical power aystem are 
. as follows: 
i), Automated routine management and control of power system 
i> Automation of routine resources management (all power-related con-,.' 
sumables) 
, . 
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3) Automated fault detection and isolation 
4) Automated reduridancy management' 
, , 
, ' 
5) Autocated reverification of po~er systec 
.. -
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6)"Automated management and control shall be accessible to crew and/or 
ground. Manual 'override control shall be available for TBD 
functions. 
7)' Appropriate alerting of marginal conditions provided to crew 
8r'~'ieeessible and complete "audit traHs" -"f0'1!' 'tftrt!~tl!do(actionB take!l 
9) , Use "natural" or._-"high order" computer language 
1.'0) Provide for automatic or mariual initiation of system validation or 
, reconfiguration . 
'11) Automated coni to ring and protection of power interfaces to protect 
against-payload failure of misuse of resources 
. 12) Design ·to ,allow .for implementation of artificial intelligence as 
. technology permits 
" 
, ' 
13) Provide capability to permit ora'ccommodate the automation of on-, 
line operational mission management-
:4.3.1.2' Power System Baseline':' The pOHer·system baseline consists of 
the Bolar arrays,' power generation modules, conditioning, and control 
'and diotribution asoemblies. A typical syatec configuration.ia shown 
'in Figure 4.3.1.2-1. 
, 4-9 
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I 
, 
· Figure 4.3.i.2-1 E/ect,-,ic~/ Pow~r System C011figuratioll 
· ; 
• I 
. 4.3.l~~-~~owth Characteristics - The electrical power system in ex-
pe~tedto prov~de appro~ioate~y 75 KW at roc and evolve to approxi~ 
'ma~ely. 300 KH for the' year 2000. Many changes will rrobably occur 
during this growth period. An approximate time frame for the change or 
mod1ficationls shown' in Table'4.3.1.3-1. ,. 
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~ Table 4.3.1.3-1 Electrical Power System ,Time Slices 
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POWER GENERATION 
& CONVERSIO~ , 
(SOLAR PLANAR SYS) 
'--
1991 1995 
(GROHTH) 
2000 
• AUTOMATIC SOLAR 
SEGMENT MANAGEMENT 
OR AUTO PEAK POWER 
• LARGE SOLAR ' . 
CONCENTRATOR (1996) 
, • LASER POWER , 
- TRANS/RECEPT/CONV (1997) 
• POWER_SYSTEM TECH. (1996) 
ENERGY STORAGE ' "_0 BATTERY MANAGEMENT • AUTONOXOUS 
, ' " CHARGING & RECONDITIONING 
POWER DI~TRIBUTION' 
AND CONTROL 
... AI/EXPERT SYSTEM 
• looDS SCHEDULI NG ' 
-- ~ & ~\ANAGEMENT , 
. ,AI/EXPERT SYSTEM' 
, • INTEGRATE WITH- ADDITION OF 
REGENERAT I VE SYSTEr1S 
(EG FUEL CELLS) 
- ... ~...,-. -. ' 
BEYOND 
2000 ' 
• EXPANDED' ,~, •. , • EXPANDED AS REQU I RElJ 
SUN ACQUI SITION ' " 
AND POINTING : : 
o AUTONOMOUS 
• - .:.-/'10-;' • 
POWER MEASUREMENTS, • EXTENSIVE • EXPAND OR ~lODIFY WITH 
POWER SYSTEM CHA~GES , -PERFORllANCE 
MOlIlTORHlG 
."1' 
• 'MAIN DRIVER IS , 
FAULT DETECTION 1: 
.. ,>. :'. ' ' ISOLATION 
, . 
FflULT DETECTION ",' • AUTOi"IATIC 
-. , 
.,! . 
, ' -
, 
FAULT PREDICTION 
FAULT ISOLATION 
.";- ,-
,DETECTION 
• REPROGRAMNABLE-
LIMITS 
• SYSTEM ALERTS 
• TREND ANALYSIS I) PREDICT IMPENDING 
FAILURES wITH 
--.' 
,AI/EXPERT SYSTHI 
(E.G. INJECT STI~lULUS SIGNAL; 
MEASURE RESPONSE) 
• AUTO - !DENTI FleA TI ON 
OF FAULT ORU 
• GREATER DIAG"IOSTICS ON DEMAND 
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FAULT RECOVERY, 
;. " 
VERIFICATION OR 
CHECKOUT 
UNMANNED'SS 
(Iocr, 
1991,' 1995 
• AUTO SWITCHING OF .. 
REDUNDANCY FOR ' 
" SELECTED FAIL-. " 
OPERATlOIIAL MODES 
• FAIL-SAFE OPERATION 
,.- WITH OPERATOR SUPERVISION 
,': ' T9RECOVER OR RECONFIGURE 
• MANUAL'OR AUTOMATIC 
INITIATION 
• FULL AUTONOMY 
CRITICAL FUNCTIONS WITH 
GROUND BACKUp·TO ENABLE 
REVISIT 
(GROWTH) 
2000 . 
BEYOND 
2000 : 
• EXPANDED TO MATCH 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
• EXPAND WITH SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION 
4.3.2 EnvlronmentaiControl and Life Support System (ECLSS) 
Require~ents,and Functions - The major ECLSS requirements;: or' 
., ftinction~." a're as follows:' 
1) Six crew members 
2) , 90~day resupply 
3). 2a-day safe haven 
4)' N~ ov:rboard~aste d~mp; waste product~ '?~turried to earth 
,5) Indefinite life ,with onboard maintenance 
6), Hinimize crew and/or ground invo1ve::::ent' 
~ - - -. - -
7) "Fail ope~~tio~~i f~ii safe' 
, ' 
8) ,', 'J:fodular design' for grouth and, new technology;: minimum scar 
'9) No hazardous fluids within pressurized modules 
. ' 
The ECLSS functions' are dependent on the kind or type of module being 
utilized., The applicability'of the ECLSS function relative to the type 
of module is shown in Figure 4.3.2.1-1. 
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EClS' 
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED 
AIR TEr1PERATURE CONTROL 
02/N2 PRESSURE COIlTROL ,~, 
VErlTlLATlOl1 - "--, 
11011 ITOR IllG " 
WALL THER~lAL CONTROl. ' 
NOISE CONTROL: 
ODOR/CONTAMINANT CONTROl 
FIRE CONTROL ' 
, , 
LIGHTING 
PARTICULATE FILTRATION .. " , 
HAB. HAB. 
#1 "1;2 
X. X 
---
X X 
X ": ,X" 
,X X 
X, X 
X, X, 
X X 
,X ' - X 
, , 
X X 
' ' 
,X X' 
BACTERIAL/MICROBAL"CONTROL (AIRBORNE) X - X 
HUMIDITY, CONTROL X -X 
ELECTRON 1 CS COND IT ION lUG X X 
POTABLE WATER,SUPPLY X ' X 
HANDWASHING ' ' ,', " ,,' X ' ,X 
, 
GALLEY'SUPPORT X 
.. 
SAFE HAVEN SUPPORT, - X ' X 
EXPERIMENTS CONDITIONING 
ANlt-lAL AIR FILTRATlorl " 
ANH~AL AIR ODOR/CONT. CONTROL 
ANIMI'L AIR HUMlDlTY CONTROL 
, ' 
ANltlALAIR ~jOlHTORIIIG 
AN II1AL ,AI R TEl1PERATURE CONTROL' 
ANI~lAl DRINKING WATER SUPPLY 
ANIMAL fOOD SUPPLY' 
EVA SUPPORT (AIR LOCKS ONLY) 
Figure 4:1.2.1.-1 EeLS FuilCtioll by Module 
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REQU I REI"ENT BY MODULE ' 
LIFE t"IATERIALS 
SCIENCES' LAB, LOGISTICS 
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Figure 4.3.2.1-2 depicts the module arrangement used for the reference. 
configuration. This arrangement provides a '''-racetrack'' configuration, . 
:ioeo, ,each module (except the Logistics Module) has two exits •. There' 
:i8 a high degree of module commonality, particularly among the four 
modules in the racetrack •. This results in the fewest number of module 
:types being' require'd •. This arrarigement also provides :' minimum total 
: 'number of elements' and a minimum number of interfaces between' ele-
ments. Penetrations aro'und a radial port and the opposite axial porl: 
: . permit passage 'of major utilities.' 
LOG HAS 
HAS 
LAB 
LAB 
'. '~Figlt-'e 4,3.2~1~2. Reference 'Module Arrallgemellt· -. 
Line definition for the ECLSS includes two 4-in.-diameter lines pene-
, . ~, 
.,~tratingthroughthe bulkheads, and' expanding to 6-in.:"diameter ducts. 
: Air flow on: one line" prOVides supply to the module,' while the other 
:lin~'is used. for coliect1ng exhaust air. Internal utilities enteringl 
exiting' through the two bulkhead panels include dual 1-1/2 in.~diameter 
;coolant supply and return lines, dual l-in.-diameter lines for drinking 
:water,. for ~1a!lte 1iquid water, condensate' water, and wash wat~r~ Also 
included are dual 3/8-in.:"diameter 02 supply and 1/2-in.-diameter 
:NZ supply lines~ Traffic t~rough the Laboratory Modu1es is low, with 
; the majority of traffic being in the two Habitation Modules. Traffic' 
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considerations and Interface/integration 'considerat~ons seem to make it' 
_. ' . 
- I _ .-
'~referable to have the Logistics Module and Orb:ter berthed, to the 
Habitation Modules, and to have the pressurized payload modules berthed 
to the Labor~tory Mo~ules. 
4.3~2.2 ' ECLSS Baseline -'The IOC ECLSS,baseline'consists of a variety,' 
. - ' _~f equlpments and consumables. Common Equipment '(CE) is located in all 
major modules. Other modules are outfitted in accordance,with-their 
major function. ' The types or kinds of equipments and consumable are 
listed in Table 4.3.2.2-1. 
Table 4.3:2.2·1 IOC ECLSS Baselil1e -
COMMON EQUIPMENT (CE)' 
-SENSIBLE HEAT ExCHANGER 
PKG 
: VENT FAN PKG & FILTERS 
02/N2 CONTROL -
_ CABIN DUl-lp & RELIEF 
AIR DiSTRIBUTION Bus 
COLD PLATES, -
- HATER PUMP PKG}NOT IN 
_ FREON PUMP PKG LOG Moo 
INTERFACE H/X 
FIRE'DETECTION & 
SUPPRESSION 
WATER DISTRIBUTION SYS 
GAS DISTRIBUTION SVS 
SAFE HAVEN EQUIP (SHE) 
EI-I~RGENCY C02/~H(TRACE 
CONTAMINATlO~1 CONTROL 
EI'IERGENCY O2 _-' 
_ EMERGENCY N2 --, 
EI'IERGENCY POTABLE WATER 
SHELF STABLE FOOD -
AIRLOCK SUPPORT EQUIP (ASE) 
PUMP/ACCUMULATOR 
_ESCAPE SVS (BALLS & POS) 
EVA SUiT IIF & REGENERATlOfI Svs 
HEALTH & HYGIENE (H&H) 
COMMODE W/URINAL (2) 
SHOHER (21 
HANOWASH 
HOT WATER HE~TER 
'RESUPPLY g STORAGE (R&S! COLD WATER CHILLER 
NORMAL 02 SUPPLY , _ 
NORMAL tl2 SUPPLY AIR REYITALlZATIOtI EQUIP (ARE) 
POTABLE WATER SUPPLY HUMIDITY C~NTROL PKG 
BULK FREEZER STORAGE CO2 RE~~VAL ' 
,WASTE WATER TREATI-IENT & STORI.GE CONTAMItIANT CONTROL 
TRASH COI':PACTOR. STORAGE g ATMOSPHERIC MoIllTOR 
ODOR COIITROL 
CO2 STORAGE 
FECAL WASTE BULK STORI.GE 
GALLEY 
REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER 
OVEN' 
TRASH COMPACTOr: 
HANDWASH 
OOOR REMOVAL 
C02 COMPRESSOR/LIQUIFIER 
EClS CONTROL & DISPLAY (CgD) 
_:Tll.e:.present space station life support 'system!! (for air, water, wai:lte; 
< ~ ~ • - -. ' 
:and food) ill"e' classified as either "open", 1. e., resources are all sup-, 
,plied' from storage-ground resupply with no regeneration, or Bome degree 
:o'f "closure", I.e., used resources are regenerated. The IOC concept as 
:shown in Figure 4.3.2.2-1 for this study has a partial closure of the 
water management system and regenerative CO2 removal system while all, 
the others are open. Advantages of closing the life support system re-
:side in the considerable opportunities for reducing logistics 'feight 
,and volume. 
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6CREW MEMBERS 
UNITS· IbsJdDY 
(1 Ib, :: 0.4536 kg) 
~~ ___ OL7S~OI~ld7.s~~_~C_IO_'h_l~ng~-_~ __ CO~2 __ ~', 
lIaturn 10 urth, 
Figzire 4.3.2.2·1 ECLSS FllIlctiOlM/ Flow Di.lgr(1111 
--4~3;2.3 Grm"th Characteristics -The successful evolution of the ECLSS 
,from'the roc to Space Station 2000 ,and beyond ~tist include a considera-
tion of the significant factors at the outset. 'The'system must satisfy 
the-initial'requir~ments but must-be' able ,to acco~odate the. expected 
changes that'will occur. Growth ?otential is, therefore; a factor in, 
the, evolution criteria. 'The evolution criteria would include the f6l~ 
lowing facto!='s: 
, ' 
1) ,Technology Status/Risk 
, ' 
2) Operationa~ Support Cre~1 and Ground 
3) Growth Potential 
~) Ilities Consider~d 
5) Logistics 
Safety/Complexity 6) 
7) Economic Benefits--Lower volume, lower weight. lower power 
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:Thc quality and quantity of conaumables required. to support tho'life 
; functionsconatitute a major logistics problem for a long":term Space' ," 
'~Station. 'Reclamation, reconstitution J , recovery, and regenerative sys-
:temsoffer:opportun1.tiea to alleviate this problem. However, budgetary 
, ,_.> - : - ~, - -
,',limitations"technology lI!aturity, perfor-....lnce, verification tiee, and, 
. : c~'ntrol compie:dt~. all combine to drive"t?e, degree of closure ~nd the,' 
, . Implementationtiming. ALthough considerable savings ca'n be realized, 
; at each logical step of partial 'c1osure, the technologies and subsys-: 
, " ~ tems 'needed to obtain such savi~gs require a large number of additional, 
systems~,· subsystems, components, 'sensors, and instruroents~ T~' provid~' 
I efficient' syotemperfomance requires a large number of subsysteo in-,' 
terfaces, and ,careful balancing of interacting checicalproces.ses.' (6) 
::Para11el,processing options exist for'~arbon dioxide r~mova~, ~ater 
re,clamatioo'or gray.water processing, oxygen generation, i.e., water.-' 
'. ' , ',: eiectrolY~i.s or :~Oi reduction, ,and c~ntat:linants reoo'val. The impor-
,;' tnntissue herels to' start 'With a concept that is technologically 
transparent to options that will be added in t~e future' to close on a 
st~p-by-~tep ba~is ~ll' LSS function's, ev~n through the fo01 cycl~ '\l'tth 
, prog'ressively high productivity features. A proposed evolution of the 
,.:-;, • r 
I' clos~d loop ll"pproach- for the major LSS elecents is suttmari%ed l~n ~Table 
4 • 3. 2 • 3-1. " 
" ; 
0:' Table'4.3.2.3-J -Evolutiollary Loop Closure Approach" 
:. , '1980 , 
FUtlCTlOiI 'OPE!! 
CO·" 
. , 2,· '" 
CONTROL· 
POTABLE 
\~ATER ' 
O2 SUPPLY 
N2 SUPPLY 
WASH 
WATER 
FOOD 
ltOH/(Q2 ' 
, ABSORB.' 
RESUPPLY 
, , , 
RESUPPLY 
RESUPPLY 
RESUPPLY 
RESUPPLY 
·1991 
SEMI-OPEN 
REGEN. CO2 RE}lOV. 
CO2 UQ./STOR. 
RESUPPLY 
RESUPPLY 
PARTIAL PROC. 
2000 
, SEMi~CLOSEll. . 
REGE~.' C,02 RH:OV. 
CCIi' UQ./STOR. 
WATER PROCESSING 
RESUPPLY 
TOTAL PROCESSING 
EEYOND' 2000. 
. IDEAL-CLOSURE' 
REGEN. CO2 REMOV • 
COZ'REDUCTION " 
TOTAL WATER PROC. ' 
O2 GENERATION 
TOTAL PROCESSING' 
--:---------~-.;----'*" ~ROH FOOD' 
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4.3.3 Data Hanagement System (DHS) 
.' 
4.3.3.1 .Requirements and Functions - The major data management system 
requirements or functions are as follows: 
1) Provide sufficient data processing for each subsystem 
2) Provide com~and and status indications to/from all subsystems 
3) Provide ancillary data and resource coordInation' to customers 
o Interfaces for payloads' 
o 
o 
Hult1plex customer data streams up to 300 megabps .' 
Transmit to. ground through TDRSS orTDASS 
, .•. ..:- .... 0 Suppo~t near-term mission ~l~nning and scheduling and provide 
information, to customers 
. . . 
. .. 
4) . Provide,fullyinieractive 'data work stations of n common design as ." .. ,~:':.)' 
_~he man/machine.interface 
0 Data' co~unicntion shall be visible through the data worlt 
, station 
0 Provide crew' total commanding capabilities and data verifica-
tion into each, subsystem 
. . ;-
0 ?~oteci: 'tite.sYstem from acceptIng erroneous commands that 
effect' crew safety or damage equipment 
o .. Provide d~ta c ~ork. sta'~ion' h~rd, copy caPability, ' 
o Design for low noise levels 
5) Provide a crew training support capability for subsystems 
6) Provide real-time support for data storage of 1200 gigabits 
7) Provide,a single' time and frequency reference'for all 55 elements 
and customers (payloads), 
. ' . 
.. .. - , . 
-- ._-----,-------
. ' 
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8) Provide a common data format for data transactions between space 
station program elements 
9) Support checkout capability of subaystems and redundant components, 
.-::" 
10) Su'pport checkout and launch of OMV and OTV 
~ , ... r --:- - • 
14) Support'maintenance by providing for all command and data transfer 
to be stored with capability to_purge 
15) Provide for 'data transfer between subnystems through a data network, 
that can support a (300) MBPS rate (TBR) , 
. 16) Provide automatic fault handling for customer interfaces 
, ' 
17):De~ig~.for ~nhanced .maintainabilitY,of software life cycle 
18) Provide capability for creW to modify, generate. add or delete 
'application software in real-time with the system on-line .. 
'. 19) Design fer'RFI compatibility 
20) Design for bit' error rate of 10-6 (TBR) 
21) DeSign to be "user friendly" with prompts and help function 
4-19 
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The end-to-end data management system-involves the full spectrum of the 
Space Station program. - An overview of the m~jor elements is shown in 
Figure 4.3.3.1-1. 
- . 
r:o;in e 433 1 1 Elld-t:o-Elld Data System Ftl11ct;oTls ~·t6-tr ..• -
The ~jor' automation requirements -for the data management system are as 
follows: 
1) _ For unmanned periods of operation, maintain _critica~ operations-
2i . Autom~ted routine management and control of DMS 
3>' Automated_fault detection and isolation 
: 4) Automated redundancy management 
5) Autocated reverification of DMS 
4-20 
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6) Automated management and co~trol" shall be a.ccessible to· cre-w and/or 
ground. Hanual- override shall be available for selected functions. 
7) Appropriate alerting of marginal conditions provided to crew' -
8) Accessible and complete "audit trails" for automated action-s taken-
9) Use "natural" or "high order" computer language 
10) Provide ~o~ automatic or manual initiation of system validation:or:-
.' reconfiguration-' 
11) Automated moni~oring and protection of-data· interfaces to protect 
against payload failure 
12) _Design to allow for implementation of artificial intelligence as 
--:::. ,-' . 
technology pemits 
.. 
13) Data utilities shall be self-managing with allocation of data-sys-
tems resources-being largely automated and transparent to the-user_ 
-. 
-- -
:14) Provide for admi,nistrative data processing services to support 
. 
automation of on-line operational mission management. 
4.3.3.2 Data Hanagement System Baseline - Thedata managementsyste.m -
: must be desi:gned-:to'satisfy a nu~ber of system-level requirements._ The 
, - '.
-, architecture of the system will provide the structure- in which these ., 
: requirements will_ be met. - Figure 4.3.3.2-1 illustrates the tradeoff -
: between centralized and distributed system architectures. 
.' - .-
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Figure 4.3.3.2-2' illustrates the implementation of distributed archi-
tecture and the link between the' spaccbornc and ,ground data system.: 
~tat1on 
Master 
Control 
Space S:aUon 
Distributed Processing 
Systa 
Cro.1nd 
, Figure 4.3.3.2-2 Space Stati~1l Syste/I' Data Management Arcbitecture 
- "-- ::-
One data mSI'..agemcnt system conceptt. utilizing a . dual ring-bus C:onfi~!l-::' 
. , , 
ration, provides' a 'means to link together all data elements of the 
. Space Station as shown in Figure 4.3.3.2-3. 
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I n Sa r e,..--I,----... 
lI~v.n 
RHS /111S I UT\ 
Control' 
Froce850r 
~ __ ~ ____ ~ __________ ~B~U~.~D~ ____ ~~ ________ L-_____________ ~ 
,..-__ 1 Subsystem 1 _____ ... 
Proce650r 
Attitude 
Control 
.1-: _ 
Thermal' 
Control 
Electrlca) 
Pover .-
C.antrol 
COIMIuntutlono 
Processor 
Figure 4.3.3.2-3 Data Blis COllcept 
',A.3.3.3 Growth Cha'racteristics - The data oanagecent system attribut-es 
;will include' flexibility and adaptability. Growth changes anticipated 
may include modular expansion, increased processing speed, fault toler-
. , 
'ance, 'and. incre~sed·data storage capability as shown in Table 4.3.3.3~1. 
:,Fo11owing references froo Appendix A are sources of further' 
_: informa tion: 7, 8, and, 50. 
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Table 4.3.3.3-1 Data Manag~nei1t Syst~m Time Slices 
(lOC) 
1991, 
DATA ACQUISITION • EXTENSIVE USE ' 
OF REMOTE IIF 
:. ,> ~' . UNITS .. 
. 
" DATA PROCESSING ~ NETWORK RATES 
" UP TO 300 rtBPS 
. , • 100 MOPS 
", . , 
FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTERS •. TED ' 
MASS MEMORY 
,- ~ ." 
., 
. '-, , 
-, 
• JBD 
U.2 X 103 
GIGABITS) 
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'(GROWTH) 
2000 . 
• EXPANDED PRHlARILY 
, BY MODULAR 
ADDlTlONS ' 
• SAHE 
• 2000 MOPS 
• VHSIC 
, ,. TED· , 
, I 
U.2 X i04 
GIGABITS) 
' .. ' 
BEYOND 
2000 
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5.1 INTRODUCTIOU 
5.1.1 "Goals and Assumptions 
, " 
5.1.1.1' Goals of Automat'i~~ -There are several goals forauto~ation 
on the Space S'tation, as shown fn Table' 5.1.1.1-1. Automation 11lay re-
duce crell workloa,d or, stated ano'ther way, could allow more" complex " 
tasks to be performed by the crew at constant work 'levels. "This points 
-I· 
" , 
"' , . 
, 
t, 
,towards'the ability of t~e Space Station to'sup"port more numerous' andl' .. ' 
or more complex payloads, bQth'of which relate directly to an earlier 
: return on the government's investment. 
" 
Automation could allow the Space Station to be less dependent upon 
ground telemetry, tracking, and control (TT&C). This ,':l'?uld allow the 
Space Stati~n to survive if cut off f~~~'theground for' an extended, 
(90-day maximum probably) period of time. Many factors co~ld influence 
'the likelihood of thia cut off. The range of events over the 30-year 
,expected life of Space Station includes limited nuclear war somewhere 
on the globe and ,natural disaster befalling ground mission'contro1.' 
But further, 'this decreased ground dependancy could al10'\1 select pay-
l~ads,to·.be" f1~wn during Space Station develo~ment b~for~ a full crew 
staffedthe'stati~n. This relates to earlier return o~ investment. 
'" Automation couldsign1ficantly. reduce the number of ground per~onnel 
necessary t~ run the mission. The reduction would not be so much in 
, the area of mission operat:ions and direct support, but rather in the 
ustanding army" of ' support· personneL The goal of automation therefore 
would ~e to hold 'the Space Station ground personnel costs toapproxi-
ma"telY tho"se of the STS. This would be a cost saver for the goverrn:lent 
and again lead to an earlier return on investment for the government. 
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Table.5.1.1.1-1 Goals of Automatioll 
AUTOMATION GOAL 
i 
o Reduce crew norkload. 
., 
o 'Allow more complex 
, crew activities' 
.. 
AFFECT 
o Increase number 
& complexity of, 
payloads 
- . ~. ~.:- : - " 
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PAYOFF 
o More revenues 
o Lower user· cost 
o· Less ground dependancy, ·0 Select· payloads 
flown sooner 
o More.revenues 
o Longer time between. 
TT&C 
o I.e·ss ,ground' personnel' . 
than otheruise would 
be needed • : . _ 
~; -
o . Less training of a 
mission staff separate. 
from·STS 
o Testbed for American 
induatry. 
. . 
o Assure SS uill 
attain its l:!.fe 
expectancy 
o Limit mission 
support staff 
costs 
o Reduced risk of 
mission failure . 
o Cost savings, 
o Space Stations 0 Strengthen ,our. 
high technology,· 
competitive stance o Underuatcr Systems' 
o Flow-down to 
commercial side 
. of technology 
, . ~ 
-.--.-
. , .. 
'.:.:' A 'somewh"t more removed but no less significant r~ason for automation 
<'isthat' the probiems_to be solved' by' industry i~ order to ach'ieve de-
o • 
sired levels, of autonomy have high payoff)n' non-Space Station arenas ~ 
, . The tooli~g . (software and hardware) which \1ill never fly. o.n g'pace Sta-: 
:~ tion but'which \1ill be crucial to Space Station mission success through 
its making possible flying other hardware and software is important. 
The Space Station data processing system,.is a key focal point as 
'_':.' 
recipient of automation.' 
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, 5.L1.2 , Migration of Ground-Based }fissions to Space - ,It is almost in-
tuitive that there will be a migration during the Space Station life of: 
'missions currently thought of as ground based to space.' The reasons' 
for'this :are' founded' ina des.1re to. keep the number of ground personnel, 
,to man~geable levels and to increase the, productivity' of the crew. In 
. order to 'accomplish th~s, the Space Station as a system must become 
"f, more f~nctio~al" It 'is a natural st~p for 'manned space missions tq' 
• ,take advantage of the increa8i~gsophistication 'of hardware' and: g'oft-
ware. Gonside~ '~~ 'as an info~ation processor ,performing cognitive' 
,:processing at' a, vadety of le'veln of ~ophistication. As the capabllIty, 
;',:' to 'automate pa'rts of this 'cognitive procesoing becomes ,mature, the 
", huin~ncanfotus 'on,th~ less mundane"l~vels~, Examples ~f mission ele':' 
',ments which 'can move 'to space are simple trend analysis, some, fault , 
'" ' isoiation"and som~: aspects of planning. With the complexity of the, 
-. '-,.-
" flo~ syste,m on the increase a's well as ,its ,scope, we can a,nticipate 
.'that the 'ground mission functions will increase -in difficulty, as well. ' 
',Aathe Clissionallocat1o~ migrate~, sO'l<lill its corresponding system 
elements such as hardware and soft~Tare • 
, It can be assumed' that the state, of the art in computers and softwar~ 
, will lead the technology floWn on Space Station by no more than 10 
, " years. " This implies that an'IOCstation '~iii have onboard Automatic 
" Data P'rocessing (ADP) equipment approxilJately eq~al to that' available 
today to the research community. ' A representative example would be"a 
.'--' 
" . ,,: ,hardened, sta'ndalon'e, 32-bit processor uith Winchester drive and bit--
:t:18,pped,'multi-llindow display~ "It can' be anticipated:that theFOC~ta":-' 
- . . - . -
tion would have at least hardenedsYIl'holic processors and activ~~ in,,:,- .• < 
, telligentDBMS • 
", . 5.1.1.3 Evolution of Artificial' Intelligence ~ Artificial Intelligence 
;' 
(AI) is a broad area,'of researchactivlty today uhichpromises, high 
'payoff.'lIerei~, AI: is referred to as providing, "flexible" or "intei~i-' 
gent" automation." AI has been much'discussed in relation to the Space, 
Stat!.on, and there are two. overriding points to make. 
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First,- AI is an evolving set of techniques, support tools, and methods. 
Of these, the.methodology is the least mature.- AI will undergo evolu-
. ~ . ' . 
tion as the. Space Station evolves •. This joint variation makes plauning _'T~-:-;' 
: - AI inclusion in the later stages of Space Station difficult. There --is 
-considerable current interest in AI throughout the world, and.its ma-· 
turation'~y be counted on. If we err towards being too conservative. 
itl: our. planning _ to exploit AI and the . field evolves within. the -next ten 
years, the current planned Space'Stat:lon may be much less cost effec-
tive with respect: to what is availahle from the state of 'the ari:-- much' 
sooner-than 30 years. 
Secondly, -there is an important difference between a research orienta-
tion towards AI and an euglneering orientation towards it (see Table 
- 5.l.l~3~1). _ AI offers deep opportunities for research. That orienta- ._ 
·.tion is at' odds_ with wh.at may be calledatandard system engineering •. 
,methodology. The engineering approach would identify required func-, 
-~ -- . - -
'. ti~ns :that' a: system_ must possess and then allocate them to" hardware. 
Csoftware, or human. Exploitation of AI would modify the "software allo-
cation to include a special type of software--knowledge based systems 
(KBS). -In defining and developing KBS components of a major system,-
the developers- have the freedom to allocate functions to humans which 
are insufficiently mature. Such KBS are referred to as using "cixed 
initiative-." -It may be possible to const'ruct _ a fully intelligent ex-' 
pert system_to "function' as an adVisor_to a human. However, the con-
struction of a ~ystem using symbolic manipulations and sizable amounts 
ofhum~n input may be quite 'feasible •. Further,by bounding the:pro~~ 
lem's -context, e~g~, "build something to plan Space Station orbit -
boost" vs.- "build a planner for Space Station" vs. "build a generic 
,planner for.space systems," it is moved into the realm of engineering. 
-Embracing the notion of an engineering approach to KBS inclusion in -
Space Station may allow earlier inclusion of at least plac~holder AI 
technology in Space Station and avoid the risk discussed in the previ-
ous paragraphs~ 
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Table 5.1.1.3-1 Problems ill Approachillg f(BS Com/JOI/ems 
Research 
Method need not be visible 
" , 
Artistic method 
Everything allocated to H/W-S/W' 
Stand alone' 
Key resource is people 
Enginee ring: 
Method must be visible· 
Structured. method 
Freedom in~funct1ona1 allocation 
Part of 1arge'r syst"em 
'. Key Resource is tooling 
5.1. 2. Overview ~ ' .. 
5.1.2.1 The Study Approach - It is attempted to establish the ultimate 
attainable J~ve1 of automation for the Space Station in tbe year 2000: 
While somewhat unc1ear,this point in the evolution of the Space Sta-
tion becomes an important study tool. The 'expected IOC to determine 
what were logical and reasonably manageable steps to 'take towards the 
maximal automation configuration were then evaluated. 
This portion of. the study dealt with Space Station systens •. It is 
, 'assumed that: 
• ' .• J" 
o The compute~ and software across the subsystems was a key·acco~o-· 
dator of automation. -~ --
The de's"ign' of the computer and software, considered as a system;' 
. was crucial to a110uing the highest levels of automatio'n" especial-
ly intelligent automation. 
o The port,ions of the ADP which perform mission elements, now thought 
of as ground-based and complex, are what: provides the context,for 
the stepping from IOC. 
... ... 
o These portions of the ADP deal with planning and scheduling~~and 
caution, . warning, 'and status monitoring. ,,-
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,Therefore, 'this 'fun~tional component, of the ADP was analyzed, estnb-' 
'liahing'a logical stepping from IOC ,towards it, and'considered what 
technology could improve its feasibility. An.additional reason fo~, 
this approach is that: it complements what is available throug~ the 
., ~_ literature. 
.·1 ' 
The appr~ach may be sumciarized b}' the following set of sequential study 
,objectives: 
o COIiceptual1ze' .2000+ information system archi'tectu~e 
, ' , 
o Establish ultimate levels of automation 
- -.-
o 'Conceptualize design sufficient for those levels 
o Show phased stepping towards ,ultim~te automa'tio~ levels,., 
o Is the system, design which accommodates high automation 1e\'c1s, 
, reasonable1 ' 
Figure 5.1.2.1-1 shows that thIs portion of the study considers the 
data managetlent' system (mIS) and its corresponding subsystem specific 
components. There are two avenues to approach autornation-':Thc first 
b referred to as hard automation and those aspects of the, DMS sho ... -n. in 
-the hard automation column can,nffect.Space Station autonomy. The-
second colucn, intelligent automation; refers to the newer' field of: 
'. . ." -
using ~s techniquen.The elements of, that colu:::m are, some key issues 
:., discussed below. _, ifulle the study, addresses issues other than these, .' 
": -: those shown are 'conSidered important. 
i _ -~- SPACE STATIO~-SYSTEKS' I ' 
rl ~--~~-----r-----~'~----'Ir-------------~t------[TC.' 
. 'D~MbS~:'=C~='~::::~==G:I:~C=:::::::::::~PS~'W~E~R~~r-____ ~f~CtSS J! ,-/, 
HARD AUTOXA TI O'l flHEtliGENT AUTOMATlO'j 
PHYSICAL ARCH; 
CO~HROL PH I LSOPHY 
ROLE OF THE EXECUTIVE 
Ff.ULT TOLERANCE AND REDUNDMICY 
~·JILT· PI TfST 
SMRT (INTEGRATED) SENSORS 
TO~ lH£l ~D'IISOR 
WOWLEDGE IlA5ED SYSTEMS SU!;CO!"PONENTS 
DATA BASE EFFECTS 
'Figure 5.1,2.1-1 Eh"lllcllts To Be Implcmcl1ted Oil Space SIJlinrt ADp 
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5.1.2.2 Issues in the Development Process - A'large pot'tlon of the 
work focused on 'what tools and techniques would be necessary to support' 
the development of the Space Station~ Adequate ~tooling in the area:of 
',:, soft~at'e and'sy~teas,de~elopaent support can 'make the dlfference'be-
; • _ _ - " - • • __ • ~ r __ - ___ ~ _ -
:' :, tween success' and failure of a' software intensive systeo., Often~' two 
,:~ important fa~ts are missed: first, tools must be ready and relatively 
; stable in 'advance of the'llppllcation need date; second, the itwestment 
,in tool development may be larger than the cost to develop a system, 
component, through the use of' that tool. 
'5.1.2.3 Summary: Conclusions -,The space station provides new and chal-
lenging probleos- for NASA. 'Some of these problems have been attacked 
'. by DoD:aftd industry; however; integrating previous work with a space'· 
" 
,'station acquisition as well as commenCing nen solutions will be major.' 
.: fhe.e~pec~ed ,11fe:of,the,space'station as well as the desire for its 
,autonomY,and efficiency force the data management system to act like a 
" 'command ~nd 'control system.' Its ,func:t~~-;"~dil\emode sequencing .and, •. 
. ~ , data collection, but: ';:l1so, w11l' be:the support ,of humrin cognitive' 
; 'processing. Requirements for s~ch de~ision support !ly~tems ar~', fu~zy 
'lind',changeable. The use of evolutionary acquisition as a fomal str~~. 
, tegy has proven successful With,the DOD. ,Each system version is,seen.' 
, ' 
as a prototype of subsequent systems. There is an illtentional'abandon-, 
i . ment of the goal of specifying the comple~e requirements set a prlori_ 
Instead, 'carefUl long-range design analysis cust be inst1tuted~' This 
. results in seemingl>, over-engineering the initial vcr'sions of a system. 
so as to ciniai::e 'the like~ihood-.of design inadequacy later. 
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a) Crew,as Decision Makers - With increased usa of micropr~cessors, 
sraphic displays, and automation. the role,of the~rew appears to 
'be shifting .fromthat of controller and flight engineer (attitude 
" 
- and 'systems monitor) to that of manager and decisionmaker. Inter-
actions betwe'en' crew members and systems w11l. change. 
Research is therefore-necessary to (i) define the proper'roles of 
and interactions between crew members, on-board systems, and exter-
nal systems and personnel; (2) establish' criteria on how crews may _ 
best co~e with complex' systems, and ho~ these systems should be ' 
,configured; (3) determine how complex dedsionmaking can best b,e',' 
accomplished in ,multi-crew enVironments, particularly under,stress; 
(4) develop,a better understanding of the causes and effect's of ' 
crew errors, and effects of htigue and desYnchronosis on perfor-
man~~ ~ 'and judg~ent; (5) asse~s' the acceptance of new ideas and 
t'echnologies and deternine how best 'to indoctrinate cr~ws into 
. ' 
their'use and acceptance; and (6) correlate behavior patterns and 
psychological profiles with incidents and accidents. 
,b) 'Command and Control System - The problem here' is how to configure 
microprocessor and'multi-function display, systems to' enable cre,~s_ 
to' ~f:simi'late 'informationreadllY and, effectively:, - Research' is 
necessary to {I)'define and evaluate alternative computer-graphic 
display 'formats for each mission pha~e or flight profile segment;' __ 
: (2) determine the ~merits of· using p~'ctographs for variouscontro.l,' 
, , 
and. monitorfng ,functions; (3), establish guidelines for use of 'aural' 
-- - -- -
information transfer; '(4) establish and evaluate culti-sensor image 
, con'cepts;', (5) det~rnine how the characteristic differences between 
, cathod~-ray tubes and flat-panel displays may influence t,heir se- ' 
lection for use in operational' syste:ns; (6) establish guidelines-, 
for, specifying physical characteristics of- display media; and 
(7) establish guidelines for interfacing with on-board systems. 
, 5-8 
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" c) Subsystem Status Monitoring/caution & Warning - As shown in Table 
5.1.2.3-1 , one a~ditional function per subsystem is anticipated ... 
and one corresponding additional computer to process that func-
tion. We . a~t1cipate the need :for symbOlic processors 'among these -'. 
-additional computers. Communications system sizing will likely be 
adequate 1£ local storage either through RAM. discs or Winchester 
based peripheralu is provided. We should de~ign the system soas 
not to prect"ude the inclusion of 32-bi t processors in the SDl?s. 
T.1ble 5.1.2.3-1 Subsystem Status MOl1itorillglCalltiol1 alld Wamillg 
.0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
One additional function per subsystem 
One additional computer per subsyotem-GNC, POWER, ECLSS,.etc 
Symbolic Processor is a subco~ponent ~f these comput~rs 
Communications Rystem sizing should b-e adequate if local' 
storage is-provided. 
32-bit processors associdted with the-SDPs should' not be 
precluded. 
.. '":. 
" .. 
'--. d) Developraent Support Beyond onboard needs, we should respect the 
need' for adequa~e softwa~e ~ooiing' and laboratories •. Some of these 
are 8ho~~ in Table 5.1.2.3-2. 
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o Sof~waie Prototyping and DeveJopment Environment 
- , 
o Test for: Distributed SYBtems -
, , 0, Intelligent Validation &Ver1fica~ion 
o KBS Development Environment 
o Test for KBS 
o - VLSI Design Aids 
o VLSI ,TranSition Laboratory 
5.2 - _ ;HARD AUTOMATION VS~ INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION 
I', -
, .... 
5.2.1 ',Hard Automation.- Of the two paths toward automation, the most familiar 
;'are tho~e, techniques which are immediate extensions' of current system 
':design~ These include the physical architecture, the philosophy of 
';process control/coordination, and functional allocation to an execu-
;tive.' Some 'supplemental areas on'a less abstract level are also rele-
:vant to spac~ station~ - These include fault tolerance and redundancy, 
-' 'smart sensors, an~built-in test." Aspects of these are discussed as 
- .,-,. . . -
-,.they relate to Space Station Autoi'ilat~on below. 
-5.2.1.1 Physical Architecture - The-space station will oake use of a' 
"~hierarchical distribut~d physical architecture -f.orTis ADP. - Suchan' 
archItecture has achieved success in real-time process control; and, 
'properly designed, pr~vides 'reasonable ·flexibility. The Space Station 
, (5S) IOC w~rkbookadopts: this approach. The ability to have 8ubsyst~m 
~e.g., GN&C) busses is important to being able to interconnect the 
necessary computers~-
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If the Standard nata Processor (SDP) discussed in the IDe document 
allows for 32-blt processors and the optical data distribution network 
(ODDNET) and'interface device (ID) ~re sized accordingly, the" IDe 
,physical s'rchitecture should suffice. The architecture is shown in 
,Figure 5..2.1.1-1.," 
lEGEr.O: ' 
scPo 
. S~"S('lr!. Al'\d . 
E flee: CiS 
Stardard 
Data 
Processo'-
GU\(!dnce 
p.javig.!: i.:."\ !Il~' 
Co"tl'ol 
, COM- Co~u",itat'o'1~ 
.", . HA.S •. Habltatior, 
Figure 5:2.1.1-1 Pbysica! Arcbitecttlre-!II[ormatio71 (md Managemellt System 
. , 
.. The, notion of "distribution" is be cooing important in ad-alysis of -both 
,physical and logical cooputer architectures. A distributed,systeo of-
fers procl~ssing flexibility, exp\lndability uithout -redesign and, 'g~ner-:'_ 
,- ally, size and weight advantages. 
llork, by HoneyWell has resulted in a, taxonomy 'of distributed systeos 
'nth ten elements. These are shO\m in Figure 5.2.1.1-2. 
1. Loop Systeo with Unidirectional Traffic. 
Disadvantages:, bandwidth bottleneck. 
'(\'-'-'-" ! 
~ j 
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: 2. Complete Interconnection System. ' 
Disadvantages: proliferation of communication links with processor 
addition. 
: 3. Central Memory System. 
Disadvantages: memory both a path and storage. 
, 4. Global BUG System. 
Disa'dvantages: Bus failure is' catastrophic. 
,5. Star. 
Disadvantages: switch failure is catastrophic, banduidth bottle-
neck at switch.,' 
6. Loop with indirect Transfer. 
Disadvantages: 'no'de or switch failure is catastrophic. 
,7. Bus system with Indirect Transfer. 
, Disadvantages: . System,wide bandwidth bottleneck. 
:8. Regular Network. 
, , , 
Disadvantages:' impossib~,~;to' add 'single' node 
;9. Irregular Network. 
Disadvantages:' logical complexity of switching processora. 
i 
10. Bus System with Shared Path. 
Disadvantages:, path or switch faHure may affect multiple noden. 
Note that element 4' in the taxonomy, viewed now as nn'organization of 
. sys,tems" is' the: 1ea~~' ri~k'~. - ce~~~i~IY, care lIiH have to be taken as 
, far as redundant communication ~~dia. ,This, app'roach' has' ceen success,-' 
in_~eal tim~ ~pplications~ Proper_use of diotr~bUti~n increasea the 
~urvivabHity' ,of the architecture" ,''=; .,- , 
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5.2~1.2 Control Philosophy - A reasonable way to view the organization 
.- of the functional architecture is hierarchically. This is usefu~ frot:1· 
at'leasttwo perspectives. The first deals with the context of analyz-
'~ , :tng ·possibi.iii1~s 'for. automation. The architecture arranges functions 
,-- so those Clost 8.k~n to higher level. human --cogri~tl\"e processes are in the 
',: j' center.' Those most' removed :are correopondingly'representatiVe o'f less :, 
.-: : complex cognitive processes., The second reason for such an arrangemerlt 
is. the flexibility of, the structure •. 'As the functional definition of [ . 
:the Space Station moves forward, it will be easy to map the identified 
. - functions to the arrangements. Systems may be added or deleted from a 
level or levels changed. ,Such,a mapping will not invalidate the analy-
sis of automation possibilities discussed here. 
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5.2.1.3 Role of the Executive - An executive, in the sense of a master 
• I 
. computer. from 'whi'ch all commands. originate, will not be needed on the 
Space Station. The current notion is that each subsystem will provide 
< ..... a service such as, power, GN&C, etc., in response to mission demands. 
, .-. 
The crew and' ground 'control ~il1 initiate missions and the specifiC 
, subsystems .. will respond accordingly. : As such~ there is no need for an 
··executive·in a' control sense. There is, however, a need for'a pre-
ferred system whose function is to aggregate system state from subsys-
~ ... -.... -:: 
tem state information'; This system could be ground base'd initially and 
flown later or could be part,of the crew command and,coritrol software. 
" , 
A preferred subsystem, such as the status monitoring'caution and'warn-
ing system, is recommended. At each"functional level in the Space Stn-
, . tion hierarchy" one system in the next level would be responsible for 
accepting inp'ut from the lower levels and to infer the state of, that 
system.' This can continue until the. ground sys.t~m becomes the,logic;;!,. 
I ',step to aggre~ate ~ystem state. If autonomy of space'system from the- :~' 
ground is truly desired, then there"must be an onboard surrogate for 
" 
these functions~' 
5.2.1~4 Fault Tolerance and Redundancy - An example of the technique 
expected to be found adequate for most redundancy appllcati~ns, i's'e£'oss 
, -.~ ,. - . . 
- .: '. connection. Thc."secondary may be on hot or cold standby. - ~c prihlary 
" periodicatly stores a :snapshot of its state, in ,the shared memorY·for 
, :' checkpoints.' "Wben.·th~ controller :r:esponsible for managing this redun~' 
,;- - - - - , . - - - - - -
<:; dant set determines ,that thepd~ary is faulty; that responsible co~-
, .,',:,,; , "troller 'disables the' primary and enables the secondary., The secotift~ry 
uses .its oWn data base, which is a ,replicate of the primary's data ", , , 
,I "base. The se<;:ondary begins execution from the state stored in the 
checkpOint memory. 
" 
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The' only redundant management techniques excluded by the preferred con-
troller,connection scheme are function re-allocation and use of a' pool' 
of reserVe controllers. Both of these, techniques require, for example, 
that all system controllers have access to all data from all systems. 
So GN&C functi'ons 'co-uld be swapped' with ARG functions because ~ll"dah 
from these, systems would be mixed together on the'same,buses .. ,While 
~uch' con~~ction's w~~ld provide a iot' of capaMlity for functional re~: 
dundancy. it excludes the opportunity for enforcement of integrity ,ane;.-
sp.curity., 'The f,unctions for integrity and security could still be pe'r- , 
, fo~ed. 'but physical access could not be denied as part of the ,enforce-
ment policy since the controllers would not be directly-in the physical 
, Path to the lower level controllers. So function'atfocation and pooled 
- . - - .'-
reserve controllers have been excluded from the available redundancy, 
techniques in favor,of the ability to enforce integrity and, security , 
checks.'Some,of ,th~ el~ments to,be considered in redundancy and,fault 
tolerance are shown'in Table 5.2.1.4:-1:'-' 
Table 5.2.1.4-1' Reduuda1lce alld Fmtlt Tolerance CO/1sidemtiollS 
.... --~. ;. 
cAll'major,subsystems 
o .Re~l!ndancy.of all maj~_;'aubsystem computers 
o Self':"chec'ting and correcting 
"Error detection/correction (hamnling) for memory 
,transient faults 
Spare physical memory for permanent memory faults 
Secon~ cicroprocessor for state errors 
Third cicroprocessor for permanent hardware fault 
:- 5-:-15 
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5.2.1.5 Buil-t-In Test - While faul.t-tolerant computer architecture-
will be used In:key subsystems, they will not be found ~n every subsys-
tem. Subordinate processors an~ systems will have the ability to ~ 
~_ ,status what is controlled and to inform the appropriate controllers of 
-:, - ' errors. - Fault':tolerance ,implies the ability to detect and correct 
::,' e~t:0rs with:i.~ a pr?cessor. - B~Ut':'in:"test 'refers ~o the ability to _ de-
,-_tect errors within subsystems. It implies either the existence of a 
-" 1-
microprocessor tightly ioJ;egrated with a subsystem or a software pro--
gram running In a subsystem controiier. Built-i~st should'allow'an 
easier and more accurate determination of system state, less software 
(test) to be' ru~,in hi~~erlevel onboard' computers, and less ground 
,proceSSing dependence. See Table 5.2.1.5-1. 
·Each of these efficiencies can support additional automation~ For 
,_ : example, by ~re~ing computer. space' which' otherwise may have ,been used, 
''add1tio'ria-l software for more involved trend analysis ma-y be run. 
1 ' 
Table 5.2.1.5-1 Built-III Test tbaractcristics ~ .-: 
.~ ~~~ .. -
-'-
'-
o - Supplements fault tolerane~ and.reQ~ndance measures_ 
o Sta'tus sy'stem he'aith_ 
o Periodic-execution of diagnostic programs 
co, Highly-i~tegrated rnicroprocpsso~ 
o Higher . lev£:! -control1~r , , 
- 0 Provides indication of faU operational-fail soft-fail 
safe status" 
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'5;2.1.6 ~S~m~a~r~t_S~e~n~s~o~r~s~(~I~n~t~e~g~r~a~t~e~d~):- The effe~t'ofsmart' se~sors' is' to' 
"'allow a partitioriing of basic controller functions between the intetit':' 
genc'e within the 'sens~r and within the' system controller (Table, 
5.-2.1. 6;"1) • This could eHmina te the basic controller in some in':' 
;~,;,~':;::8tances, but the viability of this' approa'chdepe~ds on ,the comput1~g 
, " . - . ~ - - ' , 
~ ,~>,' '/ c~pability included with t,he' seneor. 'If sensors are smart enough to do. ' ~ 
", sigUal'conditioning,:thls wou1d,shift part'of"the dze,weight, and ,:., " 
power use out of the controller and into the sensors. ' Thi3 might or ' 
,';', might not bean advantage for thetotal station 'po~er budget. Moving 
': ',:~,: ':, Signal- c(m~erriionlnt6~":the sensors 'Hkewiseshifts 'th'e 'locatlon of :,',::c 
" capability' without, a guarantee of 'power conservation: '. However,- adding 
, computational 'capabilit; to, ~e~~~rs introduces the potential to'dim1-<~ 
, , , 'nate: basic 'controllers entirely. ~ Thus ~ .. some savi,ngs might accrue • 
. -- . , 
, ' , ~',~ The use of -the term '''dumb"' in -reference to sensors and- actuators Is .-
, ' 
, 'Important because these devicesreq~~re signal conditioning and conver-: 
", sion between analog and digital domains.' Consider ~ controlle~ o~ a,' .. ,,~~, 
, card.' Addi~g'~i~i'~ iiocards"cha~ge's th~~~pability. ,Mos~ of thes'ize, "':, ,', 
~ - - -
,weight, and pO~ler increase is due to' the' signal conditioning ~ndsigiiai ' 
conversion 'components. ' This emphasizes the point that, smart sensors' 
" ' 
and ~ctuators--smart enough to do their own, signal conditioning and 
,'conversion--could save a lot of the controlle'r size, weight, 'and, 
, pow~r. 'This ma~. or, m~~ not ~ea'n~' s;stel'l-level', saving for ~he whole, 
" ' 'station, and mas~~ have merely shifted th~'pena1ty' f~om'-~he ba~ic con-
- . 
" 
~' . '., . ,; ,',.' 'troller to the' 'sensor.- : . ",.. ", . ' ' . 
I " '('-"< ' 
" , I -~ ~. .t-
! ---
, ' 
! 
. 
'. - - , , 
" .. 
, _____________ u __ • ________________ _ 
-~_ :'. ~r=~''': ';; ':.~ ~;.' -.:.::.:.:.. ~ :-.... 
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Table 5.2.1.6-1 Smart Se1lsors 
o Microprocessors integrated with sensors 
'0 _' P~t~e~ recogniti~n' in th~-' associated microprocessors 
o Signal conditioning.functions in the microprocessors' 
o ,'Weight,and power savings likely a wash, 
'0- Frees higher level controllers to run other'functions 
push-down' 
control, , 
, J 
5.2.2 Intelligent Automation 
... l' 
5.2.2.1 Mission Templates It sh'ould:'be possible to rigorously pre-
analyze all normal, routine mission elements .of the Space Station. ,'The 
'results of thi~ analysis can be captured in tables of states, ,'Usts of, 
,procedures, an~, meriu, based 'templates. ,.For 'e~ch Space Station system 
(power, etc.); these mission descriptions 'and, corres~onding co\?-straints, 
data can 'be loade'din'to the appropriate computers.' Joint or system 
" ' 
states, templates and procedures can be made available at the user in-' 
terface (command and'contro1) subsystem. Then when a pre-planned mis-
sion is'scheduled or,a mission element is invoked'by the crew, the 
essential sequencing'data and crew procedures are already loaded. Dur-
ing'the e:r.:ecution of:such a mission element, data points obtained at 
the ' s~b~~st'em' l~~el can be compared to the appropriate' state vectors 
and control e~ercized in accordance with the pre-loaded constraints 'and 
, rules~ ,'The mi~~iori',template generation 'and execution process-is l1lus-:"-, 
. trated in Figl.1re 5.·2.2~1-1. ' There may be Significant application, of 'AI 
technc10gy in designing the mini~al state ve~tor/contro1 set to pre-' 
.. ~tore." SimI>ly having the, mission elements described to all appropriate 
subsystems will enable reduced ground participation in activitica. 'All 
housekeeping fu'rictions and station' keeping functions should be describ-
able in this fashion. There is no AI technOlogy used in this mission 
templating approach. Simple use of current software such as 'table , 
lock-up, and parameter co'mparisons to intervals will suffice:. There is 
no need 'for an executive computer in this approach as the subsystems 
all "kr.ow" what they are supposed to do.' 
" .. 5-18, 
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,'lectors' : 
Figure 5.2.2.1-( Miss;~/l Templatc Gellcmt;ol1 al1d E,yecut;O/l 
" . 
. Resoonse, - ,,', 
. ~. -. ". 
-.. " 
i' 
-'-.. 
5.2.2.2 Operator System Interface (051) - The OS1 should use stand-
alone capable 32-bit_ processors in the class of Sun or Apollo., Thei~ 
" .. '
. existing int~rf~ce tools are flexible Bnd general, providing multi-" 
~indowing and ICON accessible '~bjects, as well as bi!:-~apped-displays .• '~, 
";"'1-
: <,' 
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Some system modeling tools could be hosted on'th~ OS1 cooputers. These 
could include ~athematical models of suosystecs or tablc-oriented sub-
syste~'state computers. The class of machines discussed above provide 
significant computa~lonal' and rIo capability'. Further, data ~oliect1~~' , 
,lind trend 'analysis software may be hosted ~~ ~he OS1 cOClputer.": thiS, '-
'would aid in sol';in& the. knowledge engineC~ing' proble~s fo~ s?~C1fic' 
I 
~ubsystems at a later date. 
The hosting- of modeling and/or data collection software on the OS1 com-' 
, " 
puters will not require' significant additional weight -(In comparison to.' ' 
- '. . . ~ -
,- 'a mach'hie to run OS1 functions only); however'- power consumption, 'espe~ 
'claily forper1pheral'data stora~e devices~ ,will increnselO-20X.- Data 
communications througn,:say, the ODDNE! will probably ?~ adequate~ 
- - - --
,It shOUld be noted,that hucan factor friendliness for an interface 
. . ' - ~ .'. - ~ . ,-
'costs additional computer processing.: Funda~e.n~ally; friendli~css ' 
:should be -seen as 'moving' functions' across' tht human~cooputer fu;"~tional 
:allocation boilndarY. Hore friendliness implies more canipulations in, 
software to create a core essential or more easilyassimilatable 
-, -:,.. 
: "display. , 
". ''fhe mlwe', to ~riendliness emphasizes the use of' "modeless"interfaces,; 
: that is,' interfaces 'which' "know" what the use'r is trying to do. This 
, ' 
,,' does not involve AI __ except loosely. These interfaces also include 
:' models of human Intera~tion' as an' aid' to 'th~ interface t"..anagcocnt, soit-
, : ware to decide the user • s, Intent ~While natural language input: 'is' de- " 
: sirable, a ,purely graphics based' input' langu~gewould be 'far ~ore -:":,;. " 
: easily achievable. ' This' would emphasize menu picks and manipulation of 
- I - , ~ 
ICONS, all likely through a mouse. 
The goals of su~h interfaces are 'to coomunicate information to the user 
in the most ea'slly usable form as well as enabling a crew mecber to 
monitor/control more variables, subsystems, or'payloads. 
considerations are'summarized in Table 5.2.2.2-1. 
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: Table 5.2.2.2·1 OSI CeJl/Si.lt'rd,io/ls 
o 
o 
Use standalone cllpabl~ 32-bit processor (Sun, Apollo) 
Host. some modeling sO.ftware on MMI computer 
. , 
o Host data collection for trend analysis software on MHI computer 
o . Weight differences will be negligible 
o Power differences may be become important 
o Data syste~ sizing probably will be 'adequate 
, , 
o Huean Factors Friendliness requires processing 
"t!ode1ess" interface 
Models of human interaction 
- Strive for a graphics (ICONIC) input language 
5.2.2.3 Onboard Software Support Envtron'ment - TIl{~ ideal" tailored 
software environment appllcable to the onboard systems probably does 
not currentlyexlst: . It should include a compiler for the language 
that is to be used for all software executing on 'the station. ·It 
,should also include' n' text editor that is sensitive to the syntax of 
the,language'so the editor can help the programmer catch errors and 
enf~rce rules' for' ;tructur1ng programa. The environcent should hide 
from. the programmer any dependencies introduced by the level of con-
troller. which is the target upon which the software 15 to execute.~' 
The host computer,· upon which the development environment' executes, . , 
sho~id provide ~~ough'~un-time faCilities to allow, the programmer to :' 
debug code without'ha~lng to do~load into the target controller until 
late in the debug phase., Such softwa're development environ:nents are 
under development for th~ ~DA programming language. 
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'As a separate irisue~ the maturity of ADA Is In question. Validated 
:compilers are not widely availaole. This calla into question its 
.choice due to additional risk. A better choice at this time would be 
: the programming language C. Its flexibility and, efficiency are well ' 
;known, and it is particularly suited to operating system sdftwa~eand . 
real-time systems. Its support environment is well known--lllIX--and 
:llUX'supports manyAI tools. However, ADA w111 likely bC'use'd','if it is 
, available and suitably mature. 
"The above' considerations are summarized In Table 5.2.2.3-1. 
. , 
, 
, Table 5,2.2.3-' So[tw'lre DL'VdopillCllt EIIt'iro1l111el1t 
o S~ngle'HOL for entire space station 
a Single HOL for space station life 
0' ADA maybe too icmature 
lack support environment 
compiler,' development. currently lagging 
o Consid~r "e" 
good ,f?r opera,ting system development 
, tailorable 
'saUd suppor.t environment,· UNIX. 
supports KES deveio~ment 
o ,Require rapid prototyping or testbed aids for preliminary 
checkout 
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'5.2.2.4 Top Level Advisor - In contrast to the mission template ap-
i proach to automation, there is need-for, eventually, a top level ad- .-e--
: visor: This system would be a subsr.stem of the space ntation and 
-; reside on its own interface device to the ODDNET. Likely it would have 
several computers ea~~ with significant am~unts of main and peripheral 
: storage, all preferably solid state. _ If the space station is to be ,-
- -' 
i autonomous from the ground, it-ne~d~ a subsystem whose-function is to 
_ - :-~ct as ground surrogate. \~ile mission templates would allow subsys-
, tems to know what to do for a mission component, the top level advisor 
_: would plan and schedule mission components.' Figure 5.2.2.4-1 shows the-
: components of such a system. 
, :-
Figure 5.2.2.4·1'Co,;,pollellts Of Tap Lc.,eI Ad.';sor, 
: a) System Status-and Warning is responsible for aggregating the over-
all system state !rom the subsystem states. The 'subsystem mo~itors _ 
and payload/experiment monitors are components of this epe. The-
major subsystem -state determinations,are performed by-the -subsystem-
:" software itself. - The computer status component Is a preferr·ed sub-
system monitor. It accesses status of the core system environment 
itself. - It may cause supplementary heuristics to be invoked or 
meta-level constraint data within the_status and warning master. 
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~ .. '. - ~ tr.affic is primarily performed' at. the 'appropriate other CPCs. " ". 
'c) . The design' approach to. the data management CPC offers' rio me chai.:.. . 
, ' ' .' 'le~g~;. ",It appears' ~1.t,at the CPC's" internal traffic loads are 'driven,::' :' , ,:" . 
" ' :', "--:- "by,:its:d~~ign,ph~~'sophY'>A likeiy r~le'is ~s f~ilows.·rh~'dat'a 
, , ,'m~~~g~me:nt"CPc'~6;~e'sp~nds to th~: operat~ng'system functions of a 
,:: ii?n~distributed system. Additionally it has as~w:iated with it a 
iarg~ chunk of' fast'mem~ry (cache). ' There will also be a semantic, 
,linker' running' i!lthis CPC whose job it,is to aggregate_plan~" 
schedule status and' p~ojected status of the space stadoti.'into a ' 
-. ' -
coherent whole. This is'not to be seen as'an executive'function 
'with ,optimiZing/modification duties; but, rather, as a means of 
,"pooling'" knowledge' which will be heterageneouslY' represent~d., THe 
da~a m~nage~en:t:'cPCs mission will' in~lud~ gi~ing knowledge in'the ' 
. ~ " 
appropriate format to the other CPCs. -. This should minimize cpc-crc 
, traffic and translation subfunctions within CPC~. Further, queries 
by the crew to the system will mainly go to the'data management' 
(DM) CPC instead of interferring with normal activities of ' ,the . 
oth~r CPCs. If ,'the' da ta management CPC becomes instead a rela-,,' 
tlvelydumb' peripheral storage controllef, the complexity, of the KD ' 
. '. ~ . 
. compo~ents ,of.the other CPCs will increase. Further the'need f!)r 
CPC":'~PC comcunicatio'n '-'11,1. go up drast1cal~y. Note that the role ',-
of the DH CPC is 'as a' meta-blackboard 'for. the, m~ny)mS compone!lts. 
,d) The mission planner/scheduling will plan' and ',schedule short":;term 
and long-term activities. " They will likely generate manby'~andi~ 
,date' schedulesi~lans to ach~eve ~ approvable c~~plement."Further, 
other' CPCs. may need to' request running planner and schedules to:: 
determine how their actions could impact'the caster schedule/plan~' 
These requests would, result, in potential plans/schedules which 
would then be compared to the currently approved plans/sch~dules. 
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e) The resources monitor/scheduler monitors the space station expenda-
bles, plans their use, and schedules the plan as well as resupply: '; . 
requests. 
f) The control execution monitor's job is to determine if the control 
instructions prepared and sent out by the various CPC components 
. have ben carried out. 
5.2.2.5 Knol~ledge Based Systems' Subcomponents - Scattered throughout· 
the space station software will eventually be KBS components. They 
. ,will be used for system fault detection/isolation and for embedded 
status monitoring. The fundamental structure will involve.a sequence . 
. :of sensor~B::tu<;!.toF~'- A/D conversion, state comparator, rule base inter-
pretation; a'nd, if necessary, conflict. resolution through a knowledge. 
. . 
:base (Figure 5.2.2.5-1). At lower levels in the system, very little . 
'4 "" •• -(0 ••• 
. :dependence will occur. on the knowledge base. Once fixed, ,the state 
'comparator and rule base will be accessed most.Qften and this activity: 
is similar to. data baae access. They uill be mechanized as tables 
within a data'Qase~ The KB will best be run on a symbolic processing 
'machine. The other components can be run on normal computers. The 
;higher in the functional hierarchy one moves, the more complex and. 
'.important becomes' the KB. 
: It is presumed. that these will be a mixture of conventional data ba'se's 
iand KBS data. Only',KBS or only conventional data cannot be afforded •. 
,The next section apeaks to this issue more alrectlY. 
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5.2.2.6 ,Data Base Effects - There are two aspects to data which are 
generally confused in everyday discourse between humans but which-be-
,come important in software design. 'These two aspects are intensional-
and extensional,_ as' shown in Table 5.2.2.6-1. Intensional data' cap-
tures the meaning or intent of data objects. It may be co?sidered d.ata 
about facts. , Ex'tensional -data focuses on description 0_ processes .-or 
world objects. -An example of extensional data is a description of a 
maintenance procedure whereas the intensional data would. provide an 
explanation of why parts of the procedure are being done. 
Knowledge based systems focus on the intensional aspects of data and 
require data bases containing intensional information. 'Control systems 
focus on the extensional aspects and require data bases containing ex- , 
, , , 
'tensional informati.on. Both kinds of data base will be present iIi'the . 
space station. It will be:important-to be able to coordinate between 
these data bases. More specifically, one cannot expect to use anex~ 
tensional data base for intensional based inferencing or vice versa.' 
It would be difficult and \Tasteful of effort to duplicate extensional, 
data within an intensional data-base. 
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5.2.2.7 System Integrity Management- A key 'function of a top level . 
. , advisor will be system integrity managemeut. This refers to a level of 
system state evaluation and control above fault.tolerance and redun-
.,' dancy, or power system management. One may imagine. a set of layers' 
(Figure 5.2.2~7-l) of space station modes. Each consists of a rigor-, .>., 
ously pre-analyzed set of responses to various combinatlons"of··state. 
conditions which one may obtain. If a mode is in force then a system 
state would provide one sct of stimuli to the subordinate systeos which 
may not be the same as would result if another mode was in force.' THis 
capability would allow minimal housekeeping functions to be perfo~ed 
in a crewless condition while 'cut of from the' ground. In the' event :~-
crew or ground personnel are available, the top level advisor would 
function as·an advice.giver only. There may be some utility to app~y­
ing AI techniques in the construction of thes.e:layers. 
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Top Level Advisor 
Functions 
'. " 
i' Figure 5.2.2.7-1 System I/ltegrity Ma/lageme/lt, 
5.2.3" Comparison of Automation Techniques 
Figure 5.2.'3-1 ShOHS each of the automation techniqueo we have dis-
cussed so far. Generally, the hard automation techniques can' all h,e . 
implemented'!nthe,near term. Some of the intelligent techniques uhich 
focus on use of conventional software approaches but requiring exten-
sive analyses' of the problem docaln are ready., In a further tiee frame 
(5-10 years) we' foresee that the knowledge based techniques could be 
ready as well'as highlY'integrated sensors with'extensive ~attern 
., recogriition' softuare. 'Much of the hard aU,tomation approaches apply to, 
lowl~vel syst:c~ comp6n~nts while the intelligent approaches a~fect 
"., higher level components. This should not be surprising as the knowl-:'. 
edge bas'ed techniques automate higher level cognitive, processes. .The. 
i ,~ 
cost to implement column in the figure refers to a per unit basis. 
Technology risk for the 'hard techniques is low and becomes high for the 
top level advisor • 
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There are roles for each automation approach. He should not ignore 'the 
.: knowledge based, techniques just because they involve some technical 
,risk. Payoff is in the areas of fault tolerance/redundancy, built-in 
test, m~sion templates, top level 'advisor, and KBS subcomponents a& 
: th~y'directly affect crew. workload and autonomous operations • 
: Certainly, ,the' hard techniques should be implemented for near'term pay-
: off •. ' The. intelligent techniques should be implemented as well i:!nd the' 
: :' 
~ KBS approaches com~enced as soon as possible~ ·eo 'drive their maturation. 
A~~TION ASSESSMENT 
-- ,~ ~; .. 
5.3.1; Top'Level'Advisor 
5.3.1.1 Staged Implementa tion- It would be plausible -to conside'r a 
- - - - -~ --
staged approach to providing the ultimate configuration of space sta-
tion data management systems. Initially all knowledge based systems 
, . 
;. will. be under- development on the .ground, in ,a _ma::hine optimal, for, de\1~.l~ 
oPI?ent. of such software. Figure 5.3.1.1-1 depicts' su~ha step,possl- , 
ble in approximately 1990. The ground personnel would provide~the 
functions we have previously described to'be performed by a top level 
r advisor. That 'is, initially, 'tIler.ole of man on ,th ground will be,as 
it fS'currently for say; the STS. 
The nex~. logical: step would be to host the various top ,level advisor 
and'subsystem'KBS on their target arcllitectures.' The subsystem cocpo~ 
nents w11l be hosted on boards as elements of the Sta'ndardData Proc-
essclrs (SOPs), (Figure' 5.3.1.1-2). The top level advisor would likely' 
require several computers sharing a local data bus. One of these com-' 
puters would likely'be a symbolic processor much like a SYMBOLICS 3600. 
An additional likely computer for the top level advisor wO'lld be a data 
. base' machine such as an IBM 500. ,It is an op~n question whether large 
. ) 
...., " 
peripheral storage of data necessary for the top level advisor is best 'i' 
.::~ 
, i 5-30 
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kept locally, or accessed through the ODDNET. This issue would be re-· 
solved after the peripheral storage requirements are established. The 
functions. running'on these cachines or the gr0und would perform as ex-
periments •. Ground personnel Houid still be prime for such missions 
elements. 
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, - TRENDING. (SIMPLEr' 
Figure 5.3.1.1-2 Syst(mi AlItOIllLltioll Ei}~/utiol1-1992 
'. --
.Thenext figure (Figure 5.3.1.1-3) shows that we would move the sub<:ys-
tem-components up during the next threeye'ars~ ,.During'such time; the, 
,.cr~w·>wou1d inonltor' 'c1o~e1ythe -a~t1vit1es of the-se comp(ment8~ , We an-
- .- - ~:- . - .' 
ticipa te:mucli:,higher 'confiderice in th~ top level advisor functions 'dur-
o _ • . ' • _ _ ' 
ing. this ~time. eVen though it' would .. stillbe- run in experiment mode .and 
- .... . 
.' 
") 
gr~und . .:.Eersonnel ~~1l1 prime. ,During ,this perIod carefu1-atten.tiqn·~,.::... .. _ : ',. ; ... ;;'., ' 
....• :i5:!::~:~::;~:!~: ·.:~~~:i~~~~~~~~m:~:~~!~~i~~~~~~~~~:~~1~~~!:~r;>X:E 
sio~ns _ of these modelsccan, be intcgrat:~d' with _t~e- top~leve1'~ad~lsor .. · .. -:-It> 
is'des-irab1e to lI:rve-thls conventfonar planriinga~d predicting so£iuare 
. . . . .. 
available to al1cni ma.thematically trying out KBS systems. 
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Figure 5.3.1.1-3 System Autoll1<1tio/l Evollitiou-1995 
:A short time after this, last stage it should be possible to move the 
:top level. advisor's target architecture onboard the space station 
(Figure 5.3.1.1':'":4). We should consider it as'a separate sl.bsystem 
: being off the main space station data bus. It would require its own 
; interface device and SDP. DuringthlG time it \l'ould be run as an on-
: board exper.iment;-. ground personnel would still be pritJary for th~ top 
.level advisor wissions. At this time as well, we expect the subsystetJ 
:,components of KBS would become an accepted part of the· space station 
data system. 
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By 1998, Itnhould be reasonable to expect-the onboard crew to-perfora 
- It<' ~ 
-plannIng, scheduling, and statUG oonitoring functiono wIth the_help of 
the top level advisor (FIgura 5.3.1.1-5)., nlis date could be 61gn1fl-
- . ' 
cimtly iaproved upon froa, Gay, 1996 If there are 'no devclopoent prob----
lcas nor any aignIflcdnt knowledge enginecring problcas. ny th13 tiee, 
we antic:!pllte that the functlonl1l1ty of the subsyntea Kn5 componentD 
co~ld- be updated to better reflect proccdureo and deeper undcratanding 
of space statlon_systecs. 
.- Tr;":v.:. 
-",:., IS rRII\A~f 
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,.:.IT. Ml";C~", .. !rf" k(tH. lt~~nd 
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Figurt' 5.3.1.1·5 SYSI(,11I .. Autolllatioll Et'olut;oll-1998 
-, . -..:. .. ~;-:~ ~ 
Finally, we foresee the space station onboard nystecs to include fully 
integrated top level advisors imd 'uubsyaten conponentlJ (Figure 5,.3.1.1-
'6). These would function,in the code ,of supporting the hucan crew to 
- , - -
the extent they vinhed and managing thenpace station when cut off froc 
Ero~n~ or without crew. Prelinin~ry ~~~~y~~a show that there should_be 
little 'icpact on data' cOt:U:lunlcations within the space station through, 
Inc1usi~n of'these fl}'fltcms -', presul:ling adequate local data store ac-
cessible~ without tasking the cain data bus ... 
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. Figure 5.3.1.1-6 Sy~tcm A'utomati~1I £vo/;lt;01l-2000 ' 
M:A~_ frlan/CO"'tlutt't'" Acctss. Tt~t" .. , 
sor- Stand.cd Cot. re""ln.! 
10- Inl .. hc. ~ylc. 
5.3.1.2 Top Level Advlr.or Autom..tion Approach - The top level advisor 
will consist of several portions as diEcussed previously. The way each 
of these' could ultimately be impletl:ented is 'shoWn in Figure 5.3.1.2-1. 
'Th~ systcm.otatus.and warning co~ponentg are shown as expert systems or 
. portio~s ~f ~xpe~t syst~m~. The.fig~re lists the top level advi~o; 
, . 
elemcnt in the'far left column, it~ proposed cooputer processor needs, 
: .:. ~he' degree of~ cOll1p~exity of the automation proceos ~ what form that 
automation' uill. 'take; and finally. 'in the'· far left column some com- ' 
menta. The system status nnd warning monitor will co~unicate wft:h' 
lower level components and. at' thin level. be responsible'· for aggregat-
ing total space station statua. ,There will be a preferred GubsysteCl' 
status monitor which looks at the status of the cooputers upon which 
the top,lcvel advisor is resident. 
, ' 
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The communicationa component can use otandard keyword. 'command. and 
patte=n recognition software techniques to process commands to extract 
their semantic 8npects. Processing opeed ~lll be an appropriate method 
- of improving performance for this element. 
TIle data management component of the·top level advisor·needs a oemantic, 
'linker portion. This would be a large "blackboard" in plnnning par-
lance. The common working meoory of'the top level advisor would be 
, . 
canaged by this eleoent. One approach to its construction would be to 
'analyze in detail the space station and build a model sufficient to 
well define infereneing about'it. This could be done if we presume-a'., 
stable configuration. As this is not possible; we must adopt a more 
flexible approach and provide for additional. as yet undefined' compo- ' 
nents of such acodelexpressed using knowledge representation tech~' 
niques as yet unspecified. 
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. Figurt' 5.3.1.2-1 Attdil"lbh·AlItollllltirm·u·t·c/s. ,",- ., 
The eission p1an~lcr uses high levels .,?t ~u_~o~tion arid l!Iust interface 
with all other top level advisor components. It requires both planning' 
and deep reasoning technologies. -- Planning ia obvious but the deep 
reasoner would allow checking out a candidate plan. The mission sched-
ules would consist of a planner and a set of classical optimization 
techniques. The scheduling planner would sequence output from the min~ 
sion planner-and consult-standard data bases to derive n time context 
.for the mission elements, 
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The resources monitor and resource schedules basically will use low-to 
medium complexity automation approaciles. Resource monitoring on'a 
res~u;&e~by-resourc~ basis ia a straightforward comparison of a param~ 
eter value with an acceptable range. If we consider retlource optimiza-
tion across~the' space station as well as the corresponding tradeo-ffs of 
resource allo-cation to competing: subsystem users, there is a much' 
. -
lnrger problem~. 'AI techniques will in all probability be called for. 
The control e!:ecution monitor_simply checks that the action ordered by 
the ground,-the_crell, or the top level advisor has taken_place. Con-
- . -'. ~ 
ventional techniques will be sufficient to accoi:lplish this element. 
5.3.1.3 Cooperating KES Components - nlC previous section implicitly 
called for making-use-of variou~ artificial intelligence and conven-
tional software techniques in-s':-cooperative manner. Figurc 5.3.1.3-1' 
points out both where advances -in_ technique a are requi~d and whcre __ 
some cooperation may occur. 
Except for_ na-tural language intc'rfaces,- the -components column of -the 
figure orders the technologies by-a-peed of execution. We have n.o,tcd 
where cociplexity and size factors' impact the components. - The technol- _-
ogy needs, where knoun, appear in the right-hand column. 
The scarch apeed and organization of rule bases which encode heuristics 
_wlllbe imp~rtan-t for expert systen:n.- , YJic)\11edge base management and 
heterogeneous representation within a single egpert system will beim--
. portant.-For planners, the . computational sp,eed 'of the iilfer~nce engine 
. will be key as ,,'ell as techniques to impr~ve speed of access' to higher 
order' iangJage- -(HOL) based ~~ftwai~":'~ecpec1ally databases. Of course 
semantic relationships between IIOL databases and the planner ulll be 
important •. 
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Pt1rse. r KEngineering tools 
Knowledge basp. X 
< ~ 
data bas. X 
inference engine S;>eed 01 proceuin~ ~ , ~ 
, Figure 5.3.1.3-1 Structural Attribllfl:s of AI Teclm%gy Base 
Deep reasonero will require significant kno\11edge engineerin~-;upport 
tools to successfully baseline and manage the nIle b3se. We anticipate' 
that the conventional data bases supporting the decp retisoners will 
have to be carefully interfaced. 
::;.. ~ 
Learning and' predicUo'n systems :need much development work.' We cur-
rently lack 'the cognitive processing 'paradlg::10 upon which to found an 
adequate approa~h to.knowledge engineering for these systems. There io·' 
a requirement for domain paradigms and 'appropriate'models'in-the appli~ 
cation areas of theBe systems. There are likely to be many intellinent 
subcomponents of learning systems which would use cooperating, orches-
trated inference engines acting on separate components of~the knowledgc~ 
base. 
In ,natural language work, the need for knouledge enginee~rin8 toolo ie 
evident. Natural language for conmand and control will drive up the 
required speed of processing in such sys'tems. This will in turn drive 
up the speed at which the inference engine must work. 
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One can envision how these technologies could cooperate. The learning 
and prl!diction systems could run i'11 ."background" mode to the 'deep .. 
reasoners, forming hypothetical world models and long-range predic-
tions. The deep reasonera could run in a similar support mode for 
planners. The deep reaooner could pre-analyze options and validate 
.candidate plans. This would require a loose coupling between.the two. 
P1annero c'ould perform a similar function for expert systems by embed-
ding their resulto in a time and event ordered structure and therefore 
evaluating those results. 
5.3.1.4 Comments on Rule Structure - Accepting the premise of distri-
· bution of KBS components throughout the functional hierarchy of the 
space station, we should note that ther.e will be a noticeable differ-, 
ence in their rule structureD •. Figure 5.3.1.4-1 is an attempt to il- . 
lustrate this •. At the lower levelo of the functional hierarchy, one 
· anticipates oimple rule structure veryc~~se to algorithmic otructure •. 
~ .'~-
At higher levels the rela tiona uoed ,in the'-rules will move closer to 
common lnnguage U03ge and leso formal definition. The objectD dis-
cusscd in the rules will be more highly aggregate. Fpr example, at 
Imler levels, rules ,.ould contain variable mimes extensively, whereaa 
at' higher levels we would manipulate mission plans or complete- seta of 
-rcaource allocations. Further, we anticip~te an evolution in each of 
· 'these rule' set~ towards the more-.highlyaggregate objects and iees 
- well-defined relations. ("good" is. an example) throughout the space 
. - - -' - - ~ -
station life. - . 
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if variable (I) > 100' and variable (j) 
.: 2 then set warning flag 
. iI w","ing flag on system 12 an<! 
condition 4 is on then evalu.tll trending 
• predictor 2 (tp2) 
iI tp2 within bounds sat flag els. shut 
down 
' if status normal then check ref:ainl 
warning fila. If chan-;e then evaluate 
change and initiate plan. 
if mISsion event scheduled at time t 
and power sysslem status is normel 
, end system (i'il status is acc.:pt~blll-
then initiate e'tellt pi ann in;. If event 
plan elament is type 2 then run 
resource model. If resource mod~1 
' results cctepta!lle then geMr8tG 
instructions to subtystems , 
, 
, ' 
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leter 
if variable (i) > 100' ond variabl~ (j) 
.; 2 then chElCk condition 4 and if 
condition 4 is on and vari:bla (kl ~ 4 
than switch to bl!Ckup eha shut down 
If ~.rnir.g fl;,g on systam 12 rond switch 
to I:ockup at time liater) then status 
re~irs/w!fnin~ fila and evaluate tp2. , 
if tp2 out of t:ounds then initi:te plan 
if failure prdi:tor says compoll6nt 12 
"nstoble Ihtn pl§n bckup .. .,d inform co,. , 
functions of Predicted perlermanes profiles 
for f"if'xt tima inf,.ry~l 
",t.tlon performance m.."'Ilells acceptable 
and mission plan el~ment 12 is next then ' ; 
predict SUeC8".I of minion plan alement 1::, 
and pl.n actio", to ellure succeu :;. !)OOd,-
and update long ung1: station support , 
- plan if resources will bs e~pendsd. 
, Figure S.3~ 1.4-1 ,Varyillg Heuristics Will Cbal1ge the Rille' Stmcture 
, . 
5.3~2 Other Systema -' 
. , 
5.3.2.1 Power ~ The role cf KBS in the power subsystems will be in the: 
area of load management, fault detection/diagnosio,or~energy otorage 
management. One additioaal computer ove~and above those required to 
provide power subsystem functionality would be flown in the mid-l990s., 
This system would contain templates, diagnoGis-procedures, stored vari~ 
able patterns and KBS components. Its function would be'monitoringthe' 
, po~er. ~ubsyst~m~ '. I~ would' be hosted with the 'pat;er 'system SDP. The 
. . ". .' ~, . . . . ~ 
computer's basic funct~.on would be data manipulation although ",·e envi-
, , 
:sionsome limited mathematical models being run to support evaluation 
. - . . 
c"of alternatives. Its software functions liould'include a 'conventional 
data base oriented templattng system, ,an expert systeI?for fault diag~ 
nosis,- and one.-, or more deep reasoning' componento 0, One of,these deep 
reasoners would'attempt to underotand, the state of energy resources aad 
storage systems'with respect ,to, what is happening elsewhere in the 
space station. Also, a reasoning system wouldatternpt to understand 
power loads 'from a similarly "large" view. They would communicate with 
the top level advisor, first through the coomunication syotem when it 
is on the ground and, later, directly. The actions recommended by 
. these 'systems would be communicated to the Cre\1, when preoent, for 
"" 
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approval. or to the ground when the view is absent. Should the station 
be in,fully autonomous code due to exceptional circu~stances on the 
ground the ,recommendations would.be executed autoQatically.' ,This is 
seen as crucial but a rare occurrence., The more these systecs'areused' 
, ' 
and the core their rules evolve, the higher our confidence in automatic 
operation will be. 
The hard auto~ation aspects of EPS autonomy will depend upon embedded 
, ' 
microprocess?rs. There will be an'EPS controller whose job will-be to 
coordinate mode commands'and'setpoints to other systems and to its sub-
ordinate embedded controllers. This is'uell within current state-of-, -, 
" 
the-art for microprocessors. A good discupsion of how these microproc-
essors could control the EPS is givenln a recent Hone~fell Study' 
"Automated Subsystem Control Final Report" Vol'l 1/84. 
5.3.2.2 GN&C, 
,*************************************************************** 
* ** llOTE ** 'Ie' 
'Ie 'Ie 
* The original objective for subsystem 8ssecsmentoincluded 'Ie 
* Power, ECLSS IlOd Data Management~ as shown in Section 1.0 * 
,* and 4.0 herein. However, due to a greater amount of source * 
I: mateFial 'ayallable for Guidance, Navigation and Control I: . 
* (GN&C) 'than 'Data Management, the declo ion was made to re- 'Ie 
* place data management with GN&C for this portion of the 'Ie 
,tt automation'study. * 
**********************~****************************************', 
This systeo haothe reBpons:tbll1-~¥ for managing 'the sensing and- acqui- • 
sition of 'information, cooputation, and actuation r~quired to provide. 
position and attitude control for the Space Station _and to point its," 
solar arrays,'radiators, and payload mounting'surfaceo. The GN&C 9YS-
teo will interface with the Information and Data Management system, 
Communication and Tracking system, and Propulsion systeo to perform 
these functions. The GN&C system will also oanage the traffic control 
function,and proximity operations. GN&C support will be provided to 
the payloads attached to the station and to the station traffic. 
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The key approach to automation 1.n the GN&C aystem is throug~ hard auto-
C cation, techniques using error det~ction, redundancr, fault' tolerance, : 
and e:rtcnaive built-in test. Reliability is paraltlount. Existing tech-
. ", .,' niques. Yill apply, although significant work in refinement of the con- , 
: .... trol lm13 for flexible structures of the size of the station ui11 be 
. ' 
.'-'-, ::::"::-
~ --
, . 
needed. 'Also, careful attention will be,needed to control a fo~tion 
of spacecraft, during rendezvous and docking maneuvers. 
Current thinking foresees two SDP components for the GN&Csyatem split 
in accorda~ce wlththe functions of 1) navigation and traffic nnd' 
, , 
2) guidance and : control'. There,will be need for,multiple. computers. for 
each function and the. capability to run the functions of one subsystec'. 
-. - - '. 
on the other. ·If we can validate an adequately detailed control law 
'model dut"ing ground 'or flight t'est; it will be advantageouD to fly that 
- -~ -~ . ...~~.~ . 
. ' model even if control io canaged.through simplified forms of 'the lawa., 
" The role of KBS· elements for GN&C may well be restricted to status 
coni to ring or perhaps traffic.analysis and control •. Traffic control io 
- - --
'so important that it is more likely it will be run off-line and contin-
gency plans loaded as templates.' 
.~.?,~.3: ECLSS - The ECLSS uill pr~mar~ly function ar. a closed systec 
'but'will'require resupply. An such, it will'be a regenerative, par-. 
, tia11y. closed a,ystem. We ,foresee a ~ompl~.tely c~oeed syatem as a goal 
, . of .:the advanced space atation •. ' The ECLSS nUl control atmospheric, 
pressure and composition, module temperature, humidity, at~ospheric· 
revitalization, vater management, and metabolic waste canage~ent. 
, .' 
SignifIcant hard' automation based approaches uill be u~ed in the. 
ECLSS. Fundamentally, current industrial,process control. techniques 
llillbe necessary. The controllers munt manage the processes and the 
- ~ --
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backup control. The automation should'~lso increase system availabil-
ity and reliability by constraining its operation to the proper perfor-
mance envelope/domain. 
Dependence on reuseable resources may be reduced by integrating control'. 
of .the ECLSS with miss'ion planning from the top 'level ad;yisorand run-
'ning . resource' uti1iza tion models. This moves us closer to the use of " 
intelligent ·automation. 
There is. little clear need for KBSe1ements in the ECLSS. Status'moni-" 
taring up to the top level advisor certainly will occur together with' 
some coupling to mission planning and scheduling. In general, however, 
its inclusion is not crucial. 
5.3.3 Summary"" 
5.3.3.1 Scarring -. Table 5.3.3.1-1 shows some of the scarring or de- " 
sign aspects nee.ded t:o accommodate the automation. techniques we have 
discussed." Detailed analysis to solve these issues was· not within the 
scope of this: effort." It is clear that the space station Qust accommo-
. date fa~lt tolerant computers at the subsystem level as well as redun-
dant computers hosting key processes. As fault tolerance makes use of 
Hamming codes' we 'sho'Jld be sure to oversize the subsystem computers to 
mitigate the expected performan~e degradation. The use of periph~ral 
: ;memoryaccessed"~hrough the ODDNET is" reasonable. Sizing of that store 
. " . 
can become important depending on functions and data allocated to it. 
" . 
'This points to the need for extensive performance prediction simula-
tions.We should emphasize discrete event type simulations instead of 
queuing theory-based methods. System transient state performance/' 
response is the key area to investigate Hhile queuing theory methods 
focus on examination of the steady state. 
Table 5.3.3.1-1 Scarrillj{ alld Prioritizatioll 
SCAR'R ING - -
- SUBSYSTEt1S USING FAULT TOLERANT Cor1PUTERS 
:.. ADEQUATE SIZING OF PERIPHERAL MEI10RY ACCESSIBLE 
ON THE ODDNET 
,- EFFECTIVE USE OF TIMESLICING FOP. ,\lEMORY ACCESS,-
-- 'ACCOM.t10DATION 'OF- 32-BIT PROCESSORS IN THE SDPs 
- SIGNIFICANT OVERDESIGN OF ID UNITS (BASED ON 
EXTENS IVE PERFORMANCE ~10DELI NG) 
- ABILITY TO ADD AT LEAST ONE NEW SUBSYSTEI1 TO 
- THE ODDNET 
- ACCOMt"ODATION OF TOP-LEVEL ADVISOR 
- ENFORCEI~ENT OF FUNCTIONAL BOUNDING WITHIN 
THE HIERARCHY 
- PROV I S I ON OF A DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM FOR GROUND 
BASED KBS DEVELOP~lENT -
- EXTENSIVE USE OF HISSION TmPLATES MAY DRIVE UP 
PER I PHERAl MEMORY REQU I RE~lENTS 
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PRIORITIZATION 
PERIPHERAL r,'EMORY ACCE5S 
- TOP-LEVEL ADVISOR 
- DEVELOPi'iENT SUPPORT TOOLS 
-_ - CAREFUL INtEGRATION OF. KBS HITH STANDARD SOFfHARE 
AND DATA BASES 
-']-.-
" 
A corresponding-issue concerns effective use of times1icing to provide 
-
memory access and oubsystem-subs~stem communication. There are'many' 
aspects to this issue. Depending on hOH the timeslicing is enforced, 
and designed ue clm bias th~ data _m'anagcment system towards syncl'.ronous 
or asynchronous,operation. This is turn could cause significant data - -
. .,' 
use of the bus. We should accolll?lodate -32':'bit processors in the S~Ps_. 
_ ;- - T~i~ allmlS use, of virtualmeooryoperation: and can also serve to 
_mitigate some-of the performance degradation caused by fault-tolerant 
" approaches. The CPUs-of~hege machines run fast and they are packaged 
compactly enough, for flight.'~-
We need to provide a Significant overdesign of the bus interface units 
-(BIU) or interface devices (ID). Again, significant performance 
modeling is required to support this analysis. Inadequate sizing of 
these units (speed) could severely affect thoughput in the sys,tem. -
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There should be provIsIon to add at le.'13t ,one I!l.ljor subsystea to the 
ODDNE! after IOC. TIlls 13 envlaioned as the top-level advIsor. WIthIn 
the, functIonal archItecture of the space statIon, we should enforce 
functIonal encapsulation or bounding to the maxImal extent. Thia viII 
, clnlmlze data"flow In' the Bysteill and allow eanler oalntenanteand up';", 
.-.~~'- .' -.~-- --- - - - -. 
grade' of ' the Doftware. We ohoul~ugeADA If it and itG nupport,cnvi-
rOMent are av~llllblc; hO\lcver"plannIng for.an alternative·ouch aG thc 
, progra~lnglanguage C should take place now. 
The K1lS components wIll need a ground-based development machine~sepa­
rate froc mission control computers. Thin machine ahould run LISP 
andlor PROLOG in fi~are and host'the necessary development,support 
tools.' The KBS, when stable, will be coved onto target architecturcs' 
, . 
which wIll run on,the ground. ~e should note that extensive usc of 
,misa1on templates o'nboard may drive up peripheral mec:ory requiremcntG , 
so that RAH discs and other. solid state.1ocal storaGc Is inadequate. ,"" -- : 
Fur~her; hos ting ma theca tical modeling andlor data _ coHee tion and , 
, ' 
'organizing software on the machinell, could icp<'lct periphernl meoory 
, requireocnts. We may need loc'al_d'isc or. bubble memory peripheral 
'-
storage. 
'The'issue of integrating KBS with otandard software and data baseo ill 
i!=lportant. , We ,cannot afford nor need standalone "expert syntecs.-" We 
muat ex~lolt K1lS'techniques'in conjunction'wIth c~nve~tional tech-" 
- - • -- • -- - - ~ .--- <. • 
, . niques,. vielflng each of these as' merely UO:{S of encoding intensionaL 
, -' knouledge. 
The priority of functional areas requiring work io shown in the-right-
hand column of TlIble 5.3.3.l-L Forecost is peripheral memory access" . 
and Intrasystem conmunication. ThIs requires extensive modeling. Next 
is the top-level advisor. This system requires inv~stoent in AIplnn-
ners, expert systeos, and semantic linking. 
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We cannot ignore the issues involved in'adequate development,support. 
The next section, 5.4, discusses many highly functional toolo to sup-
port construction of KnS and conventional software. The investment in 
tooling io crucial, as it 0110\10 canageccnt' of cOQple: softwllre. We 
should note that 1) solution of problecain constructing tools should 
occur well in advance of the need, date of the,toois, and 2) thOlt ouch 
, 'tools, when constructed can be applied, throughout American induotry'.' 
5.3.3.2 , Time PhaSing of Needs - If we arrange both product; e.g., sys-
"teas onboard space statIon, and development process support needs by 
time, we can get an idea of the'extent to which some of the automation: 
approaches maybe impleaented., Figure 5.3.3~2-l shows'this arrange-
ment, focusing on key exaoples. Initially, we will haye proof of con-
cept expert systems, planner experiments, and deep'reasoner experiments 
all runnhlg on the 'ground. In the:m~d-1990a lle anticipate a:t least one 
onboard oymbolic processor and'soClc onbonrd expert Gystcco for fault, 
detection/diagnosis. At about 2000 we expect large stable expert syn-
tems, fant planners and some learning systems all onboard. There will 
be several symbolic processors and extensive cooperation between t~e. 
KDS cocp6nents. By IOC we will need test aida for distributed systems, 
and KBS, plus,space station specific VLSI design aids, and n lGlS devel-
opment support environment. 
Product 
N~s 
KBS' 
IOC 
- proof of Cow.:~PI, -
"port IYttems 
- p!ann~~.pt<ttne<1U " - slow plennm 
- .l~ "Honet.u~imt'n~l ... _ :"d.t-ej) ,uson~~ 
A,ch,tecture sO"", d'itrobuti?n 
Developmenl Toob' 
Pr~s Support 
-tel1 for 
dlunbutN lystems 
- tcstlorKCS 
- VLSI delign aids 
S/W de..elopment Laborlloriet - KBS deve1opm'!'nt enyironrmn! 
- VLSI T,anll\IOn I~bonrt:"y 
- symbolic procenor 
- lem.ntlc hnken 
- inle!li~nt V&V 
.' ' 
Figure 5.3.3.2-.r.' Ot'erdl/ Plac~'l1ic11t of i\lIto.mation Needs by Time 
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Well before IOC we will need a stable comprehensive Boft~are aupport . 
environment for the selected space station language. ThiD is another 
reason to. consider alternatives to ADA. ADA cay be ready in 2-3 years 
for syntec development but it is unlikely a .cooprehenaive support en- _. 
vironcent .will be ready for 5 years or oore. In the cid-1990s we would - . 
- - -: .. ~" ~ ._. - :.-:-'":. -.' 
need to have semantic l1nkern and intelligent Vt.V tools~ This 1a all· 
quite feasible. 
Fi8ure5.3.3.2-2 shows that we can anticipate with confidence large 
'numbers of eiasion. support personnel required o~ the ground through the 
mid-1990o~ The date by which reductiona could become sizeable could 
move earlier If. the auto~tion program does q~~nee many riskG real~ 
ized. It io possible, but' not predictable, thllt_olgnlficllnt reductions 
could be attained in 1993-1994. 
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It is Hell known that modern aoftware-development today Dust be sup-
ported through the proper toolsct~-- "'hile that- used to Dean simply-the' 
properdebuggers and- compilers it now refers to more and mo-re involved 
major software aids. the Figure 5.4~1-1 shows an idealized system 
development life- cycle. Tool·needs vary depending on where in the life 
cycle one is- and what sorto{appl1clltlon is being developed. It is 
not surprising that the tooling needs supporting an advanced space 
station data processing system are important. 
"'''' ACt\la&, , ....... Af, ... c:Of 'HI ACTrvnltl '0. 'At .. 
"4JtC't'l •• ' C()ll'tOU'U'IO'II'f"'It:II"~ Ia.c.. 
COblPU'tI'I ... OO ....... CfWr,j'ICU ... 'fOtIf'f('" tl.?C1I 
MUS'.' 'AllC)1lllb TO 'ACMsYUr.otvuo.-... , 
• f&OiCf"NII 'c;IIIlaAMrLl ,h'(lW' 'lilOfOh'lfIItO 
...... 01!t ..... oa lOI ""A.' ''',,. " a(ov,"'O 
"U-'''A." c .• ,u ........ 
... 
-
-to. 
, .. 
'tA 
"' . 
,"" 
nlTltl ""~"'EMt"T'I.Il'II. 
tTlu" otlte .. "IYlew 
, "n,. ........ "T «&JOIIllfy'." 
CIt,TICAL onu: ... _lYtfft 
T'''.,AD ..... fvPf'' 
f;OItTftACta. ",r, ... ~ a.v,,,,, 
'\1IIIIC'IOt'UL 
C'O'tI~"AnOI"fAVOl' -
..... """ CO'CfI~IfIATlOII~' 
'0IIDf"''' a,,4U"ItATlOIf IIItVIIW 
Figure 5.4.1-1 Idrnli:ed System Life Cycl~ 
5.4.2- Test for KES 
KBS will play.a large role in the space station aoftuare. Current KBS 
test technlquen are baaed on normal software test·t~chnique!l. TheSe 
teclmiqucsincludc-state and path enuccration. The functionality aa-
si~ed to "data" orrulea and knowledge in KBS cake such approaches 
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to test inapplicable. There is a need to develop criteria for success 
,in testing KDS such that adequ~te,meaningful test plans can,De written. 
Implicit in this'need is a further need for well defining a design ap-
proach for KBS which is viaible,and which is tied to the definition 'of 
testability. As'in conventional software. one must accept the chal-
, , 
": lenge,to design testable, syste'ms -ra-ther 'than a pos,teriori' apply test 
; criteria. The technologies which apply to the goal of test' for KBS, 
','include uorid modeling. expert aystems. and learning systems. 
5.4.3 Intelligent Validation,and Verification (V&V) 
'Software V&V is a laborious arid crucial task at present. , Automating 
portions of the V&V pra'cess will allow larger software systems to be ' 
- ~ ,~ .-~ 
flown at 'constant or reduced risk. 'The larger and more complicated a 
,software system the more difficult the V&V task. This is especially 
.. '~ .,:.1'. . 
true in software'with tightly coupled-co~ponents. A KES software V&V 
aid could sigtificantly reduce risk in large onboard systems. The aid 
would possess knowledge of requirements design, and configuration in-
formation and make comparisons ufth the aid of a human. It lIould func-
tion asa reference manager for the human and, eventually, be able to 
recognize larger and larger soft~lare components. Work by the Knowledge 
,Based Softwat_~"Assistant Group (Cheatham, Rick, Balzer, Fowler) at HIT 
. ' ' 
has made progre~s'in this' area. ,TIle required technologies include a 
deep reasoner, learning systems,-and interface'to conventional data-' 
-; : bases generally not kept current •. ' _ 
An testability is closely tied'to the notion of satisfaction of re-
quirecenta, : we oust model tIlE! application domainn and' structure. The 
expert systems will oanage test execution and basically evaluate how 
- the system performs under test,' against the criteria for success. 
Learning systecs can aid in collecting and structuring,new information 
about the perfo'rmance of KBS and how requirementn are satisfied. At 
base oioply developing criteria for test of KBS would aid in their 
development. TIle application of these other techniques is quite likely 
within the next ten years. 
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Knou1edge Based Systems Development EnvIronment 
Development of KBS for the space stntion cannot fluently occur nor can 
"_~ ____ h_ • __ • 
'it occur in a structured, control~ed manner without' n proper develop-
, , 
'-ment support environment., Sucn nn environment would contain tools in-
. . ' ~~: ~~ ~ =~ ~= .~:-: ': .. ' _ _ . L 
cluding production systems, knouledge and rule base semantic linkel.'s, 
, , 
improyed d~b~g aids, and a wide' col1ecti~n of system support utilities 
on machines which run LISP and PROLOG in firmware. Support of the 
knowledge engineering aspects of the problem is important. Application' 
specific knowledge elicitation templates linked to design tools are ap-
propriate. Improved production systems which provide meaus for manag- ' 
ing lnrge scale rule and knowledge bases apply. Once again the need to' 
'. -
. , allow KDS to contain heterogeneiously repre'sented knmdedge exists., 
-
Tools, to coordinate among variously represented knowledge (semantic 
linkers) should be built., 
The, first problem to be solved is in coordinating inforcation contained 
in conventional databases 'of text and code. The system must 'eve~tually, 
consider,'fntensional aspects. of this data. 
Test for Dis,tributed Systems 
.- .. 
, Distributed,systems rapidly become too complex for,exhaustive, deter-
. minis tic test.': The presumption that Bub;Y~l:ems can be tested aa such 
and then assembled into a syotc~ which ls'~~t'exercized as a ~hole sys-
tem until flight test is 'a n~tion whi~hiit;roauces ri9k~ Highly dis-.",,: 
tributed systems may have hundreds of thousands of accessible states. 
State and path enumeration techniques tend to'be myopic ignoring the 
low probability-but allowable oysteCl states. Without appro'priate 
intelligent test support. test conductors have little choice but to 
follow this approach. 
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A' two order of magnitude performance increase may be achieved by mi- , 
grating a function from mechanization in a nOL running on a mu1tiproc-
" o-issing system-to 'aVLSI chip. Through provision of a laboratory fa.cll-
, - - .-- ~ - ' 
ity, hosting ~SI design ,aids, software development tools, firmware de-
veloP?1ent too~s and a c.us~om board building 'shop, ~~,stematic movement 
,of software into VLSI may be, achieved; . This 'trend 'should be put in 
=; 
place early on in the space station life ~rid continued throughout it. 
Properly implemented, it Is pO!Js~ ble tru:t more gener"l computing power 
would, be available later in the space station life than initially 'due , 
to thi~ migration of functionaliti to VLSI. 
A corresponding issue concerns effective use of timeslicing to provide 
. memory access"and 'subsystem-sU"bsystem co=unication. "There are many 
aspects to this. issue. Depending on how the timeslicing is enforced 
and d,esigned we can bias the data management systcm towards synchronous 
or asynchronous operation. This in' tuin co'u'ld cause significant data 
use of the bus. We should accommodate 32 bit processors in the SOPs. 
This allows use of virtual memory operation and can also serve to miti-
- --- .- .. .-
gate some of the performance degradation 'caused by fault tolerant:ap-
proaches. The CPUs of these machines run fast and they are packaged 
compactly enough for flight. 
. . 
Ue need to provide a significant overdesign of the bus interface units 
,. (BIU) or, inte~face 'devices (10). 'Again; s'ign!ficant performance model-. 
, , lng is ~equi~ed to ,sup~o'rt "~his a~alysis~' Ina~equate sizing of these: 
units (speed):',could sever1y affect throughpu,t in the systeD. 
An intelligent, knowledge-based test planner and test conductor can. 
significantly.aid in this area.' The goal is that the I~BS test-aid act 
autonomously--either in accordance with apre-ana1yzed plnnor opportu-
nistically. If operating opportunistically, it would "drive" the ~ys­
tem around, in state space while recording observations. When systec.s 
. were much less complex', test was able to do this while causing the sys-
tem to visit all accessible states. This is no longer possible in any 
reasonable amount of time. 
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The KBS- test-aid would make use of planners, expert systems,_ arid deep 
reasoners~ - Th-e planners would, construct test plans in accordance \lith 
the results of: the other components. The expert system would focus on 
test conducting and data organization perhaps codifying existing heur~ 
-istics. These could be coupled to a deep reasoning system for data 
analysis which in turn would stimulate the planner to devise another-
test component. 
VLSI Design Aids 
-VLSI p~omiseseconomies of speed, size and weight for complex alga..:. 
rithms. Reduction of weight and size of r.xisting hardware components 
may also be achieved. 
What is needed is a tool to translate algorithms to circuits and cir- - --: 
cuits to an optimal circuit complete with layout. Additionally we re--
quire test toolG for VLSI chips including simulators. These could be_ 
accomplished through computer aided design systems (CAD) and special 
specification tools. lfuch of the work currently underway for the chip 
manufacturers-can applY.-
Tailoring-these.sYstems'to space station specifics should be a manage-
able task yet -should- allow improved performance of GN&C algorit:hms _or _-~__ _ 
more complex algorithms to be flown-for constant performance.-
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6.1.1 
ASSEMBLY AND CONSTRUCTIon 
MISSION MODEL-SELECTION 
Overview 
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This section presents a brief overview of the four major mission cate-
goriea included in the assembly and construction area of this s-tudy: 
1) - Space' Station IOC buiidup 
2) Space Station Exp~nsion 
"<::f 3)' - Large Spacecraft and Platform Assembly 
4) Geostationary Platform Assembly 
The majority of-effort spent on these four missionD was focused-on the 
~ i ~ - ~ - ,~ 
IOC Space Station buildup ,dth conGiderab~c lesser al:!ounts directed at 
the other three. 
The basic optiona available to_ the miasion designer is the selection 
between deployable _and erectable or some mix of both. Program impacts 
.. ,: ·of these,optIons'are many-and in some cases,-very-sign1ficant. Primary 
selection driv:er~ are based on tran~portation costs, material density 
and costs, -cargo- bay-_-stowage efficiency, degree of on-orbit-versus ' , 
_ground fabrication, flight crew versus ground personnel time, and 
-.- quantity and complexity of orbitaL co~str~ction-support equipment. 
Where apec1al equipment is identified" it, in turn, will have special':' , 
functional requirements. This equipment cay have -to be assembled,. 
-~~- -
positioned, set up, 'controlled, monitored, serviced, and maintained 
wit~.specially-traincd personnel or servlccr equipment located at the 
construction site. The special equipment identified to perform these 
types of functions haa been classified as Assembly Construction Suppo~t 
Equipmerit (ACSE). Present indications are that many diverse support- . 
, equipmcnta l'I'i1l be required, and although the specific equipmen,t may'be 
dependent on the nature of_the large space structure syntem to be 
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"-.' -
constructed, 'the basic principles of construction are such that Duch'of 
, , ,the support equipment is co~on. Tuis equipment commonality factor ~as 
stressed throtig~out the study effort, along ~ith its adaptability' 
towards technology transparency. 
6.1.2 : Selection Criteria 
The purpose of the mission model selection was to identify a represent-
ative'assembly and construction mission set that would encapsulate both 
near-'and'long":ter~ technology needs for a wide range of potential 
users. The objectives in guiding the selection process were 'to produce 
,f a conceptual configuration and system description that could be both 
manageable and broad enough to uncover and display maJor",construction' 
and assembly functional issues where automation could have a consider- -
able impact.,' The detail desired should be sufficient to typify major,--
technology drivers involved in evolutionary'changes'required over a 
period of, 10 to 20 years. 
The major focus was placed on starting with theIOC Space Station 
buildup and on specific areas where automation could playa beneficial 
iolein operational productivity and safety~ Using this approach, four 
categories we're ,'identified as shown in Table 6.1.2-1. 
Table 6.1.2-1 Selected Missiol1 Model 
HISSIONS: 
o Assemble IOC Space Station 
-' Power to~er or strongback & common modules 
o EXPAND SPACE STATION 
- Add satellite-servicIng facility 
- Add OTV hanger and service facility 
o ASSEHBLE LARGE SPACECRAFT 
__ 'Assemble'LDR,at Space Station CLH-3) 
o ASSEMBLE GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORMS 
- , Advanced Large Commercial Cocmunication Sys 
.. (LH-7) 
, Manned Geostationary Platform CUI-l3) 
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Features-of the missions model concepts address NASA's role in initia~ 
tives to exploit and explore space over an evolutionary· peri~~ of time. 
Characterization of the ·major features include visibility for-s long 
.time span,wi~~ a starting-point where considerable resources have 
· already been expended and ,using operational orbits where both mar.ned 
· and unmanned activitiec have been identified. Basic structural config-
urations that are compatible with -a number of generic type large space 
·structures and missions that have been evaluated from both a,deploy-
able and erectable stand~,?int were included~ 
As a summary of the assembly and construction model's implications for 
'long-term technology applications and needs, it serves potentially as a 
_ "quick look mission. set" in' the form of an assessment tool. Its use in 
_ this effort was to develop or identify commonality trends, starting 
with the IOC Reference Configuration and going out through construction 
of a geosynchronous platforc. This time flow has a direct utility for 
technology planning with possibly a much greater cost impact on tech-
nology implementation, i.e., integrate or bypacs. The introduction 
here of a very limited number of missions and system concepts used to. 
e illustrate the application of derived technology utilizatioil and .ne:ds 
was a function of the time available to do the study and avallable 're-
sources. However, general results from meny of the prior studies that 
· have looked at specific missions in considerable detail (see references 
37' and 41)' indicates· that the mission uniqueness and state of the art 
implementation have the greatest impact on design conceptualization. 
Thcassessment of this mission set must be a continuing process. When 
the results turn out to be the saree or very similar,_the true merit of 
value is in the increase In confidence level. Sources for information 
·and candidate concepts for continuing ntudies are numerous: the NASA 
Space Systems Technology Hodel; the Military Space Systems Technology 
Model; v~:iousgovernment and commercial traffic models; the wealth of 
magazine and journal articles that propose scenarios for the future of 
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Candidates - . 
_ compiled from these sourCi~S can be compared and evaluated with respect 
to techn~logy coverage and evol vingspace' trends. In gcheral; early _ -
--study trend:l-3ndicate construction -and erection. while more recent 
stud),'trends used deployment and assembly. 
Reference Mission Models 
A brief background description on each of the four selected reference. 
- missions' is presented in the following paragraphs. 
6.1.3.1 Space Station roc Buildup - At_the study kickoff. three con--
.' C cepts were presented for IOC consideration: . the "CDG planar." . the 
• r ,-
. "delta-truss. "'-'and the "power tower." A qUick look at these three in-
dicated a number. of. common construction functions •. However, at the 
second technicaf interchange meeting (TUt). the' "power tOl-ler-" was 
. identified as the reference configuration for toe SSAS •. The selection 
was in line with the Space Station pro'gram office "Skunk Works"- that 
had selected the "power tower" as the- referen'ce configuration because 
it was seen a~'maximizing the accommod?tionof current user and growth 
requir~m~nts while demonstrating acceptable design and-operations 
. characteristics; It ' .... as alsorecognlzed .that the "planar" and "power . 
tower"-configurations are members' of the sace family;. which differ 
- basically in their. placement' of· the manned modu~es and experiment· bases-' 
"f_'" 
with respect .to tl1e-articu1atedsolar collection devices.' (24) - . 
. The reference IOC'Space Station configuration is shown in Figure' 
6.1.3.1-1. The Space Station operates in a local vertical~loca1 hori- .. 
'. . 
zonta1 (LVUn orientation, with its keel along the local vertical di-
rection and the solar array boom perpendicular to the orbit plane 
(POP).' TIleearth~pointed end of the Space Station contains earth-
.looking payloads~' The zenith-pointed end contains solar, stellar, and 
anti-earth-viewing payloads and co~unication antennas.' Non-vieh~ng 
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payloads a'relocated at various places on the Space Station, and the 
pressurized modules are located near- the bottom of the keel. Servic:tng 
equipment is located along the keel on either side, with the' front and 
back surfaces _ of the 'keel" kept free for traverse -of the Mobile' Remote 
Manipulator System_(MRMS). The servicing and refueling facilities, OMV 
and OTV technology demonstration equipment, and satellite storage and 
equipment areas are located at various places along the structure. 
SIDE VIEW fRONT VIE'" 
Figure 6.1.3.1-1 Power Tower lOC COllfiguratiol1 
Some-options for the truss structure on the station are shown in-
-Section 6.2. Some -of these options are deployable, some are cr:ectable,.-' 
some are pre-integrated with subsystems, and'soce have subsystems 
installed on orbit after deployment of the structure • 
The information presented here -is extracted from the "Space Station 
Reference Configuration Description" docunent, dated August 1984. For 
more -det-ail on the above data and on berthing and docking, refer to the 
- referenced document. 
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6.1.3.2 Space Station Expansion - After initial assembly and construc-
tion of the Space Station has been completed, a second pha~ewill com-·---·_·· 
- mence~" Present plans call for development of an onboard Space Station 
based servicing facility. The functional characteristics of this fa-
. ~ c1litywill have the capabilities to service and refuel free-flying 
se~vl~eable satellites (that have been brough~'to the station), co-
orbiting platforcs (interpreted to be multi-payload spacecraft that can 
be berthed to the station), payloads attached to the station, the OMV, 
and the OMV kits. ,The Servicing Facility will also provide for the 
storage of satellites, the OMV ,..two OMV kits, ORUs, instruments, 'and 
tools. 
Once the Servicing FacilitY'is completed, it Is envisioned that exist-
ing and new users will require expansion of capabilities present on 
IOC. It is not clear at this time just which capabilities will groil 
and to wh~t'degree--or ho~~!h~t growth will drive the station evolution. 
An attribute of the reference Space Station configuratio~ is that it 
can support ~rowth in any or all of its initial capability areas: 
serVicing and r~iueling. construction of large space structures, mate~ 
rials p:rocess.ing" life science resea rch, as trophysics and, solar, ~hys-. 
ics, earth remote sensing, or sensor develo'pment. Growth of sooe of 
. these capabilities would require increased crew size (e.g., servicing, 
construction, life science research). '. Growth of other ca'pabilities 
_ would require significantly increased power (e.g~, materials process"'--'-'" 
i?g).· Whi~hever capabillties eventually come forward as grouth re-' 
quirements, the reference configuration should gracefully evolve to 
meet them. 
A proje.ction of potential expansion drivers and solutions related to 
the assembly and construction area are discussed in the following para-
graphs. The majority of the expansion is centered about the. lower k~el 
area.' The capabilities of theonboard laboratories will increase with 
the addition of six laboratory modules. Keeping in line with growth, 
there will be an addition of habitationsl modules for more astronauts. 
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Structure has to be added to support the new 'modules. Again, the cube: 
otructure will be deployable as well as erectable.' Some of the 'lower,' 
'laboratoriao and experiments require~a view-ofenrth, limb to limb. AD 
a result,', each a<Idition must bewcil'pla~ned prior' to any build up. 
One of the major conslderations f~r -groyth ~l~-the power system.· n~e ,. 
IOC utilIzeD solar panels to piodu~e 75 kw. In its expanded configura-
tion, the dynamic power system should produce 300 kw. The same is true 
for the radiators, with corresponding si:e increaDes. 
The reaction control system haa to be updated to handle the additional 
masses. - Satellite servicing 'adds a whole new dimension to the Space 
Station'. A satp.llite servicing bay, a sa tel1ite stowage bay, and a 
'refueling bay is JUDt the start. ,Fuel cells as well as berths for OTVs, 
are needed. _ 
Eventually, the stowage areas must increase to handle increased servic~ 
ing and' repair. ,Also sOllie of the laboratories (1.e., manufacturing and 
,refuelIng) may be ,separated from the station- and operate indep-endently 
in co-orbit'as free fliers. 
,6_.1.3.3 Large 
. spacecraft: for 
c~ndidate; the 
Spacecraft and-Platforo Assembly - The 'assembly of !arge 
purposes of this study is represented by one'category 
Large Deployable Re£le~~o't' (LDR). A brief- des_c~iPtlon 
- of the current concept of 'this systco and general information needed 
when assessing on-orbit assembly is'presented in the following 
. par~grCiphs. -
Figure 6.L3.3-1 represents the current baoel1ne concept for LDR. It 
reflects the telescope requireQents given in Table 6.1.3.3-1 and repre-
sents a consensus of the Asilo~ar workshop. (13) 
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The telescope iI.l an f/0.5 Cassegrainwith a segmented, actively con- . 
trolled priaary r~.flector. The primary reflector segments are made 
froe either lightweight, low expansion glass or 11 CO::lpoGite honeyco:lb 
sandwich. The-individual segments nre supported froc the b~ckup struc-
ture at three attachment pointe. LAch' attllchment point incorporatea a 
- - '. -. ' -, 
. position actuator so that the negment 10 adjustable in two axes of· tilt 
.. and one of piston. In this ex~mpleJ37 he~agona1 scsmentn, each 2.8 0 
across, make up the 20 0 pricary reflector. The sunshade keeps_direct 
sunlight frol:lthe reflector anri reflec'ted sunlight froe the detectors. ' 
In the latter case, n more complicated baffling Bystce cay be reqUired,' 
w:,1ch 1s not shown 1n Figure '6.1.3.3-1. 
-... ~- -
Figrm.> 6.1.3.3-1- LDR Basdi1re 
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Tab/~ 6.1.3.3·1. LDR Requirt't1le11ts 
lAYout OlPlOYA~lE ~EFl[(IOR (LOR) 
• C[UICATEor,SIROI:DIIICAL OBSHvAlUki FOR 1990's 
. • 20 ft f/O.S PRI"~RY R~rLE(TCR, DIFfRACTION LIMIT(D 
- - AT SO 1I1(P.O~S. . 
• 
• 
fila (ASS(GRAIN OPTICS 
SlGII[NIED fRI"ARY F-EFLE(to~, ~CTIV[LY CONTROLLEU 
LIGHTwEIGHT FEFL[CTOR SEG~~NIS, 2·} M,-<20 KG/"2, 
SUrl'OklfD BvIRUSS I!ACI:1lP S1RUCICF(, 
. ,: -:- '.- --. -.-
• AC11VE (ONTROl S~SIE"S fOR FI~U~[, pOINTING, VIERATION 
• SUIlSIlAOl fOR Tit[ Y.'!AL (O~ I ~()l 
• FOCAL PLANE IIlSTPUl1f1lTS (OV[P.iNG SPECTRAL RAlIGE 30··1000- "ICrO!IS 
_ (RYOGEIIIC, COHHE~r AND !;ON-(OHERENT. 
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The active.optical systc.c includes, as well as the position actuators- -
on the_primary reflector segmenta and secondary mirror, a.system for 
measuring the optical errors. - There arc at least three oethods under 
consid~ration. _ Jhe first would use_ edge sensors at the segment bounda-
ries, as is planned for the University of Californi~ 10 0 telescope. 
This only determines the ohape of the primary reflector; the relative 
positions of the secondary and focal-plane would otill need ~~-addi­
tional measurement system. The second method samples a portion of-the 
Incoming wavefront from a point source. Figure and misalignment errors 
of the optica1·e1ements show up as departures from a plane wave at the -. 
focal plane. There are methods to deconvolve the wavcfro~t-and-deter­
mine uniquely which optical clement is in error. 
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The third measurement method uses direct laser range findilng. A ateer-
ing mirror.at the Cassegrain focus steers a laserbenm to at leaat' 
, " 
three points on each reflector pa~el sequentially, via II reflect~on: off 
. the secondary ~irror. Retroreflectora on the primary send the beam· 
back to the.,secondary and: in turn, back· to, the focal plane where an 
, .' interferometer measures' the phase'. path length through the complete ,0 _ •• ' 
o optical 'syste~. : The use of two frequencies can reClove the fringe 
, ambiguity ~ 
'Closely associated with the figure measurement and control is' pointing 
and structural vibration 'control. Since LDR will be a relatively light, 
structure for its size, it will have.low natural frequencies. Any on-
board disturbanc~ such as slewing, seconda~y mirror chopping, pumping 
of cryogenic fluida, gyro noise"etc., will excite the natural fre~' 
quencies o~~he structure. ,A~tive dampin8'~f the ,atructure, where an 
inCipient vibration is' daoped bY'feeding'in'a disturbance of equal 
aoplitude but opposite phase, oay be necessary. Pointing and slewing 
forces can be tailored such that the spectrum of the forcing function, 
contains mininlm power at the loweGt.resonant frequencies of the 
structure. 
, The instrumcnt package w11l be housed just behind the vertex of the 
primary: 'reflector at the Cassegrai~ foc~s. -A complement of 13 lrist~u­
ments were ilsted at Asilomar and were' termed "the astronomer3 dream, 
'" but the te'ch'n~loi;1sts j,lghtma~rc." The. number of instruments' uUl un-,' 
,doubtedlY'dcc~ease, but the general, classes of instruments will proba-
( -
'-....' 
bly remain ~he same., The four ins trument classes baselined are' the ' '!~:A. 
same as those'suggested at Asilomar.* 
*Paul N. Saranson,Samuel GuUkls, /lnd T. B. H. Kuiper, "Large Deployable, 
Reflector (LDR): A Concept for On Orbiting Suboilliccter-Infrared Telescope 
for the 19908," Opticnl Engineering', Vol. 22, no. 6, December 1983. C. 
o ~, 
.---
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6.1.3.4 Geostationary Pla~foro Assembly - The last group looked at,was 
assembly and construction of geostationary (GEO) ,platforms. Two candi-
dates were identified as shown in Table 6.1.2-1. The first one, 
"Advacced Large Comlllerc1.al Co~unications System," -is one of the land-
mark C1isriion~ (LM-7) described in section seven of. the NASA Space 
SysteCls Technology Model, Vol. IIl,-January 1984; 
The objective of this satellite ,'is to provide capability to intercon~-: 
. nect approximately 25 oi111on users anywhere in the U-. S •• direct from 
user-to-user through wrist-size radiotelephones. The syste::! uses a , 
single large communications oatellite in geostationary orbit. Due to 
the very small antenna size possible ,in such _ a radiotelephone, the_ 
satellite antenna must be large (70-100 m diameter). 
Present estimates on the weight of this satellite is 30,000 kg. The 
-systec \rill also have a 300 kw solar ccll-,power- systcc and transfer_ 
-' -- . -_. - -
.. itaeH to GEO fol1o~ing assembly and checkout. Three Shuttlc_ f1ightD 
are required to place the required m~terials and support equip~ent_at 
the 10\1 earth orbit construction site. A key. feature of this sat~l~ite 
is the,clectronics oodu1arization to allow uncanned maintenance at the_ 
operating nite •. The large c1ectrical' pO\ler-source on board required 
for comounlcatioris would also be used to power ion engines to maketcl~ 
transfer: Ion'engines would be rotated to -provide on-orbit attitude" 
and. stationkeeping translational control. . The satellite will be ser-
, viced'manua1ly by- an- Advanced Te1eoperator Maneuvering Systec. >'It 
. -
i'lIvnn Bekey,- "Dig Comsats for Big Jobs at Low User Cost," Astronautics and --
Aeronautics, February 1979. pp. 42-56. 
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6.2 SPACE STATION IOC BUILDUP 
6'.2.1 Description 
, -1 ,. 
i, 
The oission models all utilize common elements:' pressurized modules, 
power generation devices, and assembly hardware. The pressurized mod- ,-
ules are identical vessels with different functionn to be interchanged 
with one another. This ~odular approach increases the flexibility of 
the system to be expandable for future requirements., ,Power,generation 
devices can be passive solar arrays or dynamic -solar power systems':, 
Assembly hardware is the structure that ties ,the. ~odule8, experiments 
'and power devices together. This structure consiota of box trusses 
fomed into cube a that run 'the le~gth of ~he power tow~r. (44), The 
truss structure will be deployable, erectable, or a coobination of both. ' 
All the construction scenarios have cOCllllon assembly technfques with' 
variations for different situations. The assembly of the Space Station 
u'tilizes a combination of four support equipment types. 
1) Mobile Remote 11anipulator System (MRHS). The MRMS is described 
- -
elsewhercin'this Section. 
2) Extravehicuiar Activity (EVA), 
3) 'Shutt'le'Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) 
,4) Automatic-Mechanisms 
The SPJ1S is used for transferring cargo from the Shuttle bay to the 
Space Station. Ita principle function'ia to lift the cargo'and implace 
it. It,is capable of lIfting any load to a,maximuo of 65,000 pounds. 
'- . 
The EVA astronaut works both by himself and in conjuncti~n ,dth the 
SRMS or the MRMS. The astronaut will guide the manipulators as well as 
provide individual human manipulation. 
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The assembly of, the IDe forms the' basis' for future growth and develop~ 
mente Certairi·guidelines need to be understood and assumptions made in 
order 'to develop a feasible construction scenario. 
-.~.: _'"-4 
Seven Shuttle flights have been identified-to have the basicSpacc'-, 
Station operational. The structure utilizes a combination of deploy-
able and erectable structures' with the majority of the booms and keels 
deployed automatically. The structure is shown in Figure 6.2.2-1. 
Figure 6.2.2-1, Erectable/Deployable Structure 071 Space Stat;ol1, 
. , . 
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The scenario for the first flight is shown in Figure 6.2.2-2.. A major 
activity of this flight is the transport and installation of the Mobile 
Remote Manipulator System (MRlfS) to' assist in the subsequent conBt~c­
tion effort. (The MRMS is referred to as the "Autonomous Transport . 
_ Vehicle," or ATV, until installation of an. RMS manipulator arm~)The 
high utility of the MRMS is-indicated in Figures 5.2.2-.3 £md 6.2.2-4, -
whlch summarizeo the tasks or operations to be performed by the MRMS 
and projects the .-percentages' of operations methods to be employed for 
each flight. See Sections 6.2.3 and 6.6.1 for a description of the 
MRMS system.'-
Figllr"C6.2.2·2 Flight 1 Sce11ario 
.":'.-
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The start of the roc will begin in the Shuttle bay. The power condi-
tioning radiators are attached to the stowed transverse boom. - Using an 
automatic deploy' mechanism, the boom'is extended outward. Having,the 
transverse boom deployed, the Mobile Remote Manipulator System (MRMS) , 
- .' . is affixed·to':the truss ·structure. 'The solar arrays at the' end of the 
, , ' 
transverse boom are deployed. The final: assembl}' of this flight is a 
single bay perpendicular to the boom. -It houses a berthing ring for 
docking on the next Shuttle mission. The entire structure is then re-
leased'from the Shuttle. The configuration is shownln Figure 6.2.2~l, 
subelement 1,- which shows the configuration afte.r.-the· first shuttle 
flight • 
Flight II continues the construction of the structure. The'lower keei 
package is attached to the transverse boom and deployed. The radiator 
support booms are next unfolded from the 10ller keel. Two keel exten-
sion bays are'erected on the port and starboard sides of the lower keel 
boom. Erection of extension bays constitute the placement of struc-
tural rods into nodal joints. 
Next, radiator. panels are installed'in the port and starboard heat ex-
changer booms •. The port'keel extension boom package is removed from 
the cargo bay arid attached to the port side of the recently-erected 
keel extension bay. ' The port keeL extension structure is deployccC'by 
its mechanism. The procedure is then repeated'for th~ starboard'keel 
: extension structure.' - Both e:rtension atructurea are tied together by 
internal support bays that are to be erected by EVA with the use 'of the 
MID1S. 'The, configuration after the second flight is shown iil Figure 
6.2.2-1, subelement 2. 
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With the majority of the assembly hardware constructed, Flight III ' 
begins the addition of modules. First, the module mounting structure 
is installed on the keel extension structure. Habitat Module 1 (liHl) 
is removed from the payload bay and attached to its mount. The EVA 
, , 
'as.tronaut' connects all utilities assocl'ated tlith the module. The final 
packages in the cargo bay are'the two airlocks. Airlock 1 (ALl) is 
attached to liM1 while AL2 is temporari1~., attached to HMl. It will be 
transferred to its permanent10ca'tion when the remaining modules are in 
their final configuration. ' 
The Flight IV cargo bay contains the HM2 and the upper keel ,structure 
package. The Shuttle docks at HMl, and HM2 is attached to HMl.The 
connection of the,utilities are then mated to HM2 by the 'ZVA with the 
. .--
,. MRMS. AU is removed off HHl and attached to HM2. The fimil; installa-
tion of this' flight Is the upper keel. ' It is. transported from' the mod-_ 
ule area to the transverse beam structure. Once attached, the upper, 
, -
keel is deployed to its full configuration. See Figure 6.2.2-1, oub-
elements numbered 4. 
Flight V'carries' the third module. The Shuttle \crill agai~ dock at 
HMl. " The" nextn:odule is the Logistics H'ldule (LOG1) and is at;tached to 
HMi. With theF}/A 'a~d the support of the SRMS, the port solar array 
addition package io loaded on the MRMS. It is tra'nsported to t"ts 
attachment aite on-the transverse beam. Once attached, it is dep~oyed.", 
This, procedure is repeated for the otarboard solar array addition pack-
age. • See Figure 6.2.2-1,' subelement numbered 5. 
At this pOint in the,asscmb1ysequence, the modules are activated for 
inhabitance. With the station permanently manned, prolonged assembly 
tasks can be conducted, such as installation of permanent hard lines 
and verification of any attachments. 
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On Flight VI, Laboratory Module 2 (LAB2) is attached between the 11M2 
and the keel-extension structure. The remainder of the payload will b~ 
for spares or external payloads. No defined package has been desig- : 
-nated at this tiee. Assembly will probably require tra~3portation and 
attachnient -to 'the system. -
Fllght VII is a repeat of Flight VI, except the module is LABI. Again, 
miscellaneous items and payloads w~ll occupy the launch package. ,The 
module arrangement is shown in Figure 6.2.2-5. 
Figlfre 6.2.2-5 Module Arral1gement -
7T7 
Conceptual Design 
The Mobile Remote Manipulatc:>r System (inu-1S), sc.;netimes referred to as 
the As~ecbly-and Transport Vehicle,is aeultipurpose logistics device-' 
outfitted with a-space crane and EVA positioning arms. It plays an ic-
p~~tant dim~nG~O~ in th(!buildu~-()f th~ Space -Station -Initial operating 
Configuration (IOC) and is the only logistic t-oolon the station.- Th-e 
systec is a tool to transport I:lodules-'and/or payloads from the Shuttle 
cargo bay a~d position thee for attachment to-the Space Station, truss 
structure. Its work load begins with the second flight. The combina-
tion'of crane/astronaut on the positioning arc is utilized in locating, 
latching, and deploying the lower keel. The same procedure is repeated 
for the radiators, the keel extensions, and the lower boom. _ Subsequent 
usage is-necessary 'for maintenance, repair, and-servicing of th~ sta-
tion and-future spacecraft. It_is necessary for both the growth of the 
Space Station-and assembling spacecraft. 
-6-18 
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The assecbly task becomes more involved when a bay is erected between 
the lower keel and keel extension. The work depends on the'mobility of~ 
, the positioning arms and the, dexterity, of the astronaut to place and 
lock the'various tubular segmenta together. 
The remaining five flight!) all-·contain a module. The Shuttle docks and 
the module is removed from its bay via the SRMS or the MRMS. An aatro-
naut latches' the module to the MRMS logistic platform. The EVA man is 
anchored to the platform by th~ positioning arm which also reacts all 
forces caused by his movements. The MRMS 'pulls its way to the next 
location where the module is to be attached. It could be in the next, 
. . 
bay, at the end of the keel, or perpendicular to that bay. The MRMS. 
crane positions. the module, and the astronaut make's all the necessary' 
. connections. Besides the' modules, there is a variety of packages, tha t 
include antennas, experiments, and ciscellaneous electronic boxes. 
The basic size of the Mru1S is approximately 9 feet square, the size of 
a single bay. Its design consists of three basic layers as shown. in 
, .' 
Figure 6.2.3~1, and further discussed in Section 6.2.4 •. The figure shows' 
the initial configuration, with an RMS attached, located on the Space 
Station str~cture. 
. - . 
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- Figure 6.2.3-1 Mobile'Remate Mallipulator System Elements 
-The bottom 1ayer~cCJnsists of a square tra~k arrangement uhich rides on 
-guide pins attached to the truss nodes. The flat tracks are connected 
on the corners by "switches" that rotate 90°. See Figure 6.2.3-2. The 
switches are aligned to permit c:oti'>n over the guide pinn in two ortho-
gonal directions •. The central element is the push/pull drive·mecha-
nism. It consists of a drawbar, with locking rods, connected to the 
MRMS by a rack and pinion drive. To. pull the MRMS in a desired direc-
tic~,-the draubar is extended forward one bay to the next set of nodes 
. . . 
and locked by driving the lock rods into the nodes. The corner 
Bwit~hes "are· aligned parallel to the movement of the vehicle. By ac-
tuating the electric stepper motor, the HID·iS is pulled by the drawbar 
·6-20' 
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along the tracks. To reverse directions, the MRMS pushes itself. The 
vehicle.is always captive to the truss structure by having four-point 
support maintained at all times. By repeating the process, the plat~ 
form is traoala.ted longitudinally in an "inch worm" fashion. 
Figllrc6.2.3-2 AflUfS Dri.vt! ~j'stcm 
., 
" ., GUIDE pm [NGACWENT r.tCHANISM 
',. 
I 
I ,.-
:..:.-.-- .\ 
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\ 
\ 
, 
,- \ :1 ,:", .,,',' " 
'.=' \ 
ROTARY DRIV£ 
AND StARING 
This central element is capable of rotating 360 0 • The transverse 
. translation·involves pi~~ting 90 0 as well as the push/pull feature. 
The corner switch uses an open top mechanism feature that permits t~e 
drawbar to lock onto a suide pin which is also occupied by a track , 
switch as shown' in Figure 6L2.3-3. 
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The logistics platforCl is the top layer. It servcs to transport pay- rl~ 
loads along the Space Station surface., ,It has the ability to rotate 
relative to the track layer and remain fixed uhlm the central clecent 
pivots. 'Instead of using a separate roll drive, the switches would 
_ have to be lockable in a rigid position and the top two layers would 
Clove in unison. The logistics pIa tforDl-llas'- another option in locking 
itself to the lower layer and have the middle section pivot relative t9, 
the top and bottom. 
Besides having the temporary storage capability of the flat top', - the 
- top layer-features the space crane., The crane is envisioned to be a 
, Shuttle &~S transposed onto the platform. The Shuttle is capable of 
carrying ~10 arms on a single leunch. One SRMS would remove the second 
arm with,the help of EVA astronauts and affix it to the top layer of 
the MRHS. 
Also requi~e~_arc Mobile Foot Restraint (MFR) 'positioning arms. An 
astronaut ,in EVA sl:it 16 positioned uithl,n the work cnvelope by the MFR 
on the end of the R}IS. Control of the MPJ!S optionally. resides with the -
EVA astronaut(s) (see Figure 6.2.3-4) • 
-., 
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Thc,MRMS will have a self-contained, rcchargable pouer supply. Depend-
ing on ,the work and the mission, the platform will be adaptable in 
terms of'special storing devices and cradles for miscellaneous hardware.' 
Two- of the many'possible. functions of the HRliS are shown in Figures'-
6.2.3-5 and 6.2.3-6. In the first. the track layer only·of·the MRMS is 
0,' attached to the Reaction Cont~ol.Systc~-(RCS)a'nd the system is .tran~-:-;' . 
ported t~_its specified location on the structure.' In the second fig-
ure~ the HRHS is use'd after the first shuttle flight to continue the 
Space Station construction. In 'the upper two figures. the'truss seg-' 
ment is removed from the payload bay and positioned on the structure. 
,The truss segments are then unfolded and attached to the structure 
prior to rigidizing and deployment of the new section. !lote that in 
this figure the HRMS is being viewed from one.underGide • 
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6~2.4, MRMS Evolution 
_. " 
A summary of the anticipated MRMS System evolution in sho,m in Figure 
6.2.4~1 and the top-level requirements in Table 6.2.4-1. All of the 
'original IOC' capabilities will also be ava!~ablethroughout this span. 
o _-. • 
, "In 1993 two 20-f~ot arms will be added and additional control caPabili-
ties incorporated, as shown. The positioning arcs have 'the freedom to 
translate along opposite sides of the t~p layer. This caPability 
greatly e%pands the work 'volume of the positioning areas well as the 
astronaut. It also has the option to have the astronauts work as a 
pair in a dual-arm mode. The Teleprese~ce Work Station (TWS) will be 
incorporated,"" to' at·1east partially repface the '£VA need" .~n the 
1995-1997 time frame. Ultimately, the system will evo~v'~:t:o operate 
• 
'under teleautomatlon to further 'reduce the level of man-intensive 
supervision of the syatee. Note that the overall evolution'is covered ~" 
in this section rather, than splitting between subsequent sections. 
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F~'6l1re 6.2.4-1 MRAfS System Evolution 
IS!)1 1993 1S95 
··rO
C I. I 
·0 ·HRHS (EASIC) ---~ 
- RMS---------
:.;. EXCHAI!GEABlE EE-":':" 
. , 
·0. HANNED PlATfORII( s) -..:.... , 
·0 ,TElEOPERATED (55) ---
fI TELEOP[RATED (GN;) ---
- T IHE DELAY-
. 0 HRHS ---------_ 
TWO 20' ARMS 
- DUAl-ARr~ COIHIlOL 
ADAPTIVE conTROL 
fORCE/TORQUE CONTROL 
o ADO 
. 1997 
I 
, -
~ :lEXTEflOUS TWS ON 20' ARM( 5) 
- L1i1ITED SuPERVISORY CONTROL 
,0 ADD 
- COCIlDIIIATE:J 
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MULT I ARI{ uN ITS 
·TECHNOlOGV EXISTS 
Table 6.2.4-1 MItUS Rcqliiremellts 
SYSTEM REQUIREMEnTS:' 
• STATION ASSEMBLY' 
o MODULE.REMOVAL 
• OMV/OTV BERTHING IN THE HANGAR AREA 
• DEPLOYMENT OF·THE OMV/OTV FROM THE HANGAR AREA 
• AID TO OMV, OTV, AND SATELLITE SERVICING 
• MAINTENAnCE & REPAIR 
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: 
• POSITION ASTRONAUTS (TWS) FOR EVA FUNCTIONS 
• TRANSPORT MODULES AND/OR PAYLOADS FROM THE SHUTTLE 
-CARGO BAY 
,.MOVE IN TWO ORTHOGONAL DIRECTIONS 
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Two astronauts are shown duringconstruction activities with,the MRMS in 
Figure 6.2.4.2, which shows the utilization of the two 20-foot posi-
tioning arms in conjunctlonllith the Hobile Foot Res..: .. · .... int system 
(Figure 6.2.3-4) and the lU1S crane. 'Major c~mponents of 'th'ia, advan~ed 
MRMS are shown in Figure 6.2.4-3, which depicts the three-layer con-
,struction of, the system. The strongback cube,assembly s~eps, utilizing 
the MRMS are shown in Figure 6.2.4-4.' 
Although the ,EVA astronaut js,en integral part of aSF.embly work and is 
needed to accomplish the finer, precision tasks, there has been a con-
siderable amount of discussion on ,the usage of EVA astronauts. The' 
- . 
Major problem is the high cost of supporting a man, not to mention the 
risks involved. An alternative to man will be the TWS at the end of 
the ponitioningarms, as shown in ~igure 6.2.4-5. The TWS has the same 
,~',cr greater capabilities than man, yet reduces the amount of support 
equipment and preparatory work~ 'The TWS is shown in greater detail in 
Figure 6~2.4-6. 
'Typical system and subsystem designr~quireme~ts are listed in ,Tables 
6.2.4-2 and 6.2.4-3. , An isometric of a potentially suitable joint 
drive for a'positioning arm is'shown in Figure 6.2.4-7. This 
particular drive' is part of the Protoflight ~~nipulator Arm, which is 
resident and in use at Marshall Space Flight Center. This drive was 
zero backlash and imbedded sensors (resolver and tachometer). Greater 
accuracy could beach1eved by incorporating optical encoders. Figure 
" 6.2.4-8 is a,schematic of the same drive~.showlng the cable r9uting 
acro~ the jOint. 
For additional source information refer to Appendix A, 26, 29 & 34. 
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Table 6.2.4-2 MRMS System Requirements 
110l)E OF TRAtJSLATION 
-' PHYSICAL FEATURES " 
OESIGIJ ASSEHRLY 
HEIGHT 
SIZE,(FIT WITHIN) 
OPERATIONAL LIFE 
LOAD CARRYING, SAFETY'FACTOR 
,tLECTRIC POWER, VOLTAGE 
SPAR~ HIRES PROVIDED 
CONNECT /l)ISCOtJNE!:T CAPABILITY 
PROVISION AGAItJST- tHSMATING 
SYSTEr1 SAFETY'DESIGN 
t1AHJTENAIJCE APPRO/\CH:.: 
- ,tJAtlEPLATES MID IDEIHIFICATION 
V ~ EIHrIG ACC ESS (IOENTIF I ERS) 
SPACE STATlOII INTERFACES 
',' 'I 
- .. , 
~ ",-: -
. 
" 
- :1 ~ __ ~ ______________ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ______ ._e.: 
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PROPOSEO-VALIIE 
, PORTAnLE/TRAtlSPORTATIOtJ 
'ANTHROP0I10RPH IC 
tlODIlLAR SEG'1EtJTS 
.. ' 
GOAL OF 600 LB 
4 FT OIA, SToWm 
, 10 YfARS, HITH HAINTENAtlCE _ 
YIELD,l.S, ULTIHATE '2.0' 
28 +'4 VI)r: 
20% 
REHOTE HITH tlAtJIPIJLATORS 
KEY AN~ KEY HAY POLARIZATION 
FAIL-SAFE OPERATION 
MODULE REPLACE, 
PERMANENT IDENT.' 
OIRECT VISUAL, CeTV OR r~IRRORS 
RMS"MRMS, 7 FACILITY SERVICES 
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. Table 6.2.4-3 MRA1S Subsystem RequiremeulS 
. '0. 
,. . -
AR!1S. CONFIGURATION (SLAVE) 
. HORIZONTAL' 11AXIMU/1 REACH 
:OEGREES OF FREEDOM 
JOINT OROER~ SHOULDER 
UPPER ARf1 
ELBOW 
:WRIST 
TIP FORCE ARH FULLY EXTENDED 
I " • 
TIP SPEED AR!1 FULLY EXTENDED (NO LOAD) 
_. BACK n~IVEARILITY, FULL EXTENSION 
.-: BRAKIIJG ACTIOtl ' 
FORCE LOOP RESPONSE 
ARI·' DEFLECTIOtZ ,;- . 
- Am, RAr.KLASI! 
£lID EFFECTOR" 
INTERCHANGEABLE 110UtnmG 
CCTY/UGIHS ' 
PArI/TILT DEVICE 
, - ~ 
ILLUMHIATIDtl AT WORKSITE 
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HODULAR. ANTHROPOHORPH IC (2) . 
. 50 W 
7 
PITCH AND YAW· 
ROLL 
YAW 
. . 
• 
ROLL. ROLL. ROLL (C0I1HOU I1HERACTION) 
50 LB 
18 W/SEC ,~, 
3 LB TIP FORCE 
PROVIIlE OIl ALL BACKDRIVABLE JOHITS' 
VARIABLE'BETUEEN 0.2'AUn 4.0 Hz 
", <. 
flOT. TO EXCEED 1.0% OF TOTAL TRAVEL 
,', tlOT TO EXCEED 0~2% OF TOTAL TRAVEL 
STANDARD PARALLEL VICE GRIP ~lOTION' 
OECOUPLED AT WRIST FOR TOOL. INTER. 
.. ' 
TOTAL COVERAGE p.i- ARf.1S ACTIVITIES 
.:!: 90° TIL ~_~~.:!: '/80° paa 
60 FT CANDLES 
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figure 6,2.4-3 MRMS Elemc11ts 
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" Fig1lre 6.2.4-4 StrOlzgback Cube Assembly Steps 
-STEP 1. PLACE CORNER NODES IN CRAWLER 
_ PLATE WITH CROSS BEAH 
. -. . .-. SfEP 3. EXTEND CRAWLER PLATE 9 FEET AND 
EHPLACE.TOP BE~S AND ~ROSS BRACE 
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STEP 2. PLACE REMAINING BEAMS AND CORNER 
NODES TO C~~PLETE END SQUARE 
~ 
. STEP 4. EMPLACE BOTTOM tlEA.'1S AND CROSS 
BRACES TO FINISH CUBE 
· 84-1878 
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Figure 6.2,.4-1 Elbo7.!) Yaw Drive Module 
Out .. Arm$~ 
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6.3 SPACE STATION EXPANSION 
6.3.1 Description 
" The concept mission sel~cted to represent the expansion or modification 
of an IOC Space Station was the Technology Deve10p:nent '"Mi~"~lon (TOH) 
Ho. 3 concept, developed and pr~sented in Contract NAS8-35042. "Definl-
"tion of Technology Develop:nEmt Missions for Early Space Station -
Satell1teServicing." The objective of TDH 3 is to demonstrate assem-
'!" . b1y or modification operations at the Space Station •.. This TDM empha-. 
. ' 
.. 
sizes assembly of servicing.related elements of the Space Station and 
"is designed"to be completed with two Shuttle missions. 
The major activities which must be planned and executed for the suc-
"'cessfu1 completion' -of the mission" are: shOlffi"in Figure 6.3.1-1. 
Figure 6.3.1-1 TD.H3-Satcllite Servicillg Support Area Assembly 
. • ASSEMBLE ((IlECT AIm DEPLOY) SERVICING AREA STRONGSACK 
• ATTACIl (fIV BERTHWG RING TO SmONGElACK 
• ASS(r~[!lE ~[RVICING FACILITY 01:10 STR0'1G!1ACK 
• BEP.TH rUEl eErOT TO STRONGBACK 
• P(RTII S[I'VICrl: STOPAGE f/.ClllTY TO STROflCBACK 
." 
These activities have been grouped into three phases for further .de- ," 
composition into more detailed work elements: 
1) Strongback Assembly and OMY Berthing Ring Attachments 
. 2) Servicing Facility Assembly C?nto Strongback " 
3) Fuel Depot n.nd Services Storage Facility Docking. 
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6.3.2.1 Phase 1 - Strongback Assembly Description - The major-TDM 
~vents and top-level derived requirement a for Phase 1 are shown in 
Table 6.3.2-1. 
T,rble 6.).2-1 PiJose I-Stroilgback Assembly 
EVENTS 
• FIRST STS DOCKS TO SS 
• TRANSFPORT AND ATTACH STS CARGO 
CANISTERS TO STAGING AREA. 
• REMOVE STRONGSACK SteTiorl FROM 
CANISTER AND DEPLOY. USING RMS. 
o POSITION DEPLOYED STRONGSAC~ 
SECTION INTO LATCHES OF 
REQUIREMENTS 
• RlIS ACCESS FROM STS DOCKING AREA· 
, TO SERVI CE AREA ' 
• STRUCTURAL INTEPFACE AND UTILITIES 
PASS-lHROUGH FOR SERVICING STRONGSACK. 
• RMS TRACK CLEARANCE FOR PAYLOADS 
STAGING AREA. ~ 
• ASTRONAUT I N EVA CONNECTS/CHECKS • RlIS CONTROL' CONSOLE 
LATCHES , • THO ARM CAPABILITY 
• REPEAT PROCEDURE FOR 
REMAINING STRONGSACK SECTIONS. ' 
• ATTACH CABUIIG TO STRONGBACK 
USING EVA CREH. 
• ATTACH OMV BERTHING RING TO 
STRONGSACK. 
SERVICING SUPPORT AREA 
EMU/I'.":U' 
• RMS/RMS TRACK 
• COMMUrllCATIONS 
- CC TV 
.- AUDIO, 
o TOOLS/EQUIPMENT 
- LIGHTS 
- TETIiERS 
-,TOOL CADDY 
- LATCHING TOOL 
,:The staging 'area is the Space Station structural interface for the ser-
~vic1ng strongback'" Shuttle cargo canister's will be attached to the -
- 'sid~ of the ataging area. -These canisters will carryall part£! to be' 
,; assembled during thecission. The use of these cargo caniGters will, 
Ifree the orbiter for return to earth and reduces travel of the station 
: manipulator. The interim storage canistcrs.could be designed 'and cori-
figured to be lightweight storage enclosures to provide thermal and 
micrometeoroid shielding for storage of O~N, servicerc, and replaccment 
, modules. 
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This phase includes removal of folded deployable service st~ongback " 
support elements, deployment of the elements to full extension" (by a : .. :. 
"'''f_~ .".. 
dUal-armed manipu1ator'or by astronauts in EVA). and the attachment of 
'. the five elements. The strongback elements u1l1be automatically' 
latched using the RMS manipulator or latched and verified'by astronauts· 
, in EVA. 
Figure 6.3.2-1 shows a visual representation of the deployment· and 
attachment of the servicing strongback elements • 
. The RMS construction crane lifts the cluiisters containing the stowed· 
strongback stru.;ture from the payload bay and transfers the canister to '. 
the RMS •. The canister. is transported bY"RMS to the staging ·area:and. 
attached. The RMS is used to remove each .strongback section from' the· 
canister and assist in deployment. ·Each strongback section will be 
latched onto" the prececiing section and will be visibly verified by EVA· 
crelf met:lbers. 
The strongback is composed of' five 29-foot sections. Using the RMSand 
EVA crew, cabling is removed from inside the staging area and is moved 
down along' the strongback, bei~g attached at appropriate locations bt>"' 
the EVA crew •. 
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. - Figure 6.3.2-1 Pbase I-Service Support Area Assembly 
STS CARGO CAN I STER 
RMS TRACK 
6.3~2.2 - Phase 2 - Servicing Facility Assembly - The procedure used and-
discussed in Phase 1 is also used in the assembly of the servicing 
facility. The elements of the servicing facility will be included in-
the first Shuttle mission. 
The RMS will be used to attach individual track sections of the servic-
ing faci1hy~ with' an WA crew verifying latch-up. Both a .support 
cradle-and carousel mechanism; to rotate satellites, will be installed-._ 
: for use,.1n servicing vehicles. 
The requirements for inside the serVicing facilit~~re listed below in 
Table 6.3.2';"2. 
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Table 6:3.2-2 Phase 2-Sert'icillg f'~cility Assembly 
EVEIHS 
• ~EMOVE SERVICING MODULE BASE 
TRUSS ,FROM CANISTER. 
• POSlTlOfl AND DOCK BASE TRUSS AT 
INTERFACE POINT ON STRONGBACK 
• REMOVE SECTION OF SERVICING 
FACIliTY TRACK FROM CANISTER. 
AND ATTACH TO BASE TRUSS. 
CREW VERIFIES LATCH-UP. 
EVA 
I REPEAT PROCEDURE FOR REMAINItIG 
SERVICING FACILity TRACK - '0 
SECTIONS. 
• ATTACH CRADLE INTO SERVICING 
FACILITY TRACK. 
• ATTACH HARD COVER SECTIONS. 
• ATTACH SERVICING MODULE CABLING 
TO STRONGBACK CABLING USING 
E\'.\ CREW. 
o CHECKOuT FACILITY SUBSYSTEMS • 
REQUIREMENTS 
SERVICING FACILITY 
.' LIGHTING AIDS 
o WORK STATION 
, 0 FOOT RESTRAlflTS 
• STORAGE SillS 
• PAYLOAD CRADLE/CAROUSEL MECHANISM 
o THERMAL CO~ITROL 
• ASSEMBLY /I~A I tne'tIA'IC( TOOLS/Eeu I P1':E~T 
o TOOL CACDY 
o POWER RATCHET TOOL/BATTERY POWER 
TOOL 
" 0 MODULE SERVICE TOOL 
o 01 SCOtlNECT AND JAM REMOVAL TOOLS 
• BERTHING CAPABILITY 
D COMMUNICATIONS 
o CC TV 
- AUOIO 
.~ I, 
I 1: I 
,', 
. '. -r 
___ ,-,---1
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The assembly of the serviCing facility is illustrated in Figure 6.3.2-2. 
Figure 6.3.2~2 Phase 2-Sl'rt'icillg Support Are.l As)'{'mbZ)' 
SERVICING 
FACILI fY,---... -
, ... 
..--
,'\ 
...r 
'\ 
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The RMS will'position and dock the servicing hangar base truss to the 
strongback. EVA crew will visually verify latch-up. The RMS will 
return to the staging area and remove a section of the servicing han'gar 
track/truss. ~ The RMS will attach the track/truss to the base truss, 
~ with ~ an EVA crew to visually verlfy, latch-up. This procedure-ls re-
-peated~for the remalning sections. The RMS will then install the 
caro~sel me~hanism on the base truss and cradle support elements on the 
serylcing track. A hard cover will be assembled around the serviclng 
facility using the R}IS with astronaut EVA support. Cabling attachments 
by the EVA crew will be the final step in the assembly of the servi~ing 
facility. 
'6.3.2.3 Phase 3 Fuel Depot and Services Storage Facility Docking 
The third phase of this TDM involves the docking and checkout of the 
fuel depot and'in'stallation of. the servicer storage facility on the 
servicing strongback. 
Each of these servicing elements is transferred directly from the 
Shuttle cargo bay ~~ appropriate interface points on the strongback 
~using:the station manipulator. An EVA crew member-will verify latch~up 
,and connect all utility cabling; System/subsystem checkouts will then 
be conducted.-
~ . 
The ~ajor events and top-level functional requirements are listed in. 
Table 6.3.2-3.: 
Illustrated below (Figure 6.3.2':"3) 'is' the transport of the servicer 
storage module by the station manipulator, to the interface point on the ~' 
strongback. The dual-armed tracked manipulator'is one application of' 
the requirement to transfer these elements ~from the STS to distant 
assembly installation points on the servicing arm.' 
., ..... -
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Table 6.3.2-3 Pbase 3-Fue/ Depot al1d Servicer Storage Facility DocRing 
EVENTS 
• SECOND STS DOCKS TO SS 
o . TRANSFER FUEL STORAGE DEPOT 
FROM STS RMS TO SS RMS. 
DEPOT TO INTERFACE POIrIY ON 
·STRCNGBACK. EVA CREW VISUALLY 
VERIFIES LATCH-UP. 
.• ATTACH FUEL- STORAGE DEPOT 
CABLING TO STRONGBACK CABLING 
USING EVA CREW. 
• CHECKOUT FUEL STORAGE DEPOT 
SUBSYSTEMS: 
• REPEAT PROCEDURE FOR SERVICER 
STORAGE FACILITY. 
. RECUIRE.'1Et1TS 
II 
• FUEL TRANSFER CorlTROL CONSOLE 
FUEL DEPOT FACILITY 
• STORAGE TANK(S} MANAGEMENT DEVICES 
o TRANSFER ECUIPMENT FROM LOGISTICS 
SUPPLY TAIlK(S} 
.~ PROPELLANT LOADING EQUIPMENT FOR 
OMV 
• PROPELLANT TRANSFER GAUGING 
EQUIPMENT 
- CONTAMINATION MONITOR 
• CO~~UNI~ATIONS 
- eCTv 
SERVleER STORAGE FACILITY 
• COMMUNICATIONS 
- eCTV 
o BERTHING PORTS 
.-
Figure 6.3.2-3 PiJase 3-Scrvicer Support Area Assembly 
FUEL DEPor . 
SCRVICING FACILITY 
SERVICER SrORAr,[ 
ONV BERTH I NG R j riG.../' 
OIiV 
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Figure 6.3.2-3 presents a conceptual Space Statior. satellite serVicing 
support area c~ntaining many of the support elements considered requi-
. -
Bite to enable servicing operations. at a fully-developed early Space 
Station. 
The support area is connected to the Space. Station by a strongback sup-
port element, which provides distancing from the nucleus of the sta-
. tion. As shown, the servicing support area contains a central servic~ 
··ing facility, 'a fuel depot, a Space Station manipulator. capable of 
translation throughout the area; an Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV)' 
berthing port, and a servicer/module storage facility •. 
".< , 
6.3.3 Conceptual Design 
The conceptual.design for this TDM configuration is separated into two 
_ > parts: the· servicing facility module designs and the assembly and 
construction support equipment designs. Each part has its own unique 
design features and interface requirements. Based on information pre-
sented in the "Space Station Reference Configuration Description" docu- . 
ment,:the conceptual design of the above items should address the fol-
. -lowing concerns identified therein: 
1) Two dedicated Hork sites or "bays" are 'required: >one bay is needed 
_ to perform servicing· opera tions· ~nd i:h~' othe~' to pe~form refueil~g .::: 
operations. : Several of the' spacecraft' serviced or repaired contain 
optical 'instruments that are highly __ sensitive to molecular' and/or 
particulate contamination. Separate 'faCilities' io'i:~-;rvicing -and 
refueling o·perations are necessary to prevent possible contamina-· 
tion of optics. 
'2) This concern with the sensitivity of payload instruments to various 
contaminants dictates that the servicing. bay be separated and/or 
-"ups-tream" from the refueling ·and ·fluid storage areas, from the 
orblter'berthingarea, and from any pressurized modules that may 
vent contaminants (e.g., laboratory or commercial modules) •. 
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3) ,The refueling bay and fluid storage area should be 'located so as to 
reduce any hazare potential to satellites being serviced, instru-
ments/payioads ~xternally att~ched to the station, or, station sys-
" 
,tems such as the solar arrays ,or radiators.' 
4) '.'Anaccesa corridor with sufficient clearance must be available for, ' 
,the OMY with attached payload to move close enough to,the station 
so that the MRMS can grapple and berth the OMV, and the payload. 
: 5)' MRMS access·to servicing facility elements is required so,that pay-
, ' 
loads may be moved between,the servicing"refueling, and storage 
areas. Also, Orbital Replac'ecient Units (ORUs) must be moved be-, 
-.: .~~ .-
tween-,the orbiter and the' ORU storage area. 
""6)" A clear translation path is needed for the movement of EVA creliS' 
between the core'modules' and the serviC;~~' facility elements. 
7) ,The elem~n!S of the~ervicing facility will,need ~o be provid~d, 
with utiiitie,s'lncl~ding pOOTer, light'ing, CCTv, ,liquid line's, and 
data/cocmunications. 
, , 
8)~ 'The'elements'which make,up a servicing facility that accommodates 
, , ',' .roc mission servicing are, the 'following: 
. ~.-., 
__ r' 
" 
. ' ' 
<1), Servicing Bay: A cylindrical volume' (not ~ecessarlly :enclosed):' 
which,i~,30 feet in diameter a~d 70 feet in length. This vol-
ume.~llous for the berthing of a l5-foot diameter by 60:"foot~ 
, long satellite with clearances all around for movement of EVA 
crew and the placement of work stations. The' servicing area 
will have provisions for berthing payloads either by a Flight 
Support Structure (FSS), which has tilt and rotation capabili-
ties, ,or'by trunnion latches., Moveable or reattachrible berth-
ing aspemblies would permit the berthing of more' than Otie pay-
load,in this area. 
:'-. 
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, The servicing bay is attached to, and parallel with, the upper 
keel above the transverse boom. 
,b) Refueling Bay: ~ cylindrical volume with the same approximate 
dimensions as 'the servicing area and similar berthing mecha-
·nisms. The refueling bay'is situated on the lower keel'just 
above the 'radiators •. 
. c)' Satellite Storage Area: 'A cylindrical volume with the same 
d~mensions a:. the se~vio_ing area (1. e., 30-foot diame~er by 
; Cr-, ~ - ! 
, 
. 1.0-foot length') ~ and with the same berthing mechanisms. . (This 
:volume'is in excess of the approximate.1S-foot diameter by 
60-foot long volume which is actually required for storage pur-
poses. However, aE<>cation of the additional volume would per-
mit this area to evolve into another servicing area for the 
growth station.) The satelIi~e 8~orage area is located across 
the upper keel from the servicing bay. 
I 
" 
d) Fluid Storage Area: An area which will provide facilities for 
storage of propellants, pre3surants, and coolants ,for the pay-' 
loads., It is located just beneath the refueling bay at the top 
of' the keel extensions. 
. . 
.' :. e). OlN Storage Area: A cylindrical volume approximately 15 feet'. 
in diameter and 4 feet in length. The om storage area is 
situated on the keel extension just beneath the radiators. 
f) OMV Kits Storage Area: Two cylindrical volumes approximat'ely . 
15 feet in diameter and 4 feet in length. They are located on 
the keel extensions opposite to the OMV storage area. 
g) ORU Storage Lockers: ' Each enclosed rectangular locker is 3 x 5 
. .. 
, . x 5 feet. Ten lockers will be available for ORU storage. They 
are placed on the power boom in board of the alpha joints for 
convenient access from the flervicing bay. 
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h) -Payload Instrument Storage: An enclosed rectangular compert-
ment which is 10 x 20 x 30 feet. It is situated on the'lower 
keel' opposite the refueling bay. 
" , ,i)' Tool Storage Lockers: ,Each enclosed rect~ngular. compartment is 
3 x 5'x 5 feet. Four lockers will be available, for tool stor-
age., They are located with the ORU storage locke'rs. 
6;3.3.i Servicing Facility DeSign - The far-term servicing facility 
: design will incorporate technologies ~hich have been developed. in oth~r 
applications. 'Figure 6'.3.3-1 shows the' facility with an advanced 
end-e~fector developed for use, on the RMS, the Telepresence Work Sta~ 
'tion (TWS) , 'in the 1995-1997 time frame. ,The TWS is discussed in 
, Section 6.6.!. 
, Figure 6.'1.3-1 COl1cept/tal Space Statio11 Servicillg Facility Bay 
Mobllt Work SUlion 
Vltlltt Dau Oltpl.y .nd . 
Contrail fo' c.,ouut .nd 
M"upuluOt .Arm Op.ra'Io", 
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6.3.3.2 Assembly and Construction Support Equipcent - The purpose of 
this'effort was 'to identify support equipcent'concepts with present or 
futureappl1cation to expansion considerations (or Space Station •. '!he· 
'approach used,depended on the top-level events and requlrementn pre:--
viously shown in 'r'lbles· 6;3.2-1, 6'.3.2-2 and 6.3.2-3. It-ecs on these 
tables wcre'~inspected to indicate those that ar,e common to all tables 
and also coccontoequipment currently available with the Shuttle. 
Table 6.3.3.2-1 summarizes the types of major support equipcent re~ 
qulred.in building onto the IOC Spacc Station. It should be noted that 
thc overall support. equipment.cot:lplement needed in an operational Space 
St~tion, i.e., servicing, manufacturing, et~~,.cou1d weil ben subset 
of the' total identified in Table 6.3.3.2-1. Depending on the actual .. 
Space Station and Support Module configuration, and on· trade studic's of 
concept' alternatives, overlapping assembly and construction support' 
.equipment will. be combined into a composite, efficient set. 
Table 6.1.3:2-1 Assembly al1d' COllstructioll Support EquipttWlt List 
Function 
- Hanipulators, Fixed Base 
",~- Transpor~er, !:Iobile Base 
~ DUal Manipulator, 'Attached 
to Rail Mounted Mobile Base 
- Portable Do'cking Device 
- Aligner " . 
. Fastener 
Cherry Picker' 
. - Tool Caddy 
,~, Lighting' 
. Possible Equipment 
.. 
--. 
- Shuttlp Recote Manipulator 
- Rail Mounted Platforc(Ncw)· 
'. - (2) Shuttle-Like Remote . ' 
Manipulators 
- Universal Docking Unit (New) 
- FNA, TV, Laser 
- EVA, Hanipulntor. Portable 
Latching Tool, etc. . .' 
- Shuttle-Manned Foot' Restraints. 
- Universal Tool Storage (New) 
~ - Rotating Base 
Portable Lighting Unit with 
Cameras (Shuttle Unit) 
Carousel Mechanism (New) 
" I I 
"" "I ( : 
:f ; ~'-" 
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6.4 LARGE SPACECRAFT AND PLATFORM ASSEHBLY 
6.4.1. Description - The capability of h~ving on-orbit,assecb1y and construc-
tion is a valuable resource for missions involving large structures. 
:_ It allows the mission to be flexible by not naving. the Shuttle- bay 
limit the size and the mass of the various components. With the Space 
Station operational, it can store pieces and assemble major compo-
nents/structures- that cannot be carried on a sir-sle flight. 
-~ 
~-
To obtain increased resolving power, sensitivity, and broader wave-
lengths, the size of the projected astrophysic payloads would have to 
: beincreased •. _·Unfortunately,. th1s--Qeans major components lik~ the 
. optical system would have to b~ folded (a standard practice) .. -' The 
: autonomous deployment mechanisCl will be very expensive, complicated, _ 
_ . and possibly unreliable. Modular assembly in sp.:1ce offern another. 
- - -
-- option -that is technically feasible and econoc.lically attractive~ Hav-
ing can assist, the structure can be simplified \lith the payload having 
-reduced mass. ~_:~<-:. 
The reference mission identified in Section 6.1.3 is the Large Deploy-
'abl~ Reflector: (LDR). - It will operate between the 30. and 1000 micro~ _ 
meter range and will be suited for observations of massive int~rstellar 
clouds associated.~ith active star formation. Thin subQilliceter-and-
:far infrared observatory \lill be ina low-earth orbit. 
The assecbly and construction scenario for this-reference mission (LDR) 
is based on earlier· work perforced on contract l1AS8-35042, "Defit!ition 
.of Technology Development Missions (TDX) f~rEarly Spac~ Station -
-Satellite ServiCing." The specific mission identifier .was TDH 4. ~ 
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'The major activities that must be executed for successful completion of 
, assembling the LDR from the space station are illustrated below in 
Figure 6.4.1-1. These activities are separated into three phaseo: (1) 
, Spacecraft Package and Primary Mirror Assembly, (2) Secondary Mirror '. 
and Sunshade Assembly, and (3) Orbital Transfer Operations. The mis-
sion selection LDR and the assembly approach depends on the assumption .. 
that 'a shuttle or shuttle derivative can deliver to space Station the 
LDR's struc'tural:ele~ents, reflector segments and subsystem modules. 
There arc five primary components to LDR that have to be integrated: 
the primary reflector and its backup truss, science instrument, space-
craft, secondary reflector, and sunshade. The modular design approach 
calls for the major subsystems to be physically separate during launch 
and 'assembled on orbit., 
... : --
Figure 6.4.'1·1 Assembly of Large Spacecraft 
• DELIVER lMlGE [l[PLOYABlf REflECTOR (LOR) STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS A'NO 'REfLECTOR 
.SWiEN1S TO ~ACE STATION 111 nlO OHBIT[R MISSIONS. -
• ASSnmLE LOR I'll SlRVlcr STRUCTURE ~TRCNGBACr. USltiG HHU MiD STATion RHS/IiORK 
PL AHORI". 
• OH'lOY tr'R TO a'EPATIONIl opr-IT IIITII om: 
P.(TURtI em TO ~ACE SWION MlO REfURBISH •. 
.---
6.4.2' Assembly/Construction Scenario. 
6.4.2.1 Phase 1 - Spacecraft Package and Primary Mirror Assembly -
Figure 6.4.2~l-l shows Phase l' -- the functional block flow for hand-
'ling the' l'!Iodulel3 from ·the launch stowage location in the orbit bay, 
.through the primary mirror assembly.· 
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Figure 6.4.2.1-1 Spacecraft Package alld Primary Mirror Assembly 
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Initially, the spacecraft is mated to the science instrument. This .. 
could be 'done~in the cargo bay or on the servicing support area of the 
Space Station. Figure 6.4-.2.1-2 shous the -cc1rgo bay option in which 
the LDR science instruments are mated-.to the LDR spacecraft using the 
~ ;,'-, . . 
shuttle cargo bay RMS. This package is transferred to the Space Sta-
tion RMS,which will then transport and attach the spacecraft/scientific 
instrument package to the rotating ring loc~ted on' the servicing 
strongback~to aid in the assembly process.:~ 
, Figure 6.4.2: 1-2 LDR ~1ss~l11bly-'-Pbase 1 (Cargo Bay) 
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~he most important feature in the ~odular design is the interfaces. 
,They should be simple and straightforward uith assembly accomplished in' 
a controlled manner. Tests u1ll be conducted to verify the integrity 
of the spacecraft mated with the science instrument. The next coopo-
nent attached is the primary, reflector. The mirror is attached in seg-
ment clusters to a backup truss. 
An assembly approach of the LDR primary mirror segment clusters is il-
lustrated in Fi~ure,6.4.2.l-3. '~he Space Station's dual arm RMS, trav-
- cling on its track network, deliv~rs' to the,'assembly area one of the " 
, ,-
LDR'a primary reflector segments., Assembly is accomplished by astro-
naut EVA, with'the astronaut located on ~ portable work platform,that 
is mounted on the end of the aMS arm. ' The wo"rk platfom w111 c'~~~a1n ' 
specially designed attachment tools, RMS control console and video .. ' 
presentations of ~ssembly procedures." The rotating ring w111 be used 
for the assembly of follow-onsegoent clusters. 
Figure 6.4.2.1-3 LDR Asscmbly-PiJase 1 '(Mirror Clusters) 
: /,.M,AN,IPULATCR 
;-PRIMARY MIRROR (LUSTER 
<,.-.-
or:~G~~~\t:~:_ r\.\·~-·~~ 
OF. IPOO~ QtJ;:"U"i\", 
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6.4.2.2 Phase 2 - Secondary Mirror and Sunshade Assembly - The. next 
Shuttle flight carries the secondary mirror. This staTtfl Phase 2, 
which involves the attachment of the secondary mirror support, secon~­
ary mirror and the LDR sunshade as shown in Figure 6.4.2.2-1. The,,'" 
secondary mirror is attached to the primary mirror by a tripodstruc-
ture. This is accomplished using Shut'tle' RMS/work platfom 'controlled" 
by astronaut in EVA operation. Assembly equipment a~d,asse~bly tools 
are situated on the work platform. Following attachment of the second-
ary mirror,LDR primary and secondary mirrors are. operated, evaluated 
and tested. 
, Th~ 'last major component, the sunshade elements, can be attached to the 
primary mirror support assembly at this point •. 
. -,' 
Figure ~.4.2.2-1 SeccJIldary ,Uirror mid SUllshade Assembly FZl1Ict;OIzal Flow 
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The deploycent of the individual sunshade elements is demonstrated in·· 
Figure 6.4.2.2-2. The initial sunshade element is deployed, by astro-
, naut in FRA operation, and remaining elements are attached to the ad-
joining sunshade segcent. Following completion of s'unshade attachment, 
the LDR,assembly is complete. 
The system is checked out by performing an operational validation test.· 
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Figllre 6.4.2.2-
, -A b/y o{Sill1shade alld SolarArrays 
2 phase 2-LlJR ssem - _ - -
6.4.2.3 Phase 3 - Orbital Transfer Operations - TIle Large Deployable 
,Reflector is now ready to be transferred to its final operational 
orbit. The orbital maneuvering vehicle (O~W) is checked, refueled, and 
transferred to the integration facility. 'There the LDR and the O~W are 
mated as .indicated by the functional flow shown in Figure 6.4.2.3-1. 
Figure 6.4.2.3-1 Orbital Trallsfer Oper.7tio/1 FllllctiollQ/ Flo'w 
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A Space Station mission controlcrewmember will use an RMS'console to 
move the:RMS over to the aMY berthing port and grapple the OMY.' The 
lUIS controller will then cove, the cated and checked-out RMS/OMY to the 
fuel depot for a'remote refueling ,operation. The OMY is attached to ' 
the fuel depot and loaded with fuel/or mission load. The O}W is trans-
ported and ,mated to the LDR structure. 
The OMV/LDR will cold-gas away from the space station to 8,distance of 
2000 - 3000 feet to minimize contamination fro~ the plume of the aMY 
main engines, and complete orbit transfer operations. 
Finally, the aMY will take the LDR to operational orbit, release it, 
and return home to be refurbished as illustrated in Figure 6.4.2.3-2. 
Figllre 6.4.2.3-2 Pllase 3-LDR Assembly/Deli, .. er 
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6.4.3 Conceptual Design" 
Construction scenarios 'being developed reference deployable modules or 
tetrahedral substructures on which hexagon~l mirror'facets,are located 
using a special remote manipulator. This manipulator,.ould be the 
,MRMS. Besides'having this crane, it serves as the logistic vehicle be-
, ' 
tween the cargo bay and the assembly facility. The scenario starts 
" ' 
with the MRMS removing the scientific package; the mirror facet's, and 
-! . ~ .' 
structure,and delivering them' to'the assembly'facility •. The observa-
tory"instruments' are attached to a "tem'porary" support structure that' 
initiates the assembly. This structure permits.the package to rotate 
about its centerline. The centerline is' canted 7°,to,ease assembly 
work. The crane is important in locating the support structure on the,' 
j 
.I 
/ 
/ 
I 
/ 
(\ .. 
i 
1-! .,-
1,' 
I 
" , 
I' 
" ' instrument module. The frame consists of, tetrahedral' trusses a'ssembled' 
in rings with the interior rings attached to'the instrument module. As 
, , 
sections,of the support structure are completed, hexagonal,mirror 
facets are moved from the ~rnMS and secured to the structure by EVA as-
tronauts on the foot restraint manipulators. Attachment is via three 
points that are motor controlled for fine positioning. The instrument 
module pivots about the mirror axis, thus permitting the astronauts to 
assemble the mirror with moderate clOtion of the york station to which 
they are ,attached. ,The MRMS need only translate front and back. The 
- .. - - . - - -
'7° canted axis permits the entire mirror to be assembled with eleva- ' 
, tions' of the astronaut not totaling more than three feet. One or two" 
rings could be assembled during each revolution of the module~ 
Two EVA astronauts could work together in assembling the primary re-
flector. If the mirror panels are too bulky for two men, the }ffiMS 
crane will be able to hold them in place. 
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The next component to be assembled is the sunshade. The sunshade may 
consist of a number of tubu~ar structural elementstnat are joined 
together by.simple latch connectors. A,blanket'of optically opaque 
material connects the-structural tubes. The shade is built for one' 
. side of the h'exagon., As a. shield is finished, it is pivoted at the 
mirror-shield intersection and raised by the IUtMS crane manipulator. 
One or' both EVA astronauts may be used to:construct the sunshade., 
Once two'sirles of the sunshade are erected, the support structure,for 
the 'secondary reflector can be assembled", It will consist of circular 
tubes, raised and locked together to form a tripod. With two legs 
, -
' .. 
fixed, the tripod can be rotated to its final position.' With the ' , 
'secondary mirror in place, the remIiriing four sides of the"s~~sh~d~ can 
. , ' 
be 'completed. A number. of studies both comp1et~d and ongoing are'dis-
cussed'in references 15, 18, & 31. 
,The MRMS crane and EVA astronauts are utilized in joining'the space-. 
craft with the scientific instruments. After all final checks are 
made,' the, LDR is placed into orbit with the aid of the O~W. 
," .... 
GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORM ASSEMBLY .- ... 
The ass-e~biY and construction (Me)' of a Geostationary (GEO) platform_ 
repr~sents assembly and construction techniques that are'mostfutur':'· 
, 'is~'ic du~ to' a numbf!r' of ~ew constraintf.l ~_ These constraints' als~ open' 
up a ,number of new alternatives for the assembly and construction 
:spacecraft system designer to consider. Figure 6.5-1 illustrates: the 
primary range of alternatives open to the constructable and maintain-' 
.able GEO platform designer that have the greatest impact on availabil-
.' ity of construction materials', support equipment and personnel. These 
are: 1) assemble or construct the GEO platform completely in low early 
orbit (LEO) and transport to GEO as a single unit, 2) assemble or'con';" 
struct the,GEO platform as modules and transport tu GEO where final 
- - ~~ -
assembly, would take place, and 3) assemble and construct 'the GEO plat-
form. 'completely' at GEO. 
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, The A&C operational mode selected,has a significant im~ct on construc-.' 
tion scenarios, system designs, and prograc costs. A r;~ie'f and as ...... 
sessment of the above options resulted in selecting item 1 from above 
.. _.for further definition. Rationale for selecting lover 2 and 3 de-. 
pended on, the observation and intuition that 2 is core costly than th~ .. 
other reference missions; and that 3 would most lik~ly involve humans 
at GEO •. 
A major problem in utilizing humans in GEO is the lons-term effect of 
, . 
. radiation ,.hich is minimal in' low earth orbit.' To reduce the radiation' 
doses to man" a 'composite shield is required, comprised of a -low dens- ' 
ity ciaterial to. absorb electrons, followed by a high density material, 
to deflect the. Bremsstrahlung (penetrating secondary x~rays). The high 
energy protons resulting from solar flares present a more difficult 
shielding problem than electrons. Therefore, a strategy based upon 
solar p~ediction, coupled with a well-shielded area of retreat, may be 
applicable. The effects of radiation are cumulative with time. The' 
longer a cre\., is' on orbit and the more time spent. in·~sui.ted rNA, and 
the less protection received from the EVA suit, the more protection the' 
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habitat must provide. The 'added 'impact of the shielded habitat being 
transferred to GEO is an extremely, high cost item and shoUld be com-
par.ed against a teleoperationcontrol mode from ground. 
, , . 
6.~.1 .Description 
'The reference' mission selected to represent this cases is an advanced 
commercial communications system configured as a single large communi-
"cations satellite in geostationary orbit. (3) Its purpose is to.inter-
connect' approximately 25 million users anywhere in ~he U .• S., direct' 
- !.'-' ' - - - -
, ,from user-to-user' througr. wrist-sized radio telephones " according to 
, ~~e. "NASA' Space Systems Technology Model," Volume III, fifth issue, 
,dated January ~984.' This specific mission is covered under the section 
called Landmark lUs,?ions and identified as LM-7 •. This is a fairly , 
large'sate11ite in that it, measures over 500 feet' fro~ tip to tip, with' 
.c an antenua that must measure het~ieen 230 to 330 feet in diameter. ' ' 
The satellite is expected to weight 30,000 kg, have 'a 300 kw 'solar cell 
power sy,stcm, and transfer itself· to GEOfollowing'~sscmblYllnd ch~ck­
.: out at, a LEO' Space Station. 
·Large.~la~forms. Qf this ,type will require two or more Shuttle launches 
'.' to place their components in'LEO. It is proposed that'by the time this , 
:, .. sy,stem is launched it will be assembled by human-like machines' (intel-' 
,~ , 'ligen:t:manipulato~s) with ~~tronaut~ as contingency backups. ,Once',com-
,:>pletedit will be '~ropelled t'o GEO uS'lng 're1~tively l~w thrust chemical 
~ocket engine or electrical"p'ropulsion (El» systems. The advantage of , 
'an EP ;~stem-is the large electrical power source on'board n~eded f~~ 
. 
communications would power ion engine to perform the transfer. Once 
the operational orbit is' reached, these ion' engines could be rotated to 
serve for on-orbit attitude and stationkeeping translational control. 
Also, t~e modular conflguratlonrequlred of the electronics to allow 
unmanned', repair in the operating' orbit lends itself well to initial' ' 
assembly by similar unmanned syst7ms. 
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'6.5~2 Assembly and Construction Scenario' 
Since this satellite represented a future capability the assembly site 
selected 1s based on a LEO Space 'Station configuration that may either 
be'manned or unmanned.' 
The scenario proposed is separated into' three phases: a) initial GEO 
platform assembly of satellite at,a LEO 'Space' Station base, b) checkout 
and deploy modules to GEO, and c) activate in GEO at satellite opera-
tional site. 
The major activities and functional steps required to execute the 
assembly portion of this mission are listed in Table 6.5.2-1. 
,Table 6.5.2-1 Overview of Satellite Assembly 
Activity Events Sample, 
Position Rotating,Base on Assembly 
Fixture ' 
Remove Package* from Payload Bay 
Transport ,Packages 
- Assemble· Base 'Support Structure 
Deploy Package Sections and Attach 
,or,Attach.Dep10yab1e Sections to 
" Structure' and Deploy , 
Remove and Setup Antenna Surface 
Alignment and C/O System 
Rotate Structure as Required 
- Attach Space System Support 
, Modules and' C/O El'.!ctronics 
Release from Assecrbly Support 
Structure 
Deploy from Space Station and 
Perform Final c/o Prior to GEO 
Transfer 
Assembly Support Equipment 
Uork Station and Adjustable Rotating 
Platform ~; 
RMS Access and 'Working Envelope 
MIU1S 
.- 'Advanced HRMS' 
-'Advanced HRMS/MHU, 
MRMS-TI-TS 
Remote' Co'ntiol Console 
- HR.'lS-l'WS 
HRMS 
- mIVs and MHUs 
*Packages consist of deployable stru'ctures, and modules J i.e' J subsystems and 
major components • 
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The assembly overview includes removal of folded deployable antenna 
sections and support elements from the cargo bay. Transfer to the 
~ssembly site where these elements'are deployed to full extensio~ (by a 
I- - "-
dual-armed manip~lator or by dual MRMSs moving in opposite directions 
along the keel length) and positioned and attached at the proper loca~ 
·tion. The same or similar steps are repreated until assembly is 
completed. 
6.5.3 - Conceptual De&ign 
.,Figure 6.5.3-1 shows a vIsual representation of the satellite on its 
-rotating support fixture that in turn is mounted on the large space 
':s1:'ructures assembly' support beam. This beam runs perpendicular to the 
main keel strl!cture. This configuration provides greater .flexibility 
::in adjusting to ~ari~us satellite diameters and also p::ovidec a work-
'site uith greater compatibility ':0 a standardized manipulator reach. 
-
'Also,.due to the overall length of this satellite' (+500. feet). it may 
· ,be necessary to have a separate co-orbiting space platform for assembly. 
· of the structure •. Som~ large space' structures have unique satellite 
'characteristics that cake it difficult to assemble· satellites with high, 
· accuracy "'I'tics and large antennas ,in the current Space Station envi-
ronment~ For exa:np'le,· ~ co-orbiti~g pl~~form' s~eparated from the Space 
'Station could' provide an assembly environment with lower contaminant~, 
lower vibrat'iondil:ltdrbance~, greater worksite flexibility, and be able, 
_ :to accommodate large satellites. For additional information see 
", :reference: 30';' . _ , 
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This section provides a collection from prior .sections on analyses 
trade studies relevant to the Mobile Remote Manipulator System (MRMS) 
design characteristics and utilization 'concepts •. Also. a' analysis-'of 
th'e, comC1onal~tYr:.of general assembly and construction hardware with 
respect·to the four reference mission models is described. The com=on-
'ality provides the basis for the automation assessments presented in 
, subsequent sections.. The initial cut at a common list of ACSE is pre-
sented in Table 6.6-1. 
Table 6.6-1 Summary of Assembly COllstructionSupport Equipment Cl1Ildid"tes 
Primary Support Equipment Candidates 
1. Shuttle Remote Hanipulator oms) 
2. Mobile Remote Platform 
3. Mobile Remote ,Manipulator System (NRHS) 
4. HRMS'wHh2-20 ft Arms (RNS Derivative) 
5. Telepre~~nte Work Effector:(EVA Analog) 
- .. . " 
6. Mobil~ Foot Restraint (MFR ~ Shuttle) 
7. Closed -.Cherry Picker 
8. Universal Docking (Berthing) Unit 
'9. Fasteners, (IU"herent in Design) 
10. Fastener Tools, (clamp, 'weld, rivet;. etc) 
11. Universal'Tool Storage Unit 
12. Portable and Mobile Lighting/Camera Unit 
13. Portable' Control Box/Pendant' 
14. Special F'unction lIanipulators (5-DOF or Less) 
15. Carousei Mechanioc (Satellite Assem Fix) 
16. Structure Deployment Aid, 
17. Alignment and Surface Accuracy Tools (Gross) 
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Table 6.6'1 (collcl) 
18. Alignment and Surface Accuracy Tools/Sys(Fine) 
19.' Checkout ~ools, (Mechanical. Electrical and Data)' 
20. Portable Deployable Sun Shade 
21~_Specia1 Purpose End Effectors (Manipulator Exchange) 
6.6.1 'MRMS and Other Trade Studies " 
. ' . 
The lWIS. as described and illustrated earEer in this section, con-
sists of three basic elements or layers; level 1 is the track layer. 2 
the central element and the top layer'is the logistics platform. The" 
fo110~ing study data are functionally organized by the MRMS elements. 
6.6.1.1 Track Layer-
a) Track Concepts - The present concept envisions a set.of two'paral~ 
1e1 tracks the size of the roc space station cube structure e1e~ 
cents (see.F'ig. 6.6.1.1-1). The.tracks are designed to slide on 
.. 
. pins located at the nod~s of the structure • 
. .. .. 
The MRMS must-be attached "to the structure on which it is wo:::king 
because it has no free flying capability. The IOC structure is : 
proposed to be composed ~ftubing and there are several nttachccnt 
options as shown in Figure 6.6.1.1-2. 
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S\'lifches 
The first (top) concept shown in the Figure is the leading 'choice 
for attachi~lg--the MR.'1S to the structure. Most of the other con-
cepts have proble:ns 'lith moving in the required two orthogonal 
.dirc~tlQns~. ·The addition ?f the pins at each node minimizes the 
,,;eight and, modification needed to the ex:f.s,t1ng structure concept • 
. Adding ',tracks to the structure would result in significant. weight 
problems. 
."'- . 
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ADVANTAGE-lightweight Vehicle 
HeR 84':"1878 
November ]'984 
Minimum nodificatlon To Structure . -.' 
-, 
ADVANT;':;C-lightwe;9ht' ";" 
' . 
01 SADVANTAG[- Spec I a I Track Tubing 
Proble",~ In Changing nl reet ions 
MVANTAGF-No Node~ Or I~odlflcatlons To The Structure 
OISAD'IAIITAGE-Grasp & Release Several Times To Change Direct ions 
OISADVA~TAGE-E.tra Mass To The Structure ."- ~ . 
. ~ 
-
CISADVArHAG[-lnabil tty To Change Planes . ' 
OISADVA:HAGE-S.rre As Above 
'OISADVA~TAG[-Added Mass And COl1'ple.ity To Structure 
,.r :._:_ 
7 ..... 7' ... ~""'" 
.... 
. .,' -
. , . . ill , L...---' ~~ 
.. 
.. 
, Figure 6, 6~1,1-2 Attacbmcl1t Tecb11ique 
,'The ability to move normal to its facing direction is accomplished 
through the use of switches at the corners of the track structure. 
ny turning all joints 90°, the tracks are realigned to move in that. 
direction • 
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b) Node Shapes-- The ~~ape of the nodes varies with the matin&.track 
'as shown in Figure 6.6.1.1-3. 
The node should be flat with-a stem diameter equal or greater than 
the- radius of the top disk~ - \-lith the surfaces of the head and 
track parallel, . the vehicle wrIlbe totally. c"aptive 'with good over-:-
. -lap of mating parts. The corners should be slightly rounded to 
reduce binding problems due to misalignment. 
NODES TRACK ~ COHHENTS. -
.CC? @ ~. Due to bevels, the edge of the r J nodes \'/ear due to point contact ,- instead of'surface contact 
, 
D Q @ Not enough surface area to re-'... - tain good attachment 
- . 
- bt_ 
- . 
"'-' ' 
.. 
". 
" 
. 
.' 
~ .. -Ed , High-stress concentration at [QJ ',.;I - the intersection of the stem_ and the head 
. -~ 
. 
- ~ .. . [TJ<ID Non-symm~trical shape makes . attachment difficult ~hen moving __ I . ina orthogonal direction 
"-
-.' 
9 © g Contact surfaces are nat, i n-j~ creased area contact and friction . 
.~ . -CO) Rounded corners. easier for @ track to slide on without bir.d-',) -- lng from wlsalignments ,-
- ~:~~~.-:~ 
, Figure 6.6.1.1-3 Node Sbirpe Options 
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The passing of tracks over nodes is the most feasible concept for 
. the attachment of the vehicle to the structure. but it is also a 
function of the drive mode (level 2). Currently. the additi~n of 
nodes~is the reference configuration • 
The lOC structu~e is made up of 9-£oot length cubes. :As a result, 
the track lengths including switches are 9-feet long.. The length 
'of the tracks will determine the tolerances between the node and. 
track. Thermal gradients will tend to twist the trac'<s •. There is 
never a case when there is more than one node on a single track 
section •. 
Rolling Motion Concept.- The above node and track,concepts involve 
. a sliding motion between the track and the node. A possible 
alternative would be incorporati.on of a' technique using' rolling 
mot:lon. as shown in Figure 6.6.1.1-4., 
The rolling contact wiil.reduce.friction and wear on the system, 
but also adds a greater degree of complex.ity. 
, .. , -
Lubrication at the sliding Inter'faces will help r~'duce frict1'-on 
bulld-upsand temperatur~. hot spots~' The lubrication will be 
either a'. sealed fluid or a dry type that is a space qualified' 
technique. '. 
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Roller Balls 
: .... 
Corner Switches - The switches at each corner of thc tracks Hill 
rotatc a minimulJ of 90°. By rotating each of the four corner 
":' ,'switchcs in the' same dire'ction, it allows -the, nodes 'to switch froo 
oncset of tracks to the other. 
When work' is,belng done by the upper level crane or positioning 
arm, the stability of the'tracks or its ability to stay rigid in, 
relationship to, the 'structure is important. The switches need to 
be locked to the node. This can be done by a cam arrangement such 
that as the switch turned, it would tighten at somc point beyond 
the 90° rotation. Table 6.6.1.1-1 compares the eotor control. 
technique for each corner switch. 
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Tablc 6.6.1.1 ~ 1 COrllcr Switc/Jcs Motor COlltrol Comparisolls 
Mode,of Control 
One motor controls 
all four switches 
One motor controls 
a pair of switches 
Individual motors 
on each switch 
Comment 
- One motor controls all switches- simulateously 
through linkages 
- All four switches turned in same direction 
- If one switch binds, everything' binds 
No advantage over one motor per four switches 
Both pairs must be controlled in unison it" the 
vehicle is to move in the orthogonal direction 
Fine adjustment of each switch to change 
orthogonal direction 
The capability to adaptively tighten its grip 
on the individual node; e.g., the Clove'ment 
produced, by the crane may require the front 
two switches to be fixed rigidly whereas not, 
the back switches. " 
There is no advantage in having only two motors. One motor for 
each switch has the capability.to adjust the grip on each node, but 
if the control for one of the motors fails, the vehicle would not 
be able to change direction. The same is true for 'the one motor 
mode 'when,a switch fails to turn. In either case, the MIDiS would 
. . . .. ~ 
h~ve'to be ~epaired. A redundancy can be built int"o die', one ~otor', 
system,by adding a backup motor. 
'redundancy-and added mass. 
There is a tradeoff between ": 
Sensors will be needed both internally and externally to the 
switches~ The internal sensor input will be the pointing direction 
of the,switches. The external sensor will determine the relation-
ship between the switch and the nearest node. 
6.6.1.2 'Central Llement - Level 2 is the drive layer. ' There are a 
, number of possible drive techniques as shown in Table 6.6.1-.2-1. 
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. Tabl/6.6.1.2-1 Drive Techlliqlle Altemath'es 
I Type·of Drive Amount of Scar . IAdvantages/Disadvantages' 
'j '
" . I Push/Pull -'Draw bar Nodes on structure I + Very light & compact'· 
, _ I pulls out and at- joint I + Minimum scar . , 
. ' I taches to next set I
, . I of nodes. Once at- I - Size determined by 'I ~' 
•. , tached,' draw bar I structure. I 
·1 wlU: pull entire~. I - Not very 'fast .. I 
. I~·vehicle.: I' I 
I . I I 
I. ' . I I 
., l·Wheeled-vehicle Method of attachment I + Very fast·movement 
'.. I rolls about str~c- must be revised to" I 
I ture surface : . conform to rolling , 
I . vehicle •. Need tight I 
I tether or rail for' I 
- Complex mechanism 
for stability' . 
1 attachment. I . 
Problem changing:: . 
Direction 
I I' -·--~-----------~----~----------rl-. -----------------
I Rotating cable 'or None for movement ,I + Fast movement 
1 chain that latches but possibly for J: '. . . 
L '.- attachment I -- Length. of rotat:fng-
I I device dependent on 
I . I truss dimensions 
I 1 I-Complicated," 
I I I ' mechanism· 
I I I I I---·---·---.--·----TI----------~---·rl------------~--I-
I Robotic 'crawler I None. I + No scar, I 
I -reaches and position L I : I 
I itsetf to move' :. I L - Not very fast., . , 
r·. . I I-Complicated ,I 
I - - , . I - Heavy I 
,'1 . , I I 
The drive level is the meanaby which the vehicle moves' about a.struc- <, 
turc.·· One b~sic requirement for the space station IOC is that the 
vehicle has the capability for movement in ,two orthogonal direction~ '. 
~:' -
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1) Reference Drive Configuration The push/pUll ,system is the refer-
ence driv~ configuration from the Langley paper on a j10bile Remote 
.',' . Manipulator, System. - The drive system consists of a drawbar at-
:'" 'tached to' 'the v~hicle by a set of gear racks driven by a DC motor •. 
~- .. ~ 
, .. The drawbar is extended to the' next set of nodes where the base is 
, ,locked. - By pulling the bar in via the DC motors, the' entire ',~ 
<, 'vehicle' is pulled forward. 
'2): Alternate Drive Concepts' (see Figure 6.6~l.2-l) - A wheeled vehicle 
would be motor driven with propulsion 'accomplished by friction be=-
'-'tween 'wheel and structure~ A:device would have to be developed to 
hold the ~heeis In ~ontact with the structure • 
, .' 
--'" -
- - - -
The- rotat:ing' belt is a pulley system that wo'uld be deployed to a 
;minicum length of ' two bays.' It is very similar, in concept to the 
...... ' ': . 
push/pull scheme. As the latches on the belt catch the next 'cross 
struts, the vehicle is pulled forward. to that point. It ~ould 
repeat. the scenario on the next cross strut. 
-:: - ~ 
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, } 
The 'fourth mode is a crawler •. With a minimum of three arcs; the 
-' .,.- . 
crawler would systematically move one arm at a time to a new refer-
ence configurati()n forward •. ny':attaching'';'nd releasing, it would 
work' its way forwa'rd. 
The push/pull reference configuration is the least complicat'ed 
drive.' . It Is well suited to'a space station truss type structure 
and has many advantages as noted' in Figure 6.6.1.2-2. 
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MRMS DRIVE MODES' 
.PUSH-PULL MOTION (D. 0 0 (3 e '6 e @ ....... ' e 
0' 0- 6), 
., 
"e· ,G e e 0 .WHEELS'THAT ORIVE .~e·· ON. A RAIL SYSTEM 
0 (3 El 0 @ e 6) 0 .MOVING CHAIN; '0 CABLE. OR BElT' THAT CARRIES THE 
VEHICLE. 
" 
.- , . ~ '-
. 
.CRAWLING MOTION- . 
® O· :0' --CJ -0' S 0 (y • -J" 
" 
.WltH LEGS THAT· CD GRASP AND WALK , 
ABOUT A 
. STRUCTURE . " ~ 
o !lEGAl-lYE EfFECT· 
;. 
I-< 
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.... 
H 
~ 
'" .",
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9 
e 
0 
0 
~-r-;~. -
.' 
--... - ~­
.~ ". 
0" 
. Thedri ve sys tern is bui1~ above' a roll drive in \lhich the' l.ffi,~S . can ,'. 
move orthogonaily" to its present dir~ction- by rotating. the drawbal:":. 
-- -, - - - - .- - - - . - - - - ~ - -- - . - - -. -' --
90 0 • The track systec is designed 'to rotate __ the corner switches 
when the vehicle is required to move in that direction • 
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c) Spanning Rates - The one area that is not· optimal is the spanning 
rate of the push/pull drive. A scenario and predicted spanning, 
rate of the referencedrive'is shown in Figure 6.6.l.2~3 as com~' 
'pared to two 'other methods-a rotating ,beam design or:a inch:':w6rm 
design. , 
, 
"- PREDICTED RATE IN 
VEHICLE" '.' PATTERII OF l,lJW'WT SCENARIO SPANNING 400 FT. 
'-
o LOCI( ORAl/BAR 
. I 11 12 1 3 14 15.1 I : PUSHI~G TIME - 80 MIN. o PUSH PLA HORM FORIMRO 
o@t ~:: I LATCHING TJ.t1r ~. 4,. fll'L o LOCK PLATfORM '(45 BAYS) ONE CUBE AT A. T1HE . 
" 
PUSH-PUll o RETRACT ORAWBAR TOTAl.- 125 f1ll1. 
236 o'LOCK END ,-
, 
,@ @ SWING TIME - 33 MIN •. o PIVOT ASSEMBLY ~i ~:I~1 
1'T 4 . 5 
I I I: LATCHING TIME - 90 HIN. 
a 8 - o LOCK OPPO.I TE END, (45 BAYS) .. 
, o PIVOT ASSHI8LY TOTAL - 123 Mlt/. 
ROTA TIl,:; .BEAM ONE WIDTH AT A TIME -- . 
ALWUlATI'/E . , R:; o LOCK FIRST PLATFORH ARH mlE - 67 'lIN ... , ~'[!Jll ~ o REI lOVE sEcorm PLATFORI't ALIGN & LOCK TIME '-I o Drum ARM ' - 32.M1N. . - ~~ o REPLACE SECOND PlATfORf TOTAL - 99 HIN. AND LOCK ~ 1ST PLArrOQ/i 2~iO i'LA TfORM I I - , 1 o RHIOVE & PETR;'CT rlRST 
rl~i: BAYS AT A TlI'IE.: PLAHORI" , - .. Ir.CH-WOR:1 ,-, ., -." _. 
-. . -
Figure 6.6.1.2-3 Sp.11l11illg Rates of Differe11t Modes ofMot7cmcllt 
F~om the predicted spanning rates, the push/pul~ vehicle wouid re~ 
· .. :~:..·quire the ruo~t tlme'~ -. The' rotating beam i~ a. iittle-fast~r .. but'-, ',::: . 
.. -- - - -.... - . 
'sacr1iic'~~" storage ~pac~ and stability.' The inch-worm drive -ia· 20%.' . 
. -::.- fast~~ ~nd t~k~s' ~d~a~ta~e'~f the -50-f~~~ ~each~ofth-eRilS. Un~>~··_.,,: .. ce'". 
.. -: ". foi;~~~~~~;·,~';th~:'~~CO'~d·:pi:·t·f~r-~\ake·s '~~--·c6nsi-d~~~ble:sp~c·~"~~d~_'.o:,_-,--, 
• ~_~ _ •• -_ - - _ '.'~ - __ '.: - ~- ~ • -~.~-- -- r-- _-~~.~-- _:-•• ~-_- - __ 
weight in the -Shuttl'e cargo bay •. 
The rate a't' ~.hich the push/pull drive travels is a function of the 
mass of t~e vehicle, the torque advantages of the rack and pinion, 
and the ~ize of the DC motors. 
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d):,Alignments ~'The gear rack supports the drawbar. It must be suf-
" ficientry rigid such, that the box. section does not twist to: thr'ow 
off the alignment of the drawbar and nodes. Its mass and alignment 
, when sliding is supported by bearing surfaces. 
Alig~ent 'of the drawbar with the node is critica1. The relation-
ship of one' node to the next is' kno\\-rl. When' the drawbar is fully' 
'extended, it 'should activate a limit switch and be situated on top 
of the node~ Sensors in the motor w1_1 verify the location of the 
drawbar.· Both the drive pin' and node opening should ~e b~veled to 
'facilitate"mating. A sensor will indicate ~:1en :the pin is locked 
~nd the platform is about,to move.' The entire push/pull procedure 
'should be 'automatic. The only possible human interaction will be 
to det~rmine:dle direction of movement or as an override in case of 
'a'malfunction in the drive. The direction "of ~ovement can be' auto-- " 
mated by having knowledge' of the desired path., 'The. same is true 
for any malfu~ction where' a seif-diagnosis and reset/repair will 
allow the vehicle to automatically continue. 
6.6.1.3 Logistics Platform The third level is the logistics plane. 
It:will contain a storage platform with an ID1S crane and poss~bly posi~ 
tioning arms. ,The'platform will initially ,be a flat deck, 9-feet by 
9-feet. Centered on ori~ edge will be the crane. Having tht.: crane on '. 
an edge opens up the entire center for storage'. 
: a)· Cargo - Some of thepac!<ages' transported on the MR11S during the 
, . 
'space station IOC bUildup,are listed iri Tqble, 6.6:1.3-1; 
'. , 
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J 1 Sn,·ct: StiJtinrl Eleme"ts . Ta/JI£> 6.6. '.' ,." 
HIGHT 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
VI 
,m 
MAJOR SP~C[ STATION £LrM!NTS 
·~[MOYAl or HP.HS 6Y S~JTTLE RHS 
~UMR kEEL. rORT K[[L [XT[NSIO~. lCliER' 
8001. ClOSEOUT. MtO 6ERTHING STRUCTURES " 
''''''IN RIJlIATCR OOCf'.s 
:.HAIN RADIATOR P~~EtS 
.RCS 
.Itli (tWllTATlOS ~ULE 1) 
·All (AIRlOCr. 1) 
·All (AIRLOCK 2) 
·~2 (AABITATlo.'i HOOUlE 2) 
·UPPER K{El ~\O UPPER eo~ STRUCTURE 
• " T[KIl.l.S 
, ·lOGI (to:;ISTIC ~outE 1) 
.PORT MO STAASQAAO SOW "lIRAY WInG P,\lR, 
" 
·~T ~ .. o SU':!60AAO O!JTSO.I.RO TAA!lSV[RSE BOOH STRUCT1Jl![ , 
·LAll;? (L/,BOl!ATO~" I'COIJtE 2) 
, ·[OUIPfI("T SPAAES 
,.£IT£RNAL EXPERI~rNTS 
'·tl-.!!l (L/,BOP.AWU t()M[ 1) 
·[OUI~(HT SPAAES 
.EXTERNAl (lP£RI~(NTS 
'The radiators, booms, and arrays are long instruments that are 
deployable. Of all the packages, the modules and thcer.perlmento 
a~c the, largest and the most, aWk~ard.- The logistic:s codule 10 
approxi~at~ly 14feet in diameter ~nd 42'feet long. Examples of, 
external experi~ents are shown ,in Table 6.6.1.3-2. 
The OTU servicing tec:hnology miufilon ,is th~'large3t pac:kage, having-
,'dicensions 65 fcct, by 30 feet by 30 feet and weighing 'up to '1760 
'pounds. It would have to be deployed and assembled ,in space,due,to 
the l1altations' of the cargo bay dicensions. Depending on the'size 
of the various subassecbl1es, the subasscoblles might be larger 
than the logistics surface. An option is to pull an extra If;RHS 
without ita crane or positioning arms. This would effectively 
double the storage area. 
. C .3.,' 
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Tab/c·6.6.I.J·2 Examplt> of Exlt!mal Exprrimt'nts 
[X~l£ or [XT[R~l £rrrpl"(~TS 
HISSIO!/ Pit~E CXl[RIiAl OIl1rPtSIONS WT. 
[ARTH OSS[!!- I Oftx 1C~'hZM 300KG 
VATlC'i IIISTRU- . 
H[NT T[CIl1l0tOG '. 
SIRTr . 8.SHx4!{"~ COOKG 
OTV S£RVICING ZOMdO~bICl'l . 800lZG 
nCH 
MeR 84-1878 
Novecber 1904 
Structure :- The HRHS Quat carry heavy loalis, yct bc' light and flat 
_an possible for atorag~ in the Shuttle bay. The structure must be 
stiff cnougth-to react the coments produced by the crane. 
.,~ 
A varIcty of materials arc candidl1teff'"'tcfr the storage platform and . 
· surfa~e •. A ntHf ~terial ill characterized by a high Illodulus of 
· clasticityand a high urea coment of inertia. The denalty should 
be reasonably low to 'avoid ~exce8Glve ~c1ght.: - -
c) . Storage Rack~ The storagc rack Illust be llS adaptllble and generic ao 
posllible. Thull,.a flat top perforated \11th attachment holes and 4 .. _ 
honeycomb type structure arc ideal candidates. 
.. 
There arc a nueber 
-. of \lars to .attach the cargo ~o one GUrflice". _. Some examples are 
.shol-In in Figure 6.6.1.3-1, assuming box-typ~ cargo elecents. 
However, :long, . thin _ beams and airlockG require a different type of 
· attachmen~ •. The' platforo should be basic. with unique ~1teoG' 
requiring specialty interfaces. 
.. 
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The layout of the various modules is important with the load3 
evenly balanced on ~he platfom. -Excessive overloads could bind <l 
-trac~ or _make alignment of the drive pin impossible. The removal 
of an it~m sho~~d.not sqift the-CG exce9aively~ 'The layout is also'-
dependent on the reach envelope of the-crane and the positioning 
arcs.-' Interlocks or, tethers would insure that the_ packages remain 
'fircly secured. ,-
Drive System - Ruilt into the logistics plane is a roll drive. The, 
platform can be rotated to Gome position that ulll give the crane 
or positionin!; arc its maximum reach. The added degree of freedoD 
1s like adding an extra joint to the arus. 
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Both the logistics platfora and tha drive system rotate relative to -
the track layer. By attaching the push/pull mechanism to the plat-_, 
fom the-'number of roll drives can be consolidated. There is no : 
problem-having the crane/a~s rotate -vhen tne-dri~e mechaniGo coven 
to crutnse direction- and vicevers~._~ The:~ should be a ~anualre-
,leaso in which the drive layer can be decoupled froo the'platform. 
- The roll drive fixes the platform to the track layer. With the - ' 
drawhnr extended and free to rotnte,-the crane can turn,the drive 
layer to any position. - An internel sensor_ like an absolute 
- - ~ ~ 
resolver should be used' to conitor the position of the drawbar and 
return it to a·predefined home position. 
6.6.1.4 MRMS -Manipulators 
a)' RHS - The -shuttle ia- equipped to carry tuo RMS arms. -, One am vill 
be detached, transferred to the MIDIS storage platfom, and reat-
e tached~',· ,The length of the am from shoulder to wrist is a ,little 
over 50 feet long. The RMS is shown in Figure 6.6.1.4-1. 
-, 
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FigUre 6.6.1.4~1, Space Shuttle MfS 
The 6-DOF RMS io capable of handling any cargo transported'in the 
, shuttle bay."The madmUCl dynamic envelope of cargo is 15. feet in .' 
. diameter and 60 feet in length. The RMS is deaigned to routinely'" 
" . 
handle 32,000 pounds' and 65,000 pounds in contingency. 
All the RHS driven arc geared-electrlcai-DC Dotors.,'l\fo hand con-
trollers are used;' a rotational hand controller (ruIC) and a trans-' 
.lational harid; contr.olle~ (TIle). 'Each' joint is backdr1veable \11th 
o· 
brakes activated to hold a position. The RJIS is a tested, proven 
and avallabl~ lulrdwarc for' i!lll"!!edia'tc use', but- this does not. re-
atrlct the MRHS into only .uslng an RHS; It could aloo: uoa nn 
existing am, .q1th or without aodiflcationo.,: to' fit a particular-
need. 
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Figure 6.6.1.4-2 shoW's the reach envelope of a standard RHS. _ The RMS 
is capable of servicing six cubeD of the trUss structure without mov-
ing. _ There is a cone shaped void close to the vehicle that cannot be 
reached; - The positioning arms (paragraph-c below) can fill this gap or 
the work can,be pl~nn~d to be done two bays nl.ay from the vehicle. 
A modification of the shoulder joint can improve its overall reach en-
-velope, espe<;f-ally close to the structure.' This modification would 
require off-s(!tUng of the shoulder pitch drive beyond the edge of the 
- - -logistic!l platform. As a re!lult,-the am would be allowed to hang-
_ straight down and make acceso to the bottom of -the truss feasible.-
This offot!t io illustrated-in Figure 6.6.1.4-3 
----._-----_ ... 
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.RMS·REACH ENVELOPE 
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Fig~/rc 6.6.1.4-J RMS Offset Reach El1vclope 
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~ ... , . 
End Effectoro - The present configuration of the ID1S uses a snare 
type device, for'the end-effector. There are a.variety of different 
end-effectors that can be interchange-d \lith· thesnllre device. 
Figure 6.6.1.4-4 depicts two other end ,effectora 'that mafe 'lith ,-
particular grapple targets. 
3Claw ' 
Probe ~ Drogue 
Snare' 
, Figure 6.6.1,4-4 lius Grapple End Effectors 
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The end effector for the crane will be a general purpose open/close 
,device~ Its cain objective will be'to pick up, hold, and position' 
the various cargo packages. 
,', Sensors are needed at both 'th~":~nd-effeetors and at' the systems 
, level.' Cameras are, needed for looking at the gripper. Proximity 
sensora al~ng' the' length of th~cra~e will help 'in obstacle avoid~ , 
anee. Each joint'of the crane needs velocity and position data. 
c) Positioning Arms - The robotic poSitioning arms are attached to two 
adjacent siden'of the crane on the logistics platforo. The arms 
are located parallel to each other such ,that, they will straddle the 
IOC cube structure. The positi6ning arms piac~work stations in, 
strategic loca'tiona to obtain maximue accessabllty to job' sites. 
The'tuo pOSitioning arms are,assumed identical. If one arm was 
considerably longer than the other, their ranges would overlap and',. 
, create a:versatile systee. 
,De~ending on, arm ,length and joint lieits, voids,are created where 
,the am canno't, reach. As a result identical tasks on both sides of 
.the vehicle might ,intersect one void and eiss another., Having two 
- . - , .. ~ 
,identical arms also reduces the amount of spat:e parts n~eded.' Past 
Btudies have also shown the need for both the upper and lowe~,arm . 
-' , 
--
segmcnto to be identical in length~ Joint~to-joint dimensions for 
an am segme~t should be a ~inimum of 10 feet long to be able,to 
reach the undersid~ of the ,space station box trusses. The joint 
orders of the positioning arm and crane are shown in Figure 
6.6.1.4-5. 
- T'_ 
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Roll 
Yaw 
Pitch_ 
Pitch 
y.),., R 
b -• Q" Ro 11 -_ Translation 
Positioning Arm 
The joint configuration of the positioning arm is similar to the 
- crane except for the shoulder. The positioning arc haa an addi-. 
tional'translation feature-that allows the arm to move across the" 
edge of the logistics platform. Between the translation drive and 
the' pitch drive is- a shoulder roll. The advantage in having a roll 
drive is that it can turn the shoulder pitch into a shoulder yaw by 
rolling the arm 90°. A reach envelope of the arms is'shm."Q in 
Figure 6.6.1.4-6. 
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SlOE Vlnl 
One'advantage of having the two arms Is the ability to perforc 
coordinated dual arm work. The robotic joints llill be sioilar to 
the R}fS but sca1ed,doh~ to match the load rcqulre~enta. The elec-
tric DC motors. will be backdrlveab1e and monitored for velocity anQ 
post'tion.:' When power to the drives is removed, the brakes will 
hold its position. 
'One criteria for the positioning arm, length is its ability to be 
stm-1ed in the shuttle cargo bay. There is a variety of storage 
options as shown in Figure 6.6.1.4-7. 
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Group I· 10 the Clost COClpaCt packaging' for the arcs. The arcs 'do 
;':',', not add to the width of the package as compared to the thIrd ~ 
. 'group •. Unfortunately, the arc lengths in Group. I \-1111 be shorter:.' 
_. - , - . -
, .. ' than theother·.groups.· ·The ohorter lengths could suit particular' .. 
needs. Group II' could have 'arcs double the length of Group I but' 
. -':.. . 
. uses space', req~ired fo'r 'cldj~ce~t' p~ckages.· 'Se~ Figure 6.6.1.4- 8 . 
for·the.location of the MRMS In the first launch package. 
- flFR ' 
POSITlOHIHG' 
ARtI 
·K···· . . . 
- " - • > ~. 
GROUP. COI':IENT 
I SHORTER ARil SEGr·iENTS 
II POSS IBLE INTERFERENCE' 
WITH ADJACEIIT PACKAGES 
. I I I INCREASE TllICKrlESS 
,---.' 
'.' F;gllr~ 6.6.1.4-7PositiOllil1g Amls SiJuttle Bay Stowage' 
';-J_ 
n. 
J-
--r 
, 
t-
.---::" 
Radlalor pane" 
(ilowed) 
Anlennas (alowed) 
nadlnlor heal 
exchllnger- TYP 
,Figure 6.6.1.4-8 .MRMS Launch Stowage Locatioll 
. MeR' 84-1878 
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Solar array I (37.5 :'W) 
TYP (porl/allyale,,,) 
The precision of the pusitioning arm does not ltave to reflect the 
spec!f!cat!onsofthe RMS •. Its main objective is to get into the 
working' range of the end effector work 'station. The work station 
will be deoigned for an EVA astronaut. 
- ~. 
d) ~ - The astronaut accomplishes intricate, , dexterous work that 
cannot be performed by the crane. The astronaut is nearly tall 
enough to' erect a'lOr. cube section by hand. His positioning arm 
yill maneuver the astronaut to ·the work area. ' Complete con~rol of 
the lirm ia at' his finger tips." The' control panel is sitt.:'~ted ' 
directly in front of him, but far enough away to minimize inter- . 
. ferenc'e~ 
The astronaut's feet are restrained in a strap arrangement shown in, 
. . 
Figure6.2.3~5, which shows the mobile foot restraint (~WR) at the 
. ' 
end of one of the positioning arms. 
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- This enables nic to have complete freedom of hand/arm movecent. 
Such work includes mating electrical fittings, erecd.it-g struct'lire~" 
ll:ld aligning optical transmission hardt-rare. Table 6.6.1.4-1 liots 
some design requirements for the EVA foot restraint. 
--:-:With the use· of'an-MMU,he is capable of leaving the work atation 
,.' and returning. 
He is outfitted with his life support system and-selected work 
tools~· With the two positioning arms, there will be times when a 
. job -can uti~ize both astronauts -simultaneously. 
AB the tasks and misoions change, so must·,the training. The degree 
-of_difficulty and risk-could also increase. Taking everything into 
conside·ration, there will be a time when the use of an astronaut 
may, become prohibitive and he'must be_replaced by a remotely con-
tro~led system. 
Table 6.6. 1.4· I EVA Restraint Gel/eral Specifications 
D~lll:" poramrln D~SI.tn 'rqulrt'mrnI11'~mQ'A.J 
~------~------~--------------------------------~-----------------------
-Rcs.t:ainlSD3c4ng 
load capacity· 
Hazards 
Material 
EVA fOOl restraints shall maintain foot posilton to allow the crewmtn a cor::plete range of mouon 
. - (roll. pitch. yaw) within 'he constralOts of the space SUII. 
-> •• Center to eenler distance - 25.4 to <:3.2 em (10 0 to 17.010.1. 
Center dimension shall be determined from analYSIS of the tasks to !>e performed . 
. , . 
Ultimate design load - 623 N 040 Ib) minimum in tension and shear. 
-. Torsion-";' 203 N·m (lEOO in.lb) -~inim~m: 
Foot restraints located within 30.5 em (12 in.) of equipment where failure would cause injury to the 
crewman will be identified in accordance with SC·M·()(O()3. Potential areas of dame&e to nil!ht 
equipment by the crewman will also be identified. 
~1etals Sh311 be the primar)" material for (oot restraint fabuc3tlon. Dlher rigid or semlli.id mate.ial~ 
mdY be used when warranted by design constraints. Materials must be approHd In a'cord.nce 
with ~HB 8060.1. .. 
I _ 'RC'ftff~ •. NASA Gmer.l Sp«tr~.hon SC·[../XX)b 
. 2_ teo .IISD-J.(Xl<''()l'() 
~- ~;: J 
;..:, , J-
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6.6.1.5 Teleprcsenc~ Work SyateD (TWS) - A suitable replacement for 
the EVA astronaut' is a Telepresence Work System (~S) situated at the 
end of one of the arms. The TWS concept consista of a work station 
base Iluppor,ting: two de~trerous 'manipulatora, ~nd-effector g~ippers 4~d 
'tooling,'u stereo camera system, partB storagcarens; and an onboa~d 
. 
processor system. A TWS concept is illustrated in Figure 6.6.1.5-1. ~ , 
, 7.001' Arm' 
Figure 6.6.1..5-1 TWS Conupt. 
" , 
, The,ruS design can be broken,do\>:n into four major work areas: the 
'bSsc,. the'oanipulators, the vision se~sors and 'the processors.' 
The TW~ base 'is the oounting structure for ,the manipulators, 
cao~as, stabilizer, tools and electronics. A 3-DOP stabilizer is ' 
, needed to support th~ TWS from any forccs and torques generated 
during work act1vitic6~ The manipulators' will be two lightweight, 
stiff, '7-DOF arms. The system w111 eobody anthropoc:orphlc (suited 
astronaut) features. Its sensor 'options wl11 include stereo vision, 
nnd force reflection capabilities. ' A dedicated computer and micro-
processors will accoozodate ,a high-order language. Dilntcral posi-
tioning ,,111 be used to control the system. 
~-'---
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The TWS kineantic reach and dynamic strengths.will be equal to or 
greater than nuEVA astronaut; Light and ntrong Iltete-of-the-art . 
matcrinfs w111 be used on the base and on thecanipullltors. The 
~ .~- - -. . 
dext~~1ty. ~f ctheimllD will be preserved wi.th a three-roll-wrist.-
Accommodatoro might be utilhed lasoce -a-ssembly"tiu::ks.Some 
weIght ,ls 8~~ed with "'t~~ el1mina.ti~n of e~tensive t.he~mal protec-
tion a~diife-;;upport' hardware but regained with additional 
ha rdwa re. " 
6.6.1.6' Other Design Considerations 
. a) Structure 'and Hodes - The nodes are an integral attachment part of 
c. the HR.'iS and the structure. For the Space Station IOC,' each jOint 
:" will have's: .cialmumof two nodes as· shotlti iIi FIgure 6.6.1.6-1. On 
- . an end section. there would be thre-e nodes ~ -- -. .--
~',\\ .~
, , . 'Sw!vel~Deploya61e Nodes 
Figure 6,6:1.6-1 Node C011figuratiolls 
The ,figure above also depicts those. sace 'nodeo folding inward as 
,well as different trusoea folding inward. This Is neceosary for. 
deployable trusses where the boxes tuck in flU5h against each<;' 
, -
other. To fold the "nodes, the joint would have tO,be rotatable, 
, - --
'perhaps in a centroidsl joint or n ball-socket swivel. Sec Figure 
6.6.1.6-2 for different examples of structural at~acp~ents. The 
" ' 
joiittt-lould be c~mpactly configured until deploycscnt,when the 
variouo trusses 'WOUld rotate 'outliard and lock in the final 
configura tion •. 
' .. ~ '-
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Overlapping joints or adjacerit box trusses without common-sides nre 
- -
_inaccessible by the HRHS. See Figure 6.6.1.6-3. The spacing <of 
the nodes-nrc s~metrically and critically located. 
'-
.'- . Double Wide 
'hIe Node COfljiglln1tioll Figtlre~,6:I,6-J InacCCSSl . - . 
Unwanted flexures of the structure could possibly throtl the node 
apacingB off and cake them difficult to locate with the drawbar. 
Initial concepts of the.structure utili~ed two-inch round or square 
tubing. The box sections are stiffened with diagonal cross meo-
bers. Electrical wires and connections are integrated into the 
tubings for eace of assembly. 
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A oajor criteria for the structure io its packaging ~or delivery 
into orbit. Figure 6.6.1.6-4 illustrates methods of stacking and 
folding different truoB assemblies.' The Space Statlori ref~rence'2 
'scenarios have IlIOSt of the station deployable with sorte sect1~ns ' 
erectable. 
• fOLDING SCISSORS' ' 
• NESTED, TUtlE 
'. TELESCOPING SEGMENTS 
• COLLAPSIBLE TP.USS 
• DEPLOYABLE BO,X TRUSS, 
'. 
~ ~---. 
t 
Figure 6.,6.1.6-4 Tross ~ssemb/y Packaging Configuratiolls ' .. , 
'-, --: 
b) _' Cargo-Stri.tctur~ Attachment-:- Host 'of the packages, nnd e~perlll1enta_ 
on the Space Station have to be hard'mounted to the- structue. ,A: 
- - _. . - ~ 
, Clodular approach to attaching packageD to the box truso 10 to at- " ' 
tach the track level to the box. They can be placed on the nodes 
'and locked. Hith thc XlUiS coving up onc' aide of the Iltructure,it 
leaves the two adjacent oldeg free to mount experiements or other, 
cargo packages and assemblies. Figure 6.6.1.6~5 shows the MRMS in 
relationship to the experiments or other cargo elemento. 
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TIlis method of attachment is suitable for replaccable or temporary 
packages that have to be rcmov~d periodically. If a package in 
largcr than one cube, the tracklayer-will be rectangular, 9 feet 
wide x 18 ieet long, and taking- three nodal rows~ One disadvantage 
for ~h18 ~ethod of attach!:lent- is' _ the ina-oili~'~ to mount tuo square . 
tracks adjaccnt to each other. The tuo packagcs would have to be-
combined an'd attached to a rectangula~"track~' 
c) MRMS Planc Changes - Besidcs moving in two orthogonal directions, 
anothcr major concept involves a plane' change._.Figure 6.6.1.6-6 
illustrates two concepts. Concept I.features a special cube with a 
- '-
hinged fa_cc ~ - When the MRMS is affixed to this 'face, it is hinged 
90 0 • Once its direction has changed, the vehicle inches forward 
onto the next plane. 
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Concept II uses another hinged-type face that rotates about ito 
axis. The face extends out, in 11' transverse "direction to the atruc-. 
ture., The MRMS movea onto the face and _ affixes itself. The face 
',is rotated 180 0 . and 'pi v~t,-:d perpendicular to ita :,orlginai direc-, 
tion. The vehicle then crawls forward onto the adjacent plane •. 
J~--.. J I' •• - • 
-,llj, 
, CONCEPT 1 . 1111 10 
-J~tfr"~ 
en -J... 
., .. 
. .. ~. , 
ti 
VI!" x-x 
~ ., . 
1111 " '", CONCEPT II 
vIr .. ,-x 
, ": : . F;gur~ 6.6.1.6-6 ~iIUr1~ Plane Cbanges-
A third concept does not use a- speclal plane change" str~fture. A 
,face' would be built 'on the solar panel gimbal. When the MRMS at-' 
taches onto the face, the gimbal w~uld turn 90° and the vehicle 
- would then be- at the next plane. _ Unfortunately, the solar gimbals' , 
" are not located at convenient spots. 
- • ~t"_ 
'. .. - ~ .", 
c-",·.··-·· '.' --
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'"d) . MRHS Translation - The I{RMS inches forward a square at n time to 
translate ina longitudinal direction. For a transverse trans1a-' 
tion, the drawbar· and the switches ar~ ro~ted 90°. By repeating'· .. 
this process, . the MRMS' ca'n weave back and forth to build.~ double 
wide atructure:6r even an entire platform (See Figure 6.6.1.6-7). 
; .... 
'.,J 1 I ·1 .. \ .' l'i:df I 1 I 
LONGITUDINAL. _ '4"-;':' 
TRANSIATlC1.l. '. 1-1 -1-_' -L-1--J...---L.---L.---,-I_·"41.-~,.;;,;;~:;;;,:s.rg=·=l~---''---' 
[I I: It:~l,--,-, -'---'---' 
.~. I> ~ I : IA) Ie) ~: ., '. ,,..~ ... 
TRANSVERSE 
TRANSLATIO~ 
Figure 6.6,l,6-7.A~MfS Translation . 
6.6~2.'Commonality 
- -'-. 
:A nUI:lbcr of as.semblY,arid construction support equlpI:lcnt candidates were 
';identified during the concept investigation phase of the four reference 
. ~ 
missions •. Many of the' potential candidates were obviously significant'.· 
" to thc study and.wl1l.requirc I:luch further detailed analysis. Others 
with less significance in terns of functional capability, technology 
, driVers, and des.1gn features have minical impact on the final results •. 
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,Therefore, it was necessary to reduce, the number down to a fe~l of the 
, most re'preoentation candidate systems as quickly as possible. In per-
'forming the screening asoessment the following basic objectives were 
'used: 
. ' 
l)'Use,as a point of departure the Space Station Reference Document; 
2) " Identify future supporting research andtechn~lo'gy items; 
, ' 
3) Tcchnical fc~sibility with a logical'cvolutionarY,path; 
4) HIgh usage probability with projected longevity; and 
5) 'Where support equipment implementation could result in ~ncompati­
- bilities with the physical' Space Station or program milestones. 
The'result~ng first cut at a common generic list is summarized in Table 
'6.6.2-1. -This list' is a combination of items identified in the four 
reference missions_\1ith,duplications combined under generic terms and 
less significant items left out. Also 's'hown on,·the right hand side of 
the-table 10 a flrstcu't at the perceived level of automation that can 
be applied to this candidate list based on a nominalcevolutionary 
progression. 
. ~ . 
, ... ' 
. - : 
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Su;nll1ary of Support Equipllient Calfdidales and Level of Perceived Autamatio" 
~.~; - ::--
PritnarySupport Equipoent Candideteo " 
Candidate for" 
Autoeation Growth 
, "1. Shuttle Remote Manipulator (RHS) Med' 
"" : 2. Mobile Remote' Platform High 
. '3. Mobile Remote Hanipuilltor System (MR}!S) Med. 
'4. MRMS with 2-20 ft· Arms (RMS Dertvative) High 
-: 5 •. Telepresence Work Effcctor (FNA Analog) " High 
6~ Hobile Foot Restraint (MFR - Shuttle)'Low 
7. Closed - CherrY Picker - " Med 
-:.8. Universal Docking (Berthing) Unit - Low 
,c 9. Fa:;::p.ners (Inherent in Deoign) High 
:10. Fastener Tools, (clamp, wcld, rivet, etc) High 
,'ll.'Univernal Tool Storage Unit . _ Med ' 
',12.- Portable and Mobile Lighting/Camera Unit High 
: 13. 'Portable Control Box/pendant Hed 
'14. Special Function Manipulators (S':'DOF or Less) High 
.-15. Carousel Mechanism (Satellite AsseQ fiX:) " High 
16. Structure Deployment Aid Hed 
17. Alignment and Surface Accuracy Tools (Gross) High 
18~ Alignment and Surface Accuracy Tools/Sys (Fine) High 
" 19. Checkout Tools, (Mechanical, Electrical and Data) High 
, "20. Portable Deployable Sun Shade, Hed 
21. Special Purpose End Effectors (!1anlpulator Exchange) High 
. ' 
In addition to ,coomon support equipment-types there is also commonality _ " 
'.:j~{subsystem; arid comp~nents between dffferent~~quipments. Table 
" ,'" '6.6.2-2 presents a brief example of ·this ,concept and should be con--
sidered as a groundrule for future Space Station studies. ' "-
, .-.-. 
, '. 
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, .. .. -- ' , 
Table 6.6.2-2 Example of Common' Use Subsystems a'nd Compolletlts 
MRMS - Componenta/Subsystems 
Hanipulator, (Cr.ane Type) 
Rotary Drive 
Manned Foot Restraint, 
EVA OperatIons' 
MRMS'-Advanced Component 
(All Multiple Use) 
20 ft Manipulators (6 DOF) 
Special Purpose Manipula tors ' 
(5 DOF or less) 
Dual Arm EvA Analogue 
Module Attachment Device 
sIc Assembly/Dia Adj. Mechanism 
6-100 
Legacy -
Shuttle RMS ' 
HMS -Flight Support System 
'·Shuttle MFR, 
Shuttle mID 
Legacy 
Derivative of RMS 
Derivative of RHS 
Use also for Smart Servicer on OMY " 
and OTV 
MRMS - Base Plate 
MRHS - Dase Plate~wlth Rotary Drive 
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6.7 AUTO}~TION ASSESS~ffilIT 
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It is' the objective of this section to pursue areas of. automation and 
robotics as,they pertain to autonomous systems and assembly activities' 
, , 
~~-I' . 
?n space, station. This \-lill assure, that such advanced technologies-' 
relevant to this area be made an,integral part of the' planning and 
, , 
developmentfor,a manned space station. Output expected,from this 
effort is th~ identifi~ation with supporting rationale, of promising 
: " 
advanced robotics or automation technologies, not in use in prior or 
~xi~ting sp~cecraft. 
-'.~ -:-
6.7.1· Evaluation of Automation Concept, 
An evolution of automation on both'the system and subsystem levels will 
,-- ,be requtredto enable operational productivity in the initial as well 
as grot-lth versioris of the station •. The' increasing level of automation 
over a period of 10-20 years will be driven by several,factors: growth' 
. ' . 
,of the physical. station,' growth of the station operational complexity, 
increasing in~ormation workload, enhancements in computer capabilities;' 
transition·from a .facility housekeeping priority mode to a' payload in-·· 
,tensive operation environment, and to a more. failure/maintenance cori-
, . 
. ' 'scious mode ~s,the station,ages. As indicated above, productivity is 
'the name of thci gam,:, which results in trying to automate as many as 
.. pos~i ble ~ subsyst~ms and payloads.:' 
Productivity as·it applies here could take the form, of reduced risk of. 
human error, reduced crew time spent on laborious,or monotonous tasks, 
, thus freeing them for tasks requiring their unique capabil1 ties, and 
operating with. reduced ground support crew and operating closer to 
. optimum system performance efficiencies. 
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, , 
'Activities, that make up these tasks' in the area of assembly and con-
"strucHon'include items such aa"material ha~dl:1ng'; joint fasten~ng, 
<- .", ~, • '"' -
: beam adjustment, , etc. The 'need for space automation in manned spact> :' 
--: vehicles"'!s really, the need for solutions that use automation in what-·, 
<~ver faahion or combination necessary ta~complete a job ... The 'space' 
,operations philosophy to datc'hashad hu~~ns with h~nds-on capability 
, performing a large I;'umber -of the automatlble jobs. ,Past icplementation 
:' ,'of' automatic features consisted initially, as a bottoms-'up approach in' 
_':Ihich ,single' comp~~ents of automation were devel~~ed, followed by, 
l~nked cOMponent~\;f automation were de~e~oped.".an~. event;,~~bined 
'. - '- .. --... '. -
, "intointegr!!ted system!!. Some 'of the' past 'exampleg have used 
. .' '. ~.. . - . 
,',:' 'standalone, application dep~~~ant solutions and would build upon, these' 
, in progressing towards integrated solutions~ 
The emphasis of this study isautoma.tiori; however, the IOC space, 
station will' use the' unfque capabilities of man in the form of hands-on'~ 
, and remot~ control. Understanding' and appr'~ciati.on of these 
, man/machine interfaces are, necessary to' define the automation features 
'and the deBree of change with ti:nc~, A simple model ~se'd to indicate 'a' 
,reference baseline is illustrated iri Figure 6.7.1~1. 
Workstation 
, 'I'. 
" ' 
L· 
~--., " 
r~anl Computer 
Machine Resources Inte':'fac~ : 
I 
I 
I 
I ~ 
I 
1 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
Communication I-__ ~ 
Link 
" , 
local 
Computer 
Resnurces 
Figure 6.7.1-1 HUll/ail IlItcractive A uto matio 11 Model 
. - ,~ . 
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The area on this figure on' the far right is the spacecraft worksite and 
the 'mechanical hardware_represents the space .station structural compo-
nents and the mobiie remote manipulator ,sy~tem (MRMS) that was just 
discussed in Section 6.6. The key to.makinr, this~hardware operate, 
comes- under the direction of the man/machine and computer combinat-ion. 
A p~oposed evolutionary flow in this area is shown in Figure 6.7.1-2. 
Hand~-On fumol~ Control 
.--------~ P~rluil11CtnCC Growth 
,..---""':"---, 
Telcprelcnce - - - Grc~ler Opera lor SenlihvllV 
.~ T"."" .. """ - - -0 .. " .. 0, .. """ U,,',,' 
T I I 0 I Fewer Operate;1 d/ld ' e~ 1'0 °1~ ver ap Supervilory i- -:- - Grealer lranlp;lIancy an ran, r\ 
Decre.,. on . 
Human Ollcralors 
Interact ion 
L--_-;:::=-__ ._ 
Mon Oul-ollhe loop 
Telcaulomaha~ -
liard l/llelh\tt:fll. _ 
Au\Om.,ian-L-____ -' A\llom~!'OI\ :'_-.,' 
Figure 6_ 7_1-2 Re1llot~ Opcra!ioll~ Ovcrvi~tv 
AUlonomy 
Autonomy 
(Man 0111 01 Ihe· 
loa,), , 
-.S~own on this_ schematic is a logical transition phase going from an EVA -
hands-on capability to an autonom?p,s_ ~ondition. Terms used. __ to display 
this flow can be considered a subset of remote control. Definitions 
for these terns or concepts as they apply to the study are, presented in 
Section 1.5 of this report. Distinction between these evolving con-
cepts are vague in many respects but do have some specific differences 
that provide unique capabilities. For example; te1epresence is the 
most human intensive cont'rol mode in thifl group but also provides fine 
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- . .;~ 
dexterity at the workslte with minimal operator training. This "ca"pa-
bility is extremely useful where the remote human operator has an in--
depth'knowledge base relevant to the worksite, but little or no expe-, 
dence in teleoperation.," Teleoperation in general provides ,for 'the' 
, , -reverse of' telepresence in that the operator i~ skilled at receiving 
~ - - -.-
displayed data at the remote workstation and providing commands in 
'response to such signalo.' Technology_ in the form of sensory perception 
ha's a considerable overlap or technology transfer from one concept to 
the other; 'Sensors must be selected where the data feedback signalS 
are compat1ble~ wlthdirect display through the CRT !.creen or to the 
computer and adaptive control soft~are. 
In the supervisory concept the human operator is elevaterl to a higher 
'level of command in which the procedural:programm~ng language leads'to 
an objects-ievel and eventually to' a goal or task-level programming 
" language. ' This is the stage in'the evolutionary flmT at which integra-' 
, -tion of intelligent automation has a major starting place. The mix 
, between "ha~d" and "intelligent" autom'ation is a function of the tasks _ 
being perfor~ed. As the number of dynamic variables increase, along - ' 
with the need ,for both an inher~nt modifiable knowledge base system and 
a dynamically ch~nging rule base,'the basic concept is driven towards' 
. intelligent automatIon. This initial capability, while primitive, pr~-:, 
.. ,vides a tes"t" bed' f"ar eventual technology transfer to teleautomation and 
on-orbit autonomy.-
.-; 
',This brings us dmm to the concept of teleautomation in which C1 machine 
'located at a remote contr.ol_station interacts with the control system 
to either update the'knowledge base or modify software'in order to 
, : carry out a predesigned function or series of actions initiated by an 
'external stimulus (e.g. offline programming). 
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: Milny technologieG with high degrees of sophisticated autocation arc re- - -
quired to achieve this level of remote control. The degree of automa-
. tlon provided·through this concept can range between "hard" to "intel-
·llgent" autocation. Cllp<1bllities· within this range nrc derived at the-
"hard"- end by \lell defined variables. operated on In· a conventional,- - _ -
sequential coroputlltional mode. At the other end is "intelligent" auto~­
mation which useG vaguc-and dYnlleic variable3 that arc operated on in a·-
parallel or non-c;onnected code ur;ing rulc3 and heuristics. The ideal 
.syatee architecture for this concept Is one·that uses an optieuM clx of 
-.. "hard" and· "inte1Ugent" features in a proper balance. The balance 
: should .. be dynaClic with a senllitivity based on task type and cooplexlty-
- • L- ~ , • 
and sophistication of sensory perception data feedback. 
It is -obvioufJ that the degree of operator interaction deslred._ the 
: operator skill leve1~required and the resulting technologies appUed--
'a~e allveryint'ertwined with the aeount of overlapping highly. depen-
; dent :on overall task 'cocplexity •. Varloua task function~l flo~s nnd 
. decompositions have been performed snd discussed in Section 6 of this 
report. _ Using only this task dllta. it is very difficult to apply~ut'o-:-' 
mation feature3 to thee, since the data io limited in areas of perfor- -
mance tradeoffs and resulting cconooic-bencflts. To provide a core-
~nowledgeab~c compa~lBon, T~ble 6.7.1-1 is presented to show trends in 
._required ope:-ator capabilities as a function of generic job catego-
-, ries; As shown on this table, te~l~rilogy used to identify reeote 
operator i:lllDses has been selected based on the generic sirall"r~ty to 
- ~ both apace and ground operations. For exneple,thC! capabilitieS-:· 
. (akill, knowl~dgeJ experience, ~tc) required for- ground e:mufacturing 
types could be similar to those identified for fabrication of bencs or 
material processing in space. Manipulator system functions· and autoca-
- :tion technologies at residential or com=ercial construction sites seec 
to be similar to assembly and construction functions required of large 
space systecB. _ Also, operators of cranes or even airplanes could have _ 
task olctivitiC!s .sieUar to OHV or OTV remote operators Hhere Dkills and 
cognitive -attributes arc significant deolgn drivers. 
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There are two important pointD made here; (1) a human operator 19 nar-
rowly focused In a limited set-'of information and okills rclated to a 
~ob and as ouch software architecture uscd_ to replace a fe" or many of 
theoe capabilities will alao have a very narrow focuEJ,and (2) the 
degree' of supervisory or automation control given' over to machines yill-
. , -, 
be dependant -.on the. fledbility, adaptability,' or intelligence desired 
'or required of.the task.-
. - ~- - ' -
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Tablc6.7.1-1 Remote Control Operator Types 
REMOTE ' , 
OPERATOR CLASS TASK ACTIVITY SKILL LEVEL ' MEHORY 
,-
, ,.. . .,-" . . , ' , - - . 
Manufacturing " Asac::lbly Repetitive, ' Lo'll : Sca11/ 
Aasccbly Linc, ' Routine Medium 
Fastening Fixed; (Telcauto) Stru~tured ' " Inapection ; 
Worksite' " 
, '~ 
Conatruction On-'Site . Ilat~h~ , Mediu::l Hediu:n ' 
Hat •. Handling ,Hobile Activity, Sets ' ' 
" 
, , Fastening , . '. (Supervisory) 
, 
Maintenance Versatile, One-of-a-kind, Considcrable' Vcry, Large 
Rell:ovc/Rep. Scheduled, Module Replace, Training 
Diagnostico :Unscheduled Troublcahooting 
Hulti'Acccss Unstructured (Telcprea.) 
Worksite, 
House~eeping " 
'Conoiderable ,Vc,ry Large Inforc.atlon ~-lorkstation Data Analysis 
Uonitor Fault Oct. , Prcdictions Training Scheduling , Isolation (Arch.) 
Planning Recovery Advisory (Supervisory) ,,' ~ ; ~ I: ' .. *~" . 
Transporter Hobility Scene Depen_" Low Mediuo 
(Driver) Cr.lne Driver (Tcle-
oper~tor) 
'.s'. 
; . 
',,' 
; , 
.r,~, • '.\:'L''':~ .... ,~~,: , '~ . 
I," 
: I. .. , ~ '\ t. ~'( ~ • ',' 
.... ,~ I 1. 
" 
SENSCRY 
Visionii~~ch 
' "I 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Vi 01 on/ " :. " 
Stereo, ." 
" 
" I 
" 
Sensor 
Fusion 
',. 
Vision/Stereo 
Force 
Touch 
Vision/Touch 
Data Fusion :' 
, , 
Vidon 
Contact 
Range 
~ "_ .. J 
"",-,*" .. -
MAlUPULATIVE 
DEXTERITY 
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6.7.2 Control Evolution Concept 
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,Using the steps developed and shown in Figure 6.7.1-2 and the basic 
,philosophy 'flow of slowly transferring the hUlMn operators physical 
, , 
~ inte'ractions and mental capabUities from thelll to machines can he 
illustrated th.rougb .tlle control eilVironmcnt. For purposes of this 
, study, the control By~tcm evoltiiion phase is' divided into four major 
stagcs and dispiayed in Figure 6.7.2-1., This figure shows a series of 
'ov;r1ays, tha·t, dem~nstratcs the antiCipated ·evOlUtio~ 0.( ~':; top level 
controlsyste~,for the advanced MRMS concept discussed in Sections 
6.2.3 and 6.6., Each otage in thisc~?trol,concept is represented by a 
different shade of, blocka in sequential time pertods. A brief discus-
sion'of each stage Is presented below: 
'Stage 1 
. In the first stage, all manipulator actions are based upon controller 
inputs. Manipulator position is a direct function of hand controller 
P?sition. The prime method for operator sensing is through indirect" 
,vision (TV). Typical'hand'controllers used here include switches, exo-
skeleton, and replica types. 
.---
Stage 2 
" 
In' the second ntage'of evolution, additional sensing of worksite activ-
'ity 15 a<:hievedthrough force and tactllesenoor9. The output of these 
sensors can !:e monitored by the' operator throt:gh graphics dioplayc or 
directly through the hariti controller~ I,n addition, the operator is 
,:aided, by Clore advanced control 1."lWS that incorporate, force information 
as \leU as ,ndaptini£ to load ch~ng,~s. These advanced laws facilitate 
th~ control,of two arms by ,one or two operators.' 
Stage 3 
The third stage mnrkn the beginning of , the' use of intelligent automa-
tion techniqu'es. For single segments of a given task; the operator 
Hill have the'capability for initiating a "Ilupcrvisory" mode in \lhich 
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the computer has the responsibility for executing the given task. The 
computer' notifies the operator of task status, exception or fault con-
ditions, and task. completion. Stereo.' vision. or scanning laser data 'are 
processed and used in control algorithms to provide range data. 
Stage 4 
-~'-'-.. '- . 
Iuthe final stage of evolution, the'operatorspecifies a class of 
taska to be'performed. The computer plans the task, including order of .. 
- : '~ . 
activities,· tool selection, and exception handling. The operator'ia 
notified ~n1Y ·.when work~ro~nd techniques. fa11. Visual data is used to 
a higher degree in both planning and execution. 
HANO 
CONTROLLER 
",~O 
CONTROLLER 
TO 
JOINT HM 
'----_ .... ,. 
• STAGES, 
. c=J' - 2 
. ct22ZZ23 ~ 3 
.c=J - 4 
IWHIl. 'TO. 
'----~ llf..'!tt. Wrt., 
xnl . 
S[Rvo 
CONTROL 
MlCHAHICAl 
5Y5THI 
POSlTluli /. 
VELOC ITY 
SFNSCRS 
······ ... -rQilC£/ .. :···:·· 
'--__ --to :"TORQUE' '., 
'., TAtTllL:"-
< . SEUSC~$ .. :: 
. f'I:CM nllTY ... 1-__ --' 
:.. S(IISC-ns 
Figure 6,7.2-1 Rel/lote COlltroi Automation Enbancement 
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Figure 6.7.2-2 showll the overall control' system evolution based on a 
. time-phase consistent with the simple mission model representing' ~ssem­
bly and .construction trends. As indicated the initial IOC station . 
(1991) is~xpected to ~se a resolved rate' manipulator. control system 
. which is current tech~ology;' From this point forwdrd, integration of 
" -, - - -
. 'pe~formance capability was' incorporated into the reference HRHS from 
both' a technology" "push", 1. e., force feedback hand controller, and 
also a technology "pull". requirement. For example, the bendit or 
feasible application of a force feedback hand controller to the assem-
blyand constructi~n tasks has not been given mu<;h supp'ort in any of 
th~ prior related studies. Part of the 'rationale used dealt with the 
pr~b1em of time de1ay~.for,groundoperators and a combination of work-
ing volume'constraints and crew restraints needed for zero gravity by 
" 
on-orbit. operators. The remaining evolutionary steps follow a logical .. 
waterfall schedule based,on a sequential need priority and a technology 
" build up·estimate. 
This estimate took .. into account a seven year span from the time it was' 
co'nsidered mature on ground to wh~n it should be' incorporated in the 
station~' A1so,:selected technology in this'overall area is moving' 
.. <::.~!:ead at a rapid pace. and could be available prior to a real need date. 
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:. A matrix:was prepared using data ,developed to· bound the automation 
hard~are concepts in Section 6.6, the control system complexity evolu-
ti~n~orice'Pt 'gen'erated in Sect:io~ ,6.7.2 and the waterfall time phase 
~,. cs'timate presented in Figure 6.7.2-2. The intent of this matrix, as", 
sumr.lar1z'e~ .. in Figure 6;7.3:-1, was to assess the prima~y and ancillary 
technology drivers needing additional st;jdy, research, development and 
verification to warrant implementation as the major piece of large 
space sys~em iLSS), assembly and construction support equipment~ The 
matrix forcat cocbined the block categories and terminologies presented 
." , . 
in Figures 6.7.2-2 and 6.2.4-1.· 
Results of this assessment-have indicated areas of key technologies, 
state of the art, level of relevant activity and some of the potential 
'. impacts on space,station.· 
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The information in Table 6.7.3-1 was derived from the Research Emphasis 
column of Figure 6.7.3-1 plus other'se1ected items. 
Table 6. 7.3-1 K~y ACSE -Te~imologjes 
Selected Technology Group 
Predictive Displays 
Proximity, Touch & Force Sensors 
Te1eoperations (Remote Control) 
. -' - . 
Advanced Actuators' 
Low Weight--Dexterous Arm 
Dual Arm Coordination 
Machine Vision (Range & Image ,Under.) 
Knowledge Based Systems 
Expert SystE7ms 
Special 'EE & Multi-finger EE 
Planners, Strategic & Tactical 
Multi 'System Coordination 
AUTOHATION SUMM.\Ry , , . 
.':~-
. ,
", .. -
,'_ In addition to -identifying", the maj~r~-top-le~el nutonomous' ,systems' 
-, architecture, and related artificial intelligence,: fea'tures, ,and 'the as-
,semb1y and constru~tion support equip~~nt and related,technology imple-
mentation, it is important to'also consider overall system implications., 
Those considered in this section included areas of,commonality among 
the individual support equipment, specific ,system functions, processing 
'hardware and software, areas of'o~erlapplng technology, types and 
priorities across a \lide spectrum of system elements, and a summary 
development plan to show time phasing and key milestones. A final area' 
assessed \las the forecasting of, "scars" that should be included into 
the IOe design,to accommodate future growth. 
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Several signific,ant-s'1reas of commonality exist within anticipated ACSE 
to, support large space systems' assembly in space concepts. Hany studies 
have ,been conducted that assessed al~ op~ions, ranging from fabricate 
on earth and deploy in space to I"aunch raw materials from ground to"" 
orbit and totally construct on orbit. As a result of these studies, a 
, space, station reference configuration has been established that fabri-
cates 'inherent deployable sections, i.e., Shuttle 'cargo bay:compatible, 
~n ground, and then assembly of these sections on~orbit with human and 
machine support. Section 6.6.2 of this report has compiled a comDlon 
list of generic assembly and construction support equipment (Table _ 
"6'.6.2-:-1) that is common to many future satellite system assembly and 
construction approaches based on the current Space Station refer'ence. 
Much of, the t~chnology required to develop this equipment is common to 
two or more of these items. Table 6.8.1-1 shows a matrix that indi-
~ate~ ri cross interaction and results in identification of'high use 
technologies and key support equipment that represents a wider range of" 
'Space Station functions •. As shown in this matrix technology,develored 
for items ,I thro~gh 5 are applicable to the other Hens at various 
. .-. 
levels of sophisticatIon. 
6.8.2 Techn'ology Priority Ranking Process' 
The key technology priority ranking process used here was based,on,a 
simple assessment technique. The emphasis during this part of the' --
assessment 'was ,to compare each technology ,discipline against each of' 
the selected parameters. Due to the vagueness in this area, 'and in 
some cases a lack'of comparison data,- the results, are intended to show 
trends rather, than exact conclusions. The approach l~st~d in arriving at 
the final priority r~nking depended on'a combination of evaluation 
procedures that looked at data from the other parallel study,results, 
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Table 6.8.1-1 TeclJllology and Equipment Matrix' 
.. (; 
, . . . ~ g ~ e 
co 0 
u u (; g 
. u.. 0 
all E .. :::. ., 2 ... .c ~ s- u "' :::I a 0 .. C l- e <> 
.g 0:{ 
.. II> i .. 
"B .!: G; 
'E PRIMARY SUPPORT u Q. u 
'ii ';c g c .. 
.. 0 > EQUIPMENT CANDIDATES 
.t .t 0; "[] I- 0:{ 
1) Shuttle Remote Manipulator (RMS) 0 0 0 
2) Mobile Remote Platform 0 0 (') 
3) Mobile Remote. Manipulator System (MRMSI 0 0 0 0 
4) MRMS with 2·20 (t Arms (RMS Derivative) G 0 0 0 
5) Telepresence Work Effector (EVA Analog) 0 0 0 g 
61 Manned Foot Restraint (MFR·shuttle) 0 0 
7) Closed·Cherr~· Picker 0 to') 
8) Universal Dockin(J (Berthing) Unit 0 
91 Fasteners (inherent in design) 
·0 0 
10) Fastener Tools ('clamps, weld,rivet, etc.! 0 0 
11) Universal Tool Storage Unit 0 
, 12) Portable.& Mobile Lighting·Camera Unit 0 0 0 
13) Portable Control Box·Pendant 
14) Special Function Manipulators (5·DOF or less) e 0 0 0 
15) Carousel Mechanism (satellite Assem. Fix) 0 0 0 
16) Structure Deployment Aid. 0 
H). Alignment & Surface Accuracy Toots (Gron) 0 
181 Alignment & Surface Accuracy Tools·, System 0 
19) Checkout Tools (Mechanical,Elect.,&Data) 0 0 0 
20) Portable Deployable Sun Shade Q 
" 
21) Special Purpose End Effectors 0 0 0 
(Manipulator Exchange) 
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:' :other related studies, trends derived during study, initial guidelines, 
.: and on the e'xperience/ judgment of study participants. An initial 
. . 
:priorit1zation process used was. to separate the least-preferredfea-." 
. ..
'" tures from' the most,:,,"preferred features •. A merit of' value was' assigned· 
'" . where the number. ~l" indicated the most preferred and went se]uentially, 
. c,higher' through tO,the least preferred'. A final priority ranking is 
. pres~n~ed in :~b1e6.8~2-i that shows a numerical tally of all the in-:-
.. dividual rankings with the lowest value having the top priority. This 
was a very 'quick 'look approach in that no weighting factorH were ap-
" . - -
: plied. 'Each of the nine prefer~nce ranking parameters carried the same 
. weighting factors~ whereas in more co.mple:t assessment methods, differ~ 
ent weights might be applied to each compa.rison parameter. 
- . ,,' '::,.:.~ 
" 
, 
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, Table 6.8.2-1 Teclm%gy Priority Comparison Matrix, 
... 
>- c' PRIORITY ca C) ~ .. u E c RANKING c :i - .:;; 1:: CJ c ... Co 
, CRITERIA 0 ,::l 0 ... 0 c . ;: 
-
'CT ... 1:: (ij ... fa - U 
-
.;: 0 .. 
W <I> IQ (.) 0 > ca a: , , ::l .. 
"0 U. ... ... 
-
u t >-J- OJ 
-
0 0 "0 C W ... ... 
... a:: c .;; <I> E E 
.;: 
0., CI) 0 E I- 0 SELECTED - 0;:; C m 
'" 
0 Co ~ a:: 
'" 
r; .;: 
TECHNOLOGY c c 
.!:: (.) 0 ;;:: CI) I-; c 0. 
'" 
.;: (ij ... 
"B 0 Q GROUP, E C. ~ e, .. 
'" &'; c 0 m .;: ::l ·x Co '" .;: (J (Q c ex: OJ 2 u: :x: w <t 0 CD 0. 2 2 
: ProoictiveDisplays ' 9 1 6 2 2 B N/A 3 11 3 
Proximity, Touch & Force Sensors 10 6 5 1 1 5 1 9 2 
:' Tcleoperations (Rer.1oto Control) , 5 !j 2 3 3 1 4 10 l' 
Advanced Actuators 6 4 4 4 6 11 2 B 6 
" 
Low Weight-Dexterous Arm 7 3 1 5 5 10 5 7 4 
Dual Arm Coordin:ltion ", '8 2 3 6 7 G 6 5 5' 
Mach inn Vision (Ranga er Ima9tl Under.) 3 11 11 9 10 7 9' 2 10 
,I{nowledge Base~i Systems 2 B 7 10 11 4 7 4 7 
, 
Expert Systems 1 10 9 B 8 2 B 1. 9 
Special EE & M:llti·Fingllf EE 11 7 B 7 4 9 11, 0 11 
: Plannars, Strategic &. TactiC<l1 4 9 10 11 9 3 10 3 B 
: Multi System Coordination N/A 12 ' 
6.8.3 'lJevelop::!ent Plan " 
>;~ 
. ~.~ ..... 
The assembly and construction support equipment development will' be 
consistent with standard aerospace hardt.;are development programs. How-
, , 
. eVE.r, early hardware development should take advantage, of the NASA pro-
toflightconcept of early flight testing of systems and subsystems. 
ThIs reduces the number of test hardwa::e units, reduces the extent of 
ground testing, and make.s use of the Shuttle test bed concept where 
hardware is tested in a structured space environment, then'returned'for 
post-test inspections and analyses. With this programmatic philosophy, 
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all :subsystems will be divided into manned and unmanned elements', where 
, 
manned elements such as the MRMS personnel and material transporters' 
,and the MFR, (mobile foot restraint). Any item with direct h~man inter-
-
action or,where crew safety could be at issue will re~~ive more exten-
'sive ground testing to demonstrate flight worthiness. 
The unmanned'elements such as manipulators~' docking'devices, mobile' 
transport platforms, lighting aid, alignment package:, etc-•• ,'will ini-
tially be evaluated f~om the Orbiter payload specialist station with 
the elements being captive within the cargobay.th.e }huttle remote 
:manipulator system and,EVA manned maneuvering unit will augment these' 
,- - -.. ' 
evalua tions. 
After ',completion or proof of concept and subsyste~ tests, the various 
elements will be assembled on a priority step basis (greater system 
.~ - ~ -
complexity) and groundtested't? verify all interfaces. The new ele-
'ments added into the system will then be functionally verified as a 
system through,Space Station test lied, Shuttle sortie flights, using 
task panels and structure mockups for operational simulations., This 
verification process will ensure the operational demonstration can be 
op~rated'efficiently as.part of an evolvability growtli'plan. 
.', 
After completion' of t'he' flight s~bsystem tests, the elements will be 
~ssembled .and checked to ,verify all Space Station interfaces. Any'",." 
inconsistencies wil1.be updated and factored into the flight hard.mre 
I 
fabrication cycle. 
'A"summary devel~pment' and demonstration plan is presented in Figure' 
6.8.3-1 that follows the various key techuologies through the major 
'fab'r1cati~n and test cycles. This -p,lan has been generated using five 
primary phapes to the development and demonstration of sp1ected assem-
bly and construction support, equipment (ACSE): 1) design study, 
'-2). proof of' concept', 3) prototype or protofUght units, 4) Shuttle' 
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:f1lght test bed. 5) _systems integratIon. and 6) space flight operatIons' 
:verHlcatiOn.· Each' of these phases are dIscussed In t~e followIng 
paragraphs. Also; refer to Reference- (39) .In Appendix A. 
->-.. ... ',. i' 
'--i .: .~ ~ < • ~ - • _ _ ., .. _ .. "~_ 
> , ~ " _ :~,c6.8~3. i.':Design Study'':'' T~e ACSE' design _s~tudywil1 be conducted . over a' 
,<~ ; ~--'~':~'-<-.~_ ~'~:·~t~ .. ~>: ~::_~~~~lod~;.~-~~. 'nine nio~t'hs-' 'In:-order t~ -g~nerate -the design' requirements and -
., ';":-, . ::::spJ~'!fi~a~I~ns ·f~~. th~ v~ri~us 'H~ms. A' sIgnificant portion- of the 
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,'desigri specifications :related to produ~t conf!guration~useful life. 
; ~~vir~~entB1' ~equirements. quality assurance provisions. and delivery,' 
. , ·~e'qu.i.r~tlent-8wili be' v~r~ S!~llar or identical for' all equipment. '. . 
',' ~:'l'sedon the- design ,.requirelllents~ common cotlponents and subaystems •. 
l~e.-, manipulat~rs," mechanisms.~tc.~ •. along with common capsul~s for 
t - - • • • ~_ "'._ .~ -
- ma~ned operaUons would be identified. Other outputs of this study -
·would include a progra~statement:ofwork. a work breakdown structure 
. _ (HBS) ~ -and prelitl!nar; cost estimates for the balance of the ACSE 
. '. ~,~ - -
'development and de~onstration progra.c. An iClportant part of thIs study. 
efi~rtis iden~Hic~tion ~f fadlitIe~ (labs, support tools, and 
. software models) ~ 
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'6.8.3.2 'Proof of Concept Hodels - This phase is planned for a period'-
of 15 months to develop the preliminary design for the selected groups 
of hardware items that are categorized as ACSE. Proof of concept ':" 
hardware will be fabricated and tested whereprel1minary evaluations 
arc required. In the cases where scaled codela' ,dll be cost 'effective 
, as deaignltest aldo,' they will alno be used. Thia phase will build: on, 
the vaat desi,gn e~per1ence from the NASA manned space projects, 
particularly Apollo,and Skylab, and the STS. Off-th~-sheif components 
~ill be used where:possible to ensure a cost-effective design' 
. -.. -
,: ' development phase. Although materIals, and processea may,not be, 
flightworthy"the'space and Shuttle compatible materials'~Ill be 
identifIed during 'this phase.- }~nufacturing wIll be conducted in close 
liaison with design personnel t~ reduce design change turnaround._ The ,: 
'-' 'test activities wlll provide basic parametric data such as weight, 
power, volume, operating rates, and efficiencies. ,Zero g;:,avI~y ground 
.- slm~l/.·.~!on -te~ts-' may be' p~rforme~ using the NASA loy 'gravity aircraft 
and other sioulationfa'cilities, if equipment is compatible. Hhere 
, , 
applicable,' some of th~ proof-of-concept hardware would be disassembled 
, , 
; ,from' the equipment and used in the next phase of the program. 
In addition to'program progress meetings, there are four typical fo~~l 
reviews that shOUld be' conducted as required: 
o ' 
~ - .' 
System Requir~m(!nto Reviews - This revieu 'presents the initial .. ' 
'overall oyatee specifications along with Dubsyoteo arid prograc=atic 
specifications. 
o 'Prelioinary Design Reviews'- These reviews present preliminary ACSE 
designs and identify how the design requirements and specifications 
are being oet.-
,0 Critical Design Reviews - These reviews present detailed design of 
the ACSE items and supp~rt1ng analyses for NASA approval prior to 
the start of mailUfa~turing. 
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Post Teot Reviews - These reviews will present results of ,the 
various tests--the anomalies and corrective actions. 
Considerations will be presented for the'test planning of-the other-
phases of the program. 
6.8.3.3 Protoflight ACSE - Th!sp~ase Is planned as a 12 to 24 month 
'period' of perfomance, depending -on"the specific subsystem, basically 
divided ,into 6 months for'design and studies, 8 to 16 months for" 
inanufactu'r!ng, and 2 months for, ground testing. The studies in support-
of this phase will,prioarily produce the interface control documents 
,related to the Orbiter test bed activities and the construction 
-
equipment, the stowage and deployed envelopes for the ACSE, and the 
definitions of-the ACSE subsyotems. The detailed design activity,will 
produce f1ight;:'type engineering drawings, supportt!d by structu'ral and 
thermal analyses, and failure ~ode~ and effects analyses. Subsystems 
to include power, controls, and-communications as defined from'the 
previous study will be designed for each-of the ACSE items. The 
_ designs_ must consider common usage hardware, serviceability, and 
maintainability due to the projected missions for the ACSE, fomal -
, -_' quality assuranc~ and test plans will be developed for controlling the 
hardware items.- Preliminary plans ~ill_be submitted for nASA approval, 
and a proce~s for.r?porting,anomali~s and thorough corrective actions. 
will be mutually agreed upon. The ACSE will-be fabricated from 
~materials and with processes that have been certified as being, 
, ".. . - ,. - ~ 
flightworthy and co~patible with the space and Orbiter environ~ent3. 
Formal quality assurance and engineering_ change controls will ,be 
imposed to ensure hardware configuratIons are consiste~t~ Component 
procurement for later flight operations will ,require-the same,flight 
hardware standards. 
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! 
Gr'ound testing will be performed to verify the integrity of each ACSE , 
item., The testing would include electromagnetic compatibility (EHC), ' 
'vibration and shock, and thermal-vacuum environments with functional 
:,operati~ns during the therrnal~vacuum tests and before and after each, 
'environment. Crew member operationsuill also be included.,' 
,.- .... 
In addition to regularly-scheduled program meetings, formal reviews to 
, include, a PDR,a CDR, and Post-Test Review will serve the functions as 
previously described in paragraph 6.8.3.2 .. ' 
6.8.3~4 Shuttle Test Bed - This phase of the program w111 be 6 to 9 
months, depending on the Shuttle launch schedule and load complement; 
The ACSE item and supporting subsystems will be stowed in the Orbiter 
'careo bay,:~erifying the integrity of all interfaces. In'the case of 
the Shuttle sortie'flighto for task board"operational verification of 
the,ACSE, the Orbiter payload specialist station ,controls wiil be 
installed and functionally verified as well. 
Formal revie~~9 will include SRR, PDR" CDR, and Post Test Revie'fs with 
~JSC~personne1. 
6.6.3.5' Sy'stem Integration - This phase of the prograc \1111 be 3 'to ,9 
........ -.-
' : 'months duration, depending on Space'Station integration oimulation 
, "'~~d~i.: ~chedules ~iid availability of cargo bay space. During ~hio: ,:', ,':, ' 
,: period, -' the specific ACSE hardware items \lill be integrated with all ,,:~, 
associated subsystems and a' system,end-to-end v~rification 
, ' 
:,' accomplished.,. The flight readiness review w11l be conducted to ensure 
all related program activities have been successfully completed and. 
that no open action items exist. 
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. 6.8.3.6 Space Operations - It;~ill our estiClate that a major amount of 
" '. activity will take' place in the 1985-1995 timeframe to accomplish the 
necessary space verifications of each of the ACSE items. "rhe 
. availability of the. more complex equipment must be scheduled to permit 
adequate.test/verification time. 
A'point of reference'for space demonstration span times is the Apollo 
Command Module/Lunar Module docking interface. In the case of the 
.. ACSE,. many of the hardware items will be of comparable' complexity and. 
ther'efore adequate sch~dules must be provided. 
'6.8.4· Space Station Automation Growth Impacts Onto IOC 
" 
. TIle overall emphasis of this s;udy is to project into the future and 
forecast initial requirements needed to adapt to future. uncertainties •. 
This approach is necessary for a logical evolvability but presents a 
~~nflict .. ·ttl, low' front-end program costs. However, it has becoce 
increasingly apparent that sequential development, over long 
operational periods (approx. 20 years), along with constanly~evolvlng 
and challenging 'requirements a're most probable ~ To deal with this 
reality requi-res a program design approach that"defines, designs,and 
"~aintains the overall 'Space Station with flexibility as a" driving 
guideline. "On~ way to provide flexibility is to incorporate into the 
:-: initial' !lyat'em the ~bility to expand or extend the aystem in' any' 
dimension, i.e., function, per~ormance, operation, hardware, software~ 
etc. This should be done in a cost-effective manner that incorporates 
. . 
a structured and modular implementation capability. Some of this 
capability can, be achie.ved by including,early in the program design and 
build,"scars" that are compatible with future station modifications and 
growth •. A first cut at some of the potential "Bcars" that arc 
indicated in this aosessment are shown in Table 6.8.4-1. 
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Table 6.8.4-1 Space Statio11 Scarrillg Projectiolls for A&C 
ACCESSIBILITY: 
BERTHING: 
HARD POINTS: 
LABELING: ' 
Design access corridors, to allow'for growth MR}tS and 
working envelopes at selected uorksites. 
Provide,additional berthing/docking ports at'multiple 
locations throughout the Space Station. : As the.,: program 
matures, the number of free flyers will increase, i.e., 
stowed or crippled. 
Design ,system to have "hard" or rest points at worksites, 
to aid in stabilizing manipulator end effector motion. ' 
Hard'points located at structure nodes provides consider-
able flexibility to many other A&C activities. 
, Labeling, 'marking, or coding of all modules, assemblies, 
and components with viewing access is required for re-, 
, placement operations. Marking or coding the complete_? 
Space Station into'3-D grid is needed for early autono-
'cous'robots \-lith machine vision. 
HODULARIZATION:, Modular design of all systems and subsystems 'should ,be a 
primary Space Station ground rule to accommodate grouth, 
'servicing, and updating. Module (ORUs) 'should have re-' 
placement lnter~aces compatible, with EVA and C1anipulators~ 
STOWAGE: Mucl~ of the A&C suppor't equipment" i: e~ , ' small tools " 
-materiala/parts, etc. Look at providing holes in st~uc­
tural surfaces to accommodate temporary item attact~ents. 
Also;~onsider"for mobility (crawling) • 
KNOWLEDGE BASE: Establish and maintain a'process for "skill" or "knowl-
edge" retention where knowledge and exp£:rience, of experts' 
working the Space Station program would codify their ex-',' 
'pertise and less'ons learned into inference rules of aKBS 
TEST PORTS: 
,for future use in an expert system. 
Design test ports into the data'management system to 
accommodate autonomous checkout and trouble'shooting 
capability of a mobile robot or' intelligent servicer. 
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Assembly and Construction Support Equipment 
Analog-to-Digital 
Automatic Data Processing 
Artificial Intelligence ... 
. Airlock (Module) " . >. 
· Air Revitalization. Equipment: 
· Aiz:lock Support Equipoent 
Autonomous Transport Vehicle 
Boeing~Aerospace Company. 
Bus Interface Unit 
Control arid.Display 
Critical Design Review 
COll:!llon Equipment 
Center.of Gravity 
Control', 
Computer Program Compo'~ent 
Computer Program Configuration· Item 
.,' California, Space Institute 
~.'Data Base Hanagement.Systeo 
Direct Current 
Data Manageoent, 
Data Management· System 
Department of 'Defen'Be 
Degrees of "Freedom 
'Environmimtal Control and Life Support. (Syste~) 
~ Electromagnetic Compatihility 
.' Electrical Propulsion - ~ .~ 
· Electrical Power Generation System .' 
Extravehicular Activity . 
Federal Communications Commission 
Final Operational Configuration .. 
Flight Support Structure 
General Electric 
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Guidance. Navigation and Control 
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